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Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 18 2008, 11:19 AM EST
Re; Which came first the chicken or the egg? by Libb Thims Lets go back farther!
Off the top of my head after reading your publication in "Helium".
Which came first, motion or growth, or better, energy or mass?
by Ted Erikson

Time does not really exist for light (electromagnetism). But light cannot validate itself without creating, that iis
"sparking" mass to gain a surface from which to reflect, absorb, diffract, refract, etc. Any particle of mass will
do but mass itself needs time to validate its existence. So let us place panpsychism in perspective by stating
that such that an awareness, or consciousness, for any particle of mass recognizes that is must be of a
greater size, i.e. larger, bigger, or more complex to gain more time of "life".

This idea is verified from biological studies, i.e., life spans increase as size of many species vary from
bacteria to whales. Extrapolating this verifiable information down to the size of the ubiquitous electron
carrying a charge suggest "lifetimes" must be of orders less than attoseconds, i.,e., extremely small since it
appears and reappears about an atom. Quantum probabilities are required to localize regions where it may
be found.

Light controls motion and mass controls evolutional growth, but light "needs" mass and mass "needs" time.
This is the real philosophical question of which came first. Panpsychism, an ancient idea of consciousness in
ALL things is a most sensible answer.

Keyword tags: en ergy erikson growth mass motion panpsychism philosophy thims (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 22 2008, 4:26 PM EST (edit my post)
Ted, thanks for your notes. I think that you’re digging around in some potentially interesting trend; however,
you seem to be going about the extrapolation in the wrong direction. Using an analogy, you seem be
assuming a sort of Ptolemaic system logic correctness (for the existence of consciousness) and thus trying to
find validation of this for everything else in the universe. Instead, what you should do is use the atomic
system model (together with the subatomic and cosmic system models) to extrapolate the findings from
these fields to explain human mental processes, rather than the other way around.

Some of what you are saying, for instance, makes little sense. Light needs to be validated? A photon, as far
as I know, is what it an unchanging fundamental constant of the universe. Mass needs time to validate its
existence? Explain to me how a top quark (mass = 172.6±1.4 GeV/c2,), for instance, needs time to validate
its existence?

Gotta run, talk later,
Libb

SdogV

2. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 23 2008, 2:28 AM EST
Just a comment on your,
"Some of what you are saying, for instance, makes little sense. Light needs to be validated? A photon, as far
as I know, is what it an unchanging fundamental constant of the universe. Mass needs time to validate its
existence? Explain to me how a top quark (mass = 172.6±1.4 GeV/c2,)"

IF, IF, and IF again, energy as light did have a ubiquitous form of consciousness it would need to create
mass, or it's surface, to prove it exists, i.e.,"pinch me",or an action-reaction pairing. And IF mass was a
"wave" of life, death, and reproduction, it's time for recognition, prescence, existence etc. may be related to
size and complexity, e.g. I can;'t believe that the evidence at quark levels is very long-lived!
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And biological evidence suggests that tiny things live shorter "lives" than bigger, more complex things. Note,
humans are approaching an era where robots can maybe live forever, displacing humans, i.e. more complex
(not size).
Hey, "what if"?
Xmas stuff is calling.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 25 2008, 8:00 PM EST (edit my post)
For the moment, I would like you to answer a simple theoretical question: "How do you know that you are
alive?"

Also, if you hadn't noticed, I put your article here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Ted+Erikson

SdogV

4. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 28 2008, 10:34 AM EST

"For the moment, I would like you to answer a simple theoretical question: "How do you know
that you are alive?"

Also, if you hadn't noticed, I put your article here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Ted+Erikson"

To be alive, simply requires one or both of two processes (for a creature of any size or complexity) namely,
molion and/or growth as influenced by its environmental surroundings....or not. Since I satisfy both I must be
" alive".

Sadi-Carnot

5. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 30 2008, 9:03 AM EST (edit my post)
So according to you, the criterion for life are:
(1) Motion
(2) Growth
Thus, by your criterion, the sun is alive. Is this your view?

SdogV

6. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 30 2008, 11:00 AM EST

"So according to you, the criterion for life are:
(1) Motion
(2) Growth
Thus, by your criterion, the sun is alive. Is this your view?"

These processes are intensive, i.e effected "by", not "on". After I posted I now consider adding (3) Reproduce
Re: the sun. Sure, if there is evidence of it moving and growing..
I donj"t think it moves by its own volition and is there evidence that it is growing?
I have the lock inn hand and now looking for the key.

SdogV

7. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Dec 31 2008, 2:00 PM EST
BTW, Rudy Rucker has outlined a proof for panspychism. Google "panpspychism" proof

Sadi-Carnot

8. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Jan 1 2009, 5:56 PM EST (edit my post)
Explain to me how the single hydrogen atom is conscious?
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SdogV

9. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Jan 2 2009, 10:36 AM EST

"Explain to me how the single hydrogen atom is conscious?"

I don't have the last numbers of the combination lock for a complete answer, but for starters off the top of my
head: If one can assume a primeaval consciousness where an awareness of one's surroundings causes a
response, then doesn't hydrogen (or any so-called inanimate matter) respond to any change of it's
surroundings? Light needs mass (without mass there is no light).. Mass needs time (without time there is no
mass). . Light is the master of "motion", i.e. acceleration and velocity. Mass is the master of "growth", i.e.
"stimulation" and accretion rate(s). If such concepts are true, would not one say consciousness reigns?
Stages are: (1) an awareness of environmental influences, (2) whereas an energy of motion is Mc^2,, i.e. Kg
times m^2/sec^2 with c^2 equivalent to MG/d, then an energy of growth, by analogy, is M^2G/d, i.e. meters
times Kg^2/sec^2. The energy of growth requires a source of consciousness in matter, tentatively being
pursued as light. In short, the product of mass times time competes with the ratio of mass per unit time. The
source of this idea is in G. Svinivasan'sr "Secrets of Sankhya" (Sanscript ) To elucidate a measure of these
properties is still puzzling...

Sadi-Carnot

10. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Jan 6 2009, 2:46 PM EST (edit my post)
Your first sentence is reasonable, but to say that an atom is "aware" of its surroudings is weak topic. The only
related phenomenon is "quantum nonlocality", conceived by John Bell in the 1960s, in which two photons that
had previously been in contact, when separated by several miles, seem to remain "aware" of each other,
such that if one is purturbed the other senses it.

You loose me after sentence two, where you say "light needs mass".

SdogV

11. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Jan 7 2009, 10:30 AM EST

"Your first sentence is reasonable, but to say that an atom is "aware" of its surroudings is weak
topic. The only related phenomenon is "quantum nonlocality", conceived by John Bell in the
1960s, in which two photons that had previously been in contact, when separated by several
miles, seem to remain "aware" of each other, such that if one is purturbed the other senses it.

You loose me after sentence two, where you say "light needs mass". "

Two p;oints:
(1) Re: awareness. I see little difference between the mechanism of a baby, "feeling internal hunger"
responds to it's environment, a " mother's nipple" action and water "feeling agitation" responds to it's
environment, "a boiling temperature"..by boiling.. (Perhaps the statements,," there is no light without mass"
and "there is no mass without time", may clarify the ideas following)

(2) I am being "stimulated" by Young's ideas (and others) where he uses such phrases as
"http://www.arthuryoung.com/lightintolife.html
THOUGHTS ON A SCIENCE OF LIFE
Part V: Light into Life
by Arthur M. Young (1992)
"I prefer to say that the photon exchanged is the electron's own self energy, a sort of free will which it
exercises rather than collide with another electron."
Bohr Answer " I could still say: It doesn't fall "because it doesn't want to."..
So, here's a question for you.
What, in your opinion, can the product "mass times frequency" imply?

Sadi-Carnot

12. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Jan 10 2009, 1:01 AM EST (edit my post)
Ted, this string is getting too long to follow. Please let me know when you get a full paper going. Libb

196.217.221.60

13. RE: Philosophical Question of Chicken or Egg first?
Mar 26 2009, 3:17 AM EDT
hi everyon e excuse my bad english , i think it s an empty duality energy/mass chicken/egg body/soul , that
must be the redline for human reason
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GGladyshev

origin of life
Dec 4 2010, 7:31 AM EST
Libb,
I have written in Knol two notes on the origin of life in Russian. I think that you can translate them through an
interpreter.
Thank you.
Georgi
http://knol.google.com/k/georgi-p/-/169m15f5ytneq/0#knols Термодинамика и возникновение жизни -
Thermodynamics and origin of life.

Keyword tags: origin of life (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: origin of life
Dec 4 2010, 7:56 PM EST (edit my post)
Knols don't seem to be working for me lately? I'll I get is a blank white page to the link. Quick question: what
day exactly did the first life in the universe begin?

GGladyshev

2. RE: origin of life
Dec 4 2010, 10:57 PM EST
The chemical evolution smoothly goes into the biological evolution. This period is the time interval of "mixed"
evolution. The emergence of life is connected to the visible manifestation of supramolecular thermodynamics,
which predetermines the action principle of stability of substance. Period of emergence of a metabolism!

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: origin of life
Dec 5 2010, 5:21 AM EST (edit my post)
Please contain your topic discussions to the same thread. To do this, after starting the initial thread, e.g. “origin
of life”, then click on the newly started thread, then use the “post reply” button, lower right hand corner, to post
replies. I have deleted the other two duplicate threads you started.

As to your question, the answer of “emergence” is an incorrect answer. That may have been satisfactory back
in Alexander Oparin’s day (1922), but is a defunct theory, at present. We can now calculate the entire reaction
mechanism, starting with hydrogen precursors and ending with humans. The hydrogen atom, however, is not
alive. The second step is hydrogen reacting to form helium. The helium, also, is not alive. Nor is the reaction
process that resulted in helium. This same logic holds for the entire mechanism.

Your argument posits, in effect, that the hydrogen atom is alive.
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Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: origin of life
Dec 5 2010, 6:04 AM EST (edit my post)
Let me try to explain another way. Let us focus on the evolution timeline:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

Was there life at 13.7 billion years ago, when the universe was said to be at a temperature of 10E28 K?

Answer = No

Was there life at 4.9 billion years ago, before the time of the ignition of the sun?

Answer = No

Was there life at the moment the sun ignited?

Answer = No

Therefore, according to your logic, there would have to have been one specific day, after this period, at which
point the answer turned to Yes. I want you to tell me that specific day.

GGladyshev

5. RE: origin of life
Dec 5 2010, 6:26 AM EST
I think so:
Evolution - the way in which something gradually changes and develops. The chemical evolution smoothly
goes into the biological evolution. This period is the time interval of "mixed" evolution. The development of life
is connected to the visible manifestation of supramolecular thermodynamics, which predetermines the action
principle of stability of substance. Period of emergence of a biological metabolism! Life appears in all areas of
the universe, where there are appropriate conditions.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: origin of life
Dec 6 2010, 4:03 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 6 2010, 4:37 AM EST (edit my post)
I am working to bring you over to the new perspective. I used to think like you, that you could blend the two
theories together: life + nonlife. There are, however, numerous absurdities if one looks into the details of this
“blend theory” (or mixed theory).

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life

http://www.eoht.info/page/Unbridgeable+gap

The period of emergence of biological metabolism, for example, according to fossil record, occurred at least
3.85 billion years ago when single-celled bacteria existed. Bacteria, however, is a large 15-element molecule:

CE10HE10OE10NE9PE8SE8CaE8KE6
ClE6NaE6MgE6FeE5SiE4MnE2CoE2

This molecule would have had ancestors, e.g. smaller 10-element molecules:

CE5HE5OE4NE4PE2SE2
CaE2KE2ClE2NaE2

This molecule would have had ancestors, e.g. smaller 8-element molecules:

CE3HE3OE4NE4
PE2SE2Ca50K50

This molecule would have had ancestors, e.g. smaller 4-element molecules:

CE3HE3OE4NE4
PE2

This molecule would have had ancestors, e.g. smaller 2-element molecules:

CH4

Methane also has ancestors, i.e. single elements:
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C
H

We must now ask, at what point do these ancestor generations "come alive"? Are carbon and hydrogen atoms
alive? Answer = no. Hydrogen is not alive. All of these molecules are "biological" (contain carbon) and can
possess "metabolism" (energy release via reaction). They either are all alive or all not alive. The hydrogen
atom is not alive. Methane is not alive. Continuing upward, we must therefore conclude that humans cannot
be “alive”. Molecules, however, can be "animated" such as walking or bending molecules:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Retinal+molecule

http://www.eoht.info/page/Walking+molecule

The walking molecule also has a metabolism (but is not alive).

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 4:28 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 6 2010, 4:42 AM EST (edit my post)
The central issue here is that the theory of “life” is not a product of modern science, but of ancient religions,
that the modern non-religious and typical scientist still believes in.

In large part, 75 percent of the world’s religious belief in "life" traces its origin to the Egyptian circa 4,000BC
theory, developed in the city of Heliopolis, whereby each day the sun was “born”, i.e. “given life”, at sun rise,
and died, i.e. “life removed”, at sunset. We know know that this theory is defunct. The sun is not alive. It is
reactive. The sun is a a gravitationally-bound molecule, that has a thermonuclear metabolism, converting
hydrogen into helium in its core and releasing energy, similar to a human, that has a 15-billion year reaction
cycle or extent. Just as we now that the sun is not alive, so to we conclude that humans are not alive.

The Egyptian theory slowly developed into the theory that the life of humans was created or instilled by the
“breath” of the god Ptah who blew into matter instilling it with life.

The modern scientist has discarded superficial belief in the bulk of religious theory, except a few key left-over
theories: life, free will, choice, and morality, and death.

The theories of “life”, “death”, and “free will”, as we now know, do not apply to molecules, such as humans.
Choice and morality, however, can be studied in the physical chemistry perspective. We say that a reaction
pathway that shows a decrease in free energy is a “favored reaction” (moral), whereas a free energy increase
reaction is a “non-favored reaction” (amoral). Similarly, we can understand the choice of movements and of
bonding the same way we study how small atoms “choose” to bond or debond. None of this, however,
involves what one could call “life”. The only way you can save the olden days theory of life, is if you can
convince yourself that the hydrogen atom is alive. Those who attempt this are indicative of a weak mind.

GGladyshev

8. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 7:48 AM EST
It's not about words. The physical meaning of words and terms are important. Science requires agreements
(Henri Poincare). For example we can agree (negotiate) that life in our planet begins with the manifestation
(biological action) of nucleic acids. It was a period of the visible action of supramolecular thermodynamics in
the condition of our proto-biosphere. It is possible the other form of life in other conditions. The term “Life” is
the relative. I believe we should not eclectically mix different phenomena.

Sadi-Carnot

9. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 9:28 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 6 2010, 10:00 AM EST (edit my post)
We are not in agreement. The terms “life”, “biological”, “biosphere”, are all meaningless. Science is very
specific. According to your definition (life = structure with metabolism), then, one would conclude that the
walking molecule is alive:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Walking+molecule

Is the walking molecule DTA (9,10-dithioanthracene) alive? Yes or No?

What about the two-legged motile protein “kinesin” that walks along microtubules carrying loads to
destinations, being powered by ATP:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinesin
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sRZy9PgPvg&feature=related

Kinesin is a small six-element molecule, with molecular formula of about C400H620N100O120P50S20, that
walks, carries things, and has a metabolism. Kinesin is like a little human. Do you think that kinesin is alive?
Certainly not. It is simply an animate molecule, just like you or I. The problem with the calling something alive
is that it implies perpetual motion of both the first and second kind.

GGladyshev

10. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 10:04 AM EST
The definition of life depends on the viewpoints. From the viewpoint of chemical composition or the viewpoint
of geometrical structures of objects or the viewpoint of thermodynamics and so on … ? I believe we should not
give the general definition for all different scales of energy, time and objects...

Sadi-Carnot

11. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 10:13 AM EST (edit my post)
You are attempting to sidestep the issue. If you believe that life “originated”, I want you to tell me on what day
this occurred, the name of this first “life”, the molecular formula for this first “life”, and the reason why you think
this particular molecule is “alive”?

GGladyshev

12. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 10:39 AM EST
It is not possible in one impulse of the thought, to take into consideration simultaneously all multi-scale and
others effects determining the behavior of complex heterogeneous poly-hierarchical system at once as a
whole. These are statements of D.I. Mendeleev, Henri Poincare and others scientists. This is the sciense: the
phylosophy and the mathematics and so on.

Sadi-Carnot

13. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 11:04 AM EST (edit my post)
I can only tell you that you will never find a day in which “non-life” turned into “life”. This is paramount to the
following absurd reaction:

Reactants (non-alive) -- > Products (alive)

This type of reaction will never occur. A chemical reaction can never come “alive”. The only comparison
example I can give you to help you see the new view is the acceptance one gets of relativity after the first time
you do the train station calculation and realize that, based on the calculations, time and length are relative.
Likewise, if someone were looking down on us from space, and decided to categorize the different types of
molecules on the surface of the earth, that observer would likely group the walking molecules (DTA, kinesin,
humans, etc.) into one group. That observer would not assign terms like “alive” or “non-alive” to differentiate,
but would instead use physics term, such as movement, animation, reaction, velocity, etc. In the future, people
will no longer use the terms “life” and “alive” to speak of things. I cannot say when this time will come, but
likely in the next 1,000 years.

Sadi-Carnot

14. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 11:15 AM EST (edit my post)
Here’s another take on the issue, the following 2005 New Scientist article, entitled “That’s Life”, gives the
following 12-element molecular formula for a typical human being:

H15750 N310 O6500 C2250 Ca63 P48 K15 S15 Na10 Cl6 Mg3 Fe1

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg18825282.300

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+molecular+formula

They then ask “what might be the formula for the first alien life form we encounter?” The root of this question
then becomes: how can you tell whether or not a molecule is alive? You need to think about this essential
question for at least several years (as I have done) before you can arrive at the view that a molecule can
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never be alive. I didn’t arrive at this view myself until 2009.

GGladyshev

15. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 11:30 AM EST
Life is the complex phenomenon. This phenomenon is connected with physics, chemistry, biology, sociology
and so on. Sorry. I cannot define this phenomenon without concrete the viewpoint.

GGladyshev

16. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 12:00 PM EST
From the viewpoint of matter structures: Life - a form of existence of self-replicating polyhierarchical
structures.

Sadi-Carnot

17. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 4:15 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 6 2010, 4:16 PM EST (edit my post)
The accepted belief in the theory of life is similar to Plato’s 400BC allegory of the cave. The person in the cave
looks at the two shadows: (a) people walking in the sunlight and making shadows of walking people on the
cave wall; (b) a person with moving puppets in the sunlight, making shadows of walking people on the cave
wall. The person in the cave will look upon the shadows and naively conclude that ‘yes both shadows, a and
b, are indicative that two different 'alive' entities outside the cave.’

The allegory of the molecular cave is the same. Wherever we see something that we deem as “alive”, be it a
walking kinesin (6-element molecule) or a walking human (26-element molecule), we will always be able to
look through the atomic telescope and see only an energy-driven molecule. In other words, belief that one of
the molecules is alive is the same as belief in puppeteer’s animated shadow.

Regarding your definition that life is a self-replicating structure, with internal hierarchies, the use of the term
‘self-’ implies a type of chemical perpetual motion:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Self-

Do you believe that humans have free will?

Sadi-Carnot

18. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 5:42 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 6 2010, 5:45 PM EST (edit my post)
The short answer to objection in "life theory" is that it is a religious-based theory. There is no scientist to whom
we can pin or credit the theory of life to. Even though 95% of modern scientists proclaim themselves to not
profess belief in God, 100% of them will still admit belief in the theory of life. The theory of life, as held in the
mindset of scientists, however, originated in Egypt, that the first form of life was created by a creator God. We
have now discarded God, but we still search for the "first form of life" (origin of life). In other words, we have
discarded one part of the theory, but not the entire theory. You search for verification of the life theory by
attempting to find a thermodynamic definition. Searching for a origin of life, however, is a dead end path,
because the "created by God " is a defunct theory, which is replaced by "created by reaction", in the modern
view. Reactions, however, are not alive, no matter if it is two hydrogen atoms reacting to form helium or two
humans reacting to form a new baby. They both are chemical reactions, and the label of "life" does not apply.

Sadi-Carnot

19. RE: theory of life
Dec 6 2010, 9:53 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 11 2010, 6:30 AM EST (edit my post)
To give you a bit of a history lesson on the origin of the “theory of life”, being that you are so bent on adhering
to this theory, for over 75 percent of the world’s modern thinkers, the idea that atomic matter can be alive
comes from the Egyptian Heliopolis creation myth (3100BC), which states that the creator god Atum, the
aspect of fire, was self-created out of the primeval soil-clay mound, that arose out of the universal flood (Nun).
This first god Atum then “breathed” out two offspring, Shy (air) and Tefnut (moisture), via spit and cough. This
theory then became the basis that the first humans were created out of clay and given the breath of life.

An example from the 2100BC Egyptian Instruction Book for Merikare:

“God made sky and water for man’s sake, he made ‘breath’ for their noses to live, they are his images, who
came from his body.”
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In the 500BC genesis story, this became explained as the theory that the first man was Adam (which means
clay in Hebrew-Semitic):

“There went up a mist from the ground, watering the whole face of the ground, and God formed man of the
dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.”

Therefore, the modern scientists belief in life, stems from this theory, in that to make life, you need

(a) soil
(b) water
(c) breath (of God)

We have done away with God, but the modern scientist still searches in vain for an explanation of life. What
we need to do is do away with both God and its associative theory life. Both are easy to disprove.

Read Gary Greenberg’s 2000 book 101 Myths of the Bible, pg. 46-47, for the history to the clay-based origin
of man/life theory, which he explains stems from the Heliopolitan “birth of Atum” (from the mound) theory.

Sadi-Carnot

21. RE: theory of life
Dec 8 2010, 1:49 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 11 2010, 8:03 AM EST (edit my post)
(merge of same title thread into this one)

Libb,
Have a look at http://knol.google.com/k/georgi-p/термодинамика-и-возникновение-
жизни/169m15f5ytneq/15# once again, please. On this page there are quantitative data.
Georgi

Georgi,
That page does not load on my web browser. I thing that Google is shutting down its Knol operation? All it
returns is a plank page.
Libb

New added comment: I made a 13-minute video today to explain from where your belief in life, death, and
origin of life stem:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hElTZKpd_WI

The video summarized how the Egyptian scientists have dominated over 87% of the modern religions
understanding of life, death, morality, and purpose, all stemming from the sun birth/death theory..

GGladyshev

22. RE: theory of life
Dec 8 2010, 4:21 AM EST
Thank you!
http://knol.google.com/k/georgi-p/термодинамика-и-возникновение-жизни/169m15f5ytneq/15#
Thermodynamics and origin of life

SdogV

23. RE: theory of life
Dec 9 2010, 10:14 AM EST
Doesn't "life" involve motion AND growth?

GGladyshev

24. RE: theory of life
Dec 9 2010, 11:29 PM EST
Yes, of course.
A living organism is functioning in accordance with the laws of hierarchical thermodynamics. All of the acting
forces are taken into account through well-known equations. See:
http://www.humanthermodynamics.com
/On_the_Thermodynamics_of_the_Evolution_and_Aging_of_Biological_Matter.pdf
http://knol.google.com/k/georgi-p/thermodynamic-theory-of-evolution-of/169m15f5ytneq/3#
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Sadi-Carnot

25. RE: theory of life
Dec 11 2010, 6:29 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 11 2010, 6:30 AM EST (edit my post)
You both are incorrect. Anyone who believes that a structure of atoms is “alive” is an adherent of perpetual
motion. To Ted, according to your definition, then, Benard cells would be defined as being alive:

http://www.eoht.info/page/B%C3%A9nard+cells

The cells having (a) motion, (b) growth, (c) boundary, (d) metabolism, (e) hierarchy, (f) a thermodynamic
description, but they are not alive. Prigogine liked to allude to the idea that the Benard cells are alive or types
of proto-life. Attempts to find a “dividing line” between life and non-life will always meet in failure.

Sadi-Carnot

26. RE: theory of life
Dec 11 2010, 7:55 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 12 2011, 8:20 PM EST (edit my post)
Ted, along your link of thinking, i.e. extending "consciousness" and "life" all the way down to the subatomic, I
found this curious 2009 blog discussion, which seems to discuss the same view:

http://thewisdomblog.wordpress.com/2009/04/08/for-the-love-of-matter/

And there seems to be two books involved as well. It looks as though the author seems to be Christian de
Quincey:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Christian+de+Quincey

and his 2002 Radical Nature: the Soul of Matter (2010, 2nd edition), motto ‘consciousness all the way down’:

http://www.christiandequincey.com/Books/books.html

He discusses thermodynamics (and Prigogine) on two pages:

http://books.google.com/books?id=PmcQAQAAIAAJ&dq=Radical+Nature%3A+the+Soul+of+Matter%2C&
q=thermodynamics#search_anchor

To Gladyshev, the description of his book is that it "proposes that the universe around us is literally alive and
conscious", when we extend the theory of "life" downward to the atomic and subatomic. When you adhere to
the theory of life, this is the path you will end up at, a type of "new age" science, that, although food for
thought, won't hold up in the long run, in that the science it is too watered down.

Sadi-Carnot

27. RE: theory of life
Dec 11 2010, 8:38 AM EST (edit my post)
The premise of the Quincey's book, which he says are themed on the ideas of Pierre Teilhard, Henri Bergson,
and Arthur Young, is that the ‘universe is not dead’, as the materialists would have it, but rather matter is alive
(and the universe is alive), and has consciousness, on the model that the photon is the unit of being and
becoming (Young's theory).

The alternative to this "everything is alive theory", is the "emergence theory" (Gladyshev's view), that life
emerged at one point in the evolution timeline from hydrogen to human. Both theories, however, become
nonsensical when the one looks into the details of the argument.

The only solution, which I have been employing in my writing in the last year, is to stop using the words "life",
"living", and "alive", being that they have no scientific basis, and to instead begin using the terms "animated",
"reactive", "moving", etc., in the place of the defunct terms.

GGladyshev

28. RE: theory of life
Dec 11 2010, 10:18 AM EST
Libb,
I believe the terms (expressions) "life", "living", "alive", living system" or "living being" will be used in the future
of science. We must agree on the meaning of terms (words). Perhaps this sense (meaning) will be different.
All depends on the point of view on a particular phenomenon. Everything is relative. Do not use this term in
science is unrealistic.
Thank you.
Georgi
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GGladyshev

29. RE: theory of life
Dec 11 2010, 10:35 PM EST
General definition: Life" is a form of existence of matter. Life naturally appears in certain conditions during
evolutional development of matter.
From the standpoint of biology, "Life" is a form of existence of biological matter.
Science "biology" exists!

Sadi-Carnot

30. RE: theory of life
Dec 12 2010, 2:55 AM EST (edit my post)
You are incorrect. Some may wish to camouflage the issue by the Greek name “biological matter” in place of
living matter, “biology” for “life science”, biosystem for living system, or biothermodynamics for life
thermodynamics, but the issue remains: matter cannot be alive. In the future, scientists will look back and say
that people who adhered to the “life theory” were adhering (clinging) to vitalism theories or residual aspects of
religious theories. Everything around us is “chemical matter”, nothing more nothing less.

Sadi-Carnot

31. RE: theory of life
Dec 12 2010, 3:13 AM EST (edit my post)
The essential way I came into the new view is through chemical reaction analysis and thought. According to
you, on one particular day (about 3.85 billion years ago) a molecular entity “C” became the first form of life,
because it began adhering to your theory of hierarchical substance stability principle (which is simply another
way of saying that free energy of “C” tends to a minimum in its reaction extent). This “living” entity “C”,
however, would have formed from reactants, say “A” and “B”. As such, the following reaction scheme would
result:

A + B -- > C

Dead (atoms/molecules) + Dead (atoms/molecules) -- > Alive (atoms/molecules)

It took me about three year of thought to arrive at the view that this type of logic is absurd. Time has come to
discard the old baggage of defunct science. There is no such thing as "dead" or "alive" molecules.

GGladyshev

32. RE: theory of life
Dec 12 2010, 9:41 AM EST
You often say about some conceptions that I never said! I am talking, following A. Poincare, only about the
need for understanding in science, I say about the agreements of scientific terms.
I try to avoid eclectic approaches!

GGladyshev

33. RE: theory of life
Dec 12 2010, 11:34 PM EST
Perhaps this statement best is agreed with my viewpoint: “Life” is a form of existence of matter which
connected with the emergence of new properties of evolutional objects. Life appears by a naturally way in
certain conditions during evolutional development of matter.

Sadi-Carnot

34. RE: theory of life
Dec 13 2010, 2:05 AM EST (edit my post)
The issue seems to be that you seem to want to distance yourself from the issue, by blurring the subject over.
What exactly are these supposed "emergent new properties" of matter that define the specific day, in the
course of the universe, that life started?

What you need to begin doing is thinking in terms of mechanism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Unbridgeable+gap

A "reacts" to form B; B "reacts" to form C; C "reacts" to form D; D "reacts" to form E, etc., etc., etc. This is the
basic mechanism of the hydrogen to human reaction mechanism. Each entity, A, B, C, D, E, etc., has certain
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"emergent properties". What makes you think that you can pick, willy-nilly, which which step in the mechanism
suddenly came "alive". The only thing you are doing is attempting to salvage anthropomorphism over that of
chemistry and physics.

GGladyshev

35. RE: theory of life
Dec 13 2010, 7:06 AM EST
The manifestation of new properties is non-instantaneous. This is not "a fast phase transition of a pure
substance”. This transition is similar to freezing the multi-component solutions. Slowly, little by little, many new
properties are appeared. I think that the appearance these new properties is connected with the formation of
supramolecular hierarchical structures.
I believe (maybe) you are looking for some kind of truth. The truth is always relative. The search for absolute
truth does not give us any prospects for the future.

Sadi-Carnot

36. RE: theory of life
Dec 13 2010, 7:29 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 13 2010, 7:55 AM EST (edit my post)
How about you list these specific "properties" for us, so that we can have a basic definition of life?

Sadi-Carnot

37. RE: Mary Mesny
Dec 13 2010, 9:47 PM EST (edit my post)
Related to this discussion, today I found a new 1910 article “Human Molecules” by American philosopher Mary
Mesny:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Mary+Mesny

She specifically defines a human, very frankly, as a molecule, “nothing more nothing less”. This is the correct
view.

You, Georgi, on the other hand, would like to believe that a human is a special type of molecule, a “living
molecule”. This, however, is an appeal to illogic, to think that a human molecule is somehow “special” or
different than the rest of the molecules in the universe.

GGladyshev

38. RE: theory of life
Dec 13 2010, 10:07 PM EST
The question is incomplete. I think that the general answer can be given in terms of thermodynamics.
For a smooth transition to biological evolution «list of specific properties» extended. There are new structures
which interact with each other, the environment and the various physical fields. The emergence of new
hierarchies (sub-hierarchies) leads to the selection of the less stable chemical structures. These structures are
decomposed (are degradated). They are replaced by new similar structures. Appear metabolism and
reproduction. Later, the appearance of oxygen contributes to the degradation and metabolism. Thus, the
emergence of a noticeable (you can take the standard number) metabolism can be considered the period of
the first signs of life. Number of hierarchies increases, the list of new features extended. Structures are
adapted to the environment ... Evolution evolves. http://knol.google.com/k/georgi-p/thermodynamic-theory-of-
evolution-of/169m15f5ytneq/3#

GGladyshev

39. RE: theory of life
Dec 13 2010, 10:26 PM EST
All chemical molecules differ from the molecules of living organisms (from supramolecular structures)!

Sadi-Carnot

40. RE: ??
Dec 13 2010, 10:44 PM EST (edit my post)
To your last reply, are you trying to tell me that, for example, the chemical molecule CO2, in a person's blood,
"differs" from CO2, in say a soft drink? Also, in regard to the Mesny article: do you think that a human is a
molecule, yes or no?
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Sadi-Carnot

41. RE: Life = metabolism, reproduction, and heirarchy
Dec 13 2010, 10:50 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 13 2010, 10:52 PM EST (edit my post)
To your previous definition (life = metabolism, reproduction, and hierarchy), the sun has all of these properties:
metabolism (internal energy producing reactions), reproduction (hydrogen reproduces with other hydrogen
atoms to make helium babies), and hierarchy (a layered, up and down flow of atoms, and energy). Is the sun
alive? Likewise, Benard cells have metabolism, reproduction, and hierarchy:

http://www.eoht.info/page/B%C3%A9nard+cells

Are Benard cells alive?

GGladyshev

43. RE: ??
Dec 13 2010, 11:16 PM EST
Biology is an independent science, science of life. It is differed from the physics and chemistry, but it uses the
laws of physics and chemistry. Chemical molecules are differed from the "living molecules" (all living
organisms). I know (as many people) that the chemical molecule CO2, in a person's blood, does not differ
from CO2, in say a soft drink.
Is the sun alive? The question is not serious. The sun is not alive! The sun has the different hierarchies (these
are non-biological hierarchies), energies and so on.

Sadi-Carnot

44. RE: ??
Dec 13 2010, 11:54 PM EST (edit my post)
I am still a bit puzzled why you don’t see the correct view? Do you believe that humans have free will? Is this
why you are objecting?

Biology is merely a name for “big scale chemistry”. What scientists, in olden days, would call a “biological
organism” is merely a name for any type of large animated molecular structure, in a prolonged window-
timespan of free energy driven reactivity, that are reacting on a surface (land) or in a medium (air or sea), and
that have a structural atomic turn-over rate.

You seem to want to build some “imaginary” dividing line in your head, that on some magical day (3.85 billion
years ago), there was a specific, say 15-element, molecular structure, with a hierarchy and metabolism, which
suddenly came alive?

Yet, on the other hand, you also want to hold to the view that life “emerged” gradually from the 92 elements of
the periodic table. The emergence view, however, directly leads to the absurd conclusion that the hydrogen
atom is “sort of alive”.

The only other reason that I can imagine why you are objecting is that you are trying to safe face with the
hierarchical thermodynamics model / substance stability principle you have developed, to the effect that once
a molecular structure (a) has a hierarchy and (b) exchanges atoms up and down between the internal
hierarchies, that it has somehow become alive?

Sadi-Carnot

45. RE: Gibbs free energy
Dec 14 2010, 12:13 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 14 2010, 12:19 AM EST (edit my post)
Let me put the argument for you in terms of pure thermodynamics. At present, three different calculations
have been made for the molecular formula of a human. The empirical versions are shown below:

H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000
K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
(Sterner and Elser, 2000)

H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6 S1.6E6 Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5 Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3 Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
(Thims, 2002)

H15750 N310 O6500 C2250 Ca63 P48 K15 S15 Na10 Cl6 Mg3 Fe1
(New Scientist, 2005)

Thermodynamically, we know it took a certain measurement of Gibbs free energy change, say negative
10,000 kJ/mol, for the universe to form this "human molecule", over time, from its standard state
atom/molecule precursors. The same can be said for any molecule on the earth, such as a water molecule
H2O to form (negative 229 kJ/mol) or for one nickel sulfate molecule NiSO4 to form (negative 782 KJ/mol).
The process of going from initial state reactants to final state products, follows a very specific mechanism, the
free energies of each step adding up to the total free energy change. The argument that a human molecule is
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alive requires that one of the steps in the mechanism “became” a living reaction. This is illogical. Gibbs free
energy is Gibbs free energy. There is no such thing as “living” Gibbs free energy, nor a "living" chemical
reaction. Does this make sense?

GGladyshev

46. RE: Gibbs free energy
Dec 14 2010, 2:32 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 14 2010, 2:37 AM EST
Your logic (the logic of different sense words) does not correspond to discussions which are taken in classical
science. I follow the classic science. My views have evolved from well-known scientific schools and scholars:
Euler, Mendeleev, Poincare, Gibbs, etc. Perhaps you have not done serious experimental works and
calculations in chemistry and physics. Perhaps you have not had great scientists - teachers. You try to confuse
everything in verbal and eclectic discussions and to mix everything. You want everything to provide by some
simple terms, without physical explanation? You present only formal linguistic logic and explanation. Such
attempts, as I know, nobody could finish successfully. You refer not only to the classics, but also to lovers of
science, writers, philosophers - dreamers, non-professional scientists and just good people. I think the big
science knows very little scientists! Of course, you are most outstanding human, which presents the works of
all people of different professions.. However, to offer the general concepts it is very seriously. Need to do a lot
of reservations. Sorry for my English.
Sorry, maybe I'm in something wrong!

Sadi-Carnot

47. RE: Gibbs free energy
Dec 14 2010, 9:34 AM EST (edit my post)
Everything I've just told you is based on the work of Mendeleev and Gibbs. In any event, it does not matter
who I cite, this is a matter of pure logic: either molecules are alive or they are not? You would like to believe
that molecules with internal reactions (metabolism) are "alive". You would like to believe that there is an
"origin" to life. You would like to believe what we call "life" began on one specific day many years ago. When
asked what this structure was and on what day this first life started, however, you evade the question, with
recourse to "emergence".

Myself, on the contrary, wish to look deeper into the question. If life "originated", then:

(a) it must have formed on one specific day in the past
(b) it must have had a molecular formula

The 26 elements needed to make what you call "life" are listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Element

According to your reasoning, if we put these 26 elements in a large beaker, agitate the beaker, and heat it with
light once every 12 hours, that on one specific day, something called "life" will appear. The correct view is that
at a certain point, molecules that are animated and react to their environment will appear, but these are still
"molecules" and we cannot technically say that a molecule is alive.

GGladyshev

48. RE: Gibbs free energy
Dec 14 2010, 11:08 AM EST
Unfortunately, I must say that your overall concept will never be described by mathematical methods.
Mathematics loves the objects of same type. Only in this case it is useful. I do not casually write about the
general thermodynamic equation for all hierarchies: «It is logical to consider this equation as one with
considerably divided parameters, symbolic, or speculative, that can be efficiently used only in relation to
everyone or adjacent hierarchies of structures» http://www.humanthermodynamics.com
/On_the_Thermodynamics_of_the_Evolution_and_Aging_of_Biological_Matter.pdf http://knol.google.com
/k/georgi-p/thermodynamic-theory-of-evolution-of/169m15f5ytneq/3# http://knol.google.com
/k/математическая-физика-и-эволюция-живой-материи#
I choose these epigraphs to some articles:

1."One of the principal objects of theoretical research in any department of knowledge is to find the point of
view from which the subject appears in its greatest simplicity." J. Willard Gibbs;

2. With knowledge of the world ought to be avoided "... utopian dreams for those, who wants to comprehend
all in one gust of thought ..."Dmitry Ivanovich Mendeleyev;
3."... The simplicity - the only ground on which it is possible to erect building generalizations" Henri Poincare
These statements are the basic precepts for scientists. These statements are the basic "rules of game" in
physical sciences.
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Sadi-Carnot

49. RE: never be described by mathematical methods?
Dec 14 2010, 12:05 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 14 2010, 12:10 PM EST (edit my post)
Regarding your statement that my “overall concept will never be described by mathematical methods”, this is a
short-sighted view. The first table of free energies of formation for various gas phase chemical species was
compiled by Fritz Haber in 1905; the first table for Gibbs free energies of formation for about 100 species in
biochemical reactions was compiled by Keith Burton in 1957; it will only be a matter of time before Gibbs free
energies of formation for various human species will be compiled by someone in a table format, each of which
being the energy quantification of the overall synthesis of each species determined by experimental
measurement, calculated by the mathematical methods of chemical thermodynamics. Most of this has already
been described mathematically in my Human Chemistry textbook, in basic outline.

The central problem here, it seems to be, with your hierarchical thermodynamics method, is that you attribute
the measure of Gibbs free energy of formation to foodstuff and diet, where correctly this is more a factor of
activation energy, than free energy. Therefore, you search in aimlessly for one specific “metabolic day”, when
a certain level of activation energy was lowered, when in fact this has more to do with substrate or catalytic
activity, and is generally irrelevant to the overall mechanism, of whether or not two molecules will react
together to reproduce.

SdogV

50. RE: Life?
Dec 14 2010, 6:30 PM EST
Have been traveling and caught 2 looks at this thread.. To define "life" one must first define it's ingredients,
which are simply light and mass, each having a different role. These "roles' are motion and growth, as
mentioned earlier, to be elaborated upon my return to Chicago. For now, consider that light cannot "grow" , but
"moves" without recognition of time, while mass really cannot move, but grows AND recognizes time. This
synergy is the origin of life which evolves causing a balance between energy depletion (entropy) and energy
accumulation ...for limited time depending on "size". Gravity and coulomb laws represent this synergy..

Sadi-Carnot

51. RE: Life?
Dec 14 2010, 6:52 PM EST (edit my post)
What day did life originate Ted? I assume you are holding to your view that the entire universe is alive and that
life originated 13.7 billion years ago when fermions and bosons began interacting to move and grown into the
first hydrogen atoms, which you will likely still argue have "awareness" and consciousness?
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SdogV

52. RE: Life?
Dec 14 2010, 7:09 PM EST
Why is the "day" of importance?. The means seems of much more significance and concern. Prior to "13.7
billion years" there was action and reaction.

Sadi-Carnot

53. RE: Life?
Dec 14 2010, 8:16 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 15 2010, 12:41 AM EST (edit my post)
The subject of the thread debate is the "origin of life". You and Georgi hold to the view that life "originated",
meaning that it had an origin. Origin is defined as the point at which something begins (Merriam-Webster).
This point must correspond to an exact moment in time, a specific second, when we can say "yes this
structure is the first form of life".

Conversely, I hold to the view that there is no such thing as life. All we see around us, at earth-bound
temperatures, are atoms and molecules. Molecules, however, are not alive. Therefore life does not exist.

If you want to hold to the view that life originated, you must specify the day, so that we have ground for further
discourse, otherwise the conversation is empty.

GGladyshev

54. RE: Life?
Dec 15 2010, 1:06 AM EST
Libb, you do not want to listen to me! I'm talking about one thing but you're talking about one another.
Regarding my statement : "your overall concept will never be described by mathematical methods”. You write:
“this is a short-sighted view”. However this is not my opinion. This is experience of centuries.
You call all kinds of objects by one term: "molecule". However, as you know, all these species are different, it
is very important. Cannot be combined into one group any objects and events of various types. It is always a
need to explain. Mathematics in this general case is powerless! Mathematics used to describe the objects of
the similar type. Mathematic sciences have to explore different independent hierarchies of matter primarily.
Mathematics and history of science teaches us to so.
Now I would like to say on thermodynamics of diets. Have you ever calculated the thermodynamic
parameters and activation energy? I think that these values you did not calculate.
You write: “If you want to hold to the view that life originated, you must specify the day, so that we have
ground for further discourse, otherwise the conversation is empty.” Of course, this discussion is useless.
However, all the structures and forms of matter in evolution occur during periods of time. For example, the
solar system, planets and their moons appeared for long periods. Freezing of solutions takes place in time
and so on. Thank you.

SdogV

55. RE: Life?
Dec 15 2010, 3:20 AM EST
Libb, I will give you the exact time life originated when you define what "time" is. Also would appreciate
knowing what "mass" (or matter) is....in an absolute sense. To me, our "time" has a backward counterpart, i.e.
Fibonacci counting from zero in both directions..Try it...real fun.
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Sadi-Carnot

56. RE: life does not exist
Dec 20 2010, 3:26 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 20 2010, 3:45 PM EST (edit my post)
To help you see how silly it becomes when one holds dear to the “theory of life”, and yet also to the laws of
thermodynamics, here’s English biologist James Johnstone’s 1921 conception of the animate engine:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+engine

Ted, you would like to the believe the entire universe is alive (panpsychism)
Georgi, you would like to believe that only atomic structures with hierarchy are alive (hierarchism)

Each of your views is nothing but anthropomorphism forced outwards. I have done my best to explain to each
of you that atoms, molecules, molecular structures with hierarchies, sub-atomic particles, are not “alive”, they
do not have life. The only thing that exists is that which can be measured. What we have measured thus far is
called the standard model of physics, which includes four fundamental forces and twelve fundamental
particles. None of these particles and forces are alive; nor can they interact to come alive. They can only
interact to create different structures and various movements of the particles or structures.

The terms "life" or "living" are terms of the old science. The search for the "origin of life" is nothing but a
modern-day search for the philosopher's stone. Humans were created by chemical synthesis in a process of
chemical mechanism that started at least 13.7 billion years ago.

I am moving forward with the new science: that in which chemical thermodynamics explains human existence
and human movement. Those who continue to use the terms "life" or "living" are only boasting of nothing but
a sign of intellectual weakness.

Sadi-Carnot

57. RE: Michael Brooks
Dec 21 2010, 8:54 AM EST (edit my post)
The following article explains that as of 2008, the concept of humans, as "bags of chemicals", being alive, is
one of the top five anomalies of science that makes no sense:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Michael+Brooks

In other words, the theory of life is nonsense, according the the modern scientific viewpoint.

Sadi-Carnot

58. RE: Eliminative materialism
Dec 21 2010, 11:34 AM EST (edit my post)
I found the word or term that captures the essence of what I'm getting at, it's called "eliminative materialism":

http://www.eoht.info/page/Materialism

a niche subject debated in the philosophy circles that originated in the 1970s, which holds the view that
concepts such as consciousness, life, ego, do not exist, and will eventually be removed or eliminated from
the mindset of scientists, once they are either explained or dismissed in terms of pure physics, in the same
way that we no longer discuss concepts such as vitalism, flat earth theory, geocentrism, phlogiston, caloric
theory, etc.

Sadi-Carnot

59. RE: Australian engineer Vangelis Stamatopoulos's views:
Dec 24 2010, 5:55 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 24 2010, 5:57 AM EST (edit my post)
In connection to this thread, here is a November 15, 2010 AtheistNexus.org blog posting by Australian
engineer Vangelis Stamatopoulos, commenting his views on the summary DMR Sekar’s 2010 response
rebuttal proof to my 2009 letter on the defunct theory of life sent to Georgi Gladyshev:

http://www.atheistnexus.org/profiles/blogs/its-life-jim-but-not-as-we?xg_source=activity

Stamatopoulos seems to side with both Sekhar and myself, although he does not seem to be aware that
Sekhar’s thesis is tinged with god theory, i.e. Sekhar defines his “genopsych” concept as a extensive state
function, opposite to entropy, that is the force of god, or something to this effect, that has consciousness, and
acts to drive evolution.

Sadi-Carnot

60. RE: Max Meister's views (distinction between living and non-living):
Dec 24 2010, 6:06 AM EST (edit my post)
Here’s another related blog posting, Dec 19, 2010, by Max Meister:

http://empb01.blogspot.com/2010/11/meaning-of-boltzmans-constant.html

who comments “Actually, there is no distinction between living and non-living chemical entities, just a gradient
of complexity. Based on the work of Libb Thims, the human molecule has already been defined.”
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jtuhtan

61. RE: theory of life
Jan 8 2011, 9:09 AM EST
"Time is not one of the variables of pure thermodynamics" G.N. Lewis 1930

Sadi-Carnot

62. RE: Time
Jan 8 2011, 9:46 AM EST (edit my post)
Lewis is pretty much correct in that statement. There’s two ways to look at the concept of time in
thermodynamics, (a) in terms of a body on transforming between an initial state and final state:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Initial+state:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Final+state

and the return path as is done in a cycle:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Cycle

or the embedded concept of time in the extent of reaction:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extent+of+reaction

The second main way to look at time in thermodynamics is that pure thermodynamics, i.e. entropy increase
(or the second law), is what defines time, as captured in Arthur Eddington’s description of the arrow of time:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Time%27s+arrow

Thus in the course of the universe, one might argue that the total universe, 13.7 billion years ago was state
one and the universe at the present second is state two, thermodynamically speaking.

SdogV

63. RE: Time
Jan 8 2011, 12:46 PM EST
A bit of subject but related to my interest of "origins". Comment(s) on Vernon Brown's "Photonic Theory"are
herewith invited:
, i,.e.http://photontheory.com/blogcms/

Sadi-Carnot

64. RE: Time
Jan 9 2011, 4:27 AM EST (edit my post)
Interesting site. I wonder what his background is, he seems to have been working on this theory since at least
1994:

Vernon Brown, "The Photonic Theory of Everything," Photon Theory Update, June 1994; Photonics, PO Box
1351, Cabot AR 72023, USA

A weak point in his theory is that he needs to spend a little more time reading up on things such as QED and
particle physics, but all-in-all, anyone who cites Maxwell as an idol is ok in my book.

SdogV

65. Consciousness
Jan 21 2011, 6:00 AM EST
And a quote from Gao Shan in "QM and Panpsychism" is a start to connecting origins:
"consciousness, the intrinsic ability of being aware of something, isa fundamental propertyof matter". He has
several articles relating "P"to QED.

Defining this property is elusive, though. (Working on it for the simplest of matter , hydrogen atom. NOT tthe
molecule. )

Sadi-Carnot

66. RE: Consciousness
Jan 21 2011, 9:46 AM EST (edit my post)
I started the “panexperientialism” article earlier today, after reading de Quincey’s Radical Nature:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Panexperientialism

I don't know why you are bothering with this subject, most of the theories are developed by non-scientists and
are barely readable. The only thing that is remotely interesting is quantum entanglement, where separated
photons are said to be "aware" of each other.
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SdogV

67. RE: Consciousness
Jan 21 2011, 10:54 AM EST
Correct. Lots of"crazies"...but Physics is getting that way now,too. Electrons are the portal that is identifiable,
i.e. a "door". QED is successful with opening the door when ALL possibilities are considered, ala Feynman's
comment on "normalizing". Photons are the "key". Find the key to unlock the door is the problem that Einstein
cogitated for ~50 years. They are almost negligible as mass, but I'm getting ~10^-54Kg. which implies an
"aware" structure in transient equilibrium with electrons. Yes, murky,but ...all possibilities takes time. Fit idea
to math rather than let math control the idea. ..

120.17.206.68

68. RE: Consciousness
Jan 24 2011, 12:38 PM EST
A through-provoking thread!

The fast entropy approach defines life as the rate that system produces entropy. So under that definition,
Bernard cells and the Sun would be considered alive, and a blue giant star would be more alive than the
yellow-white Sun. This is more of a continuum approach, arguably consistent with Prigogine's concept of
dissapative structures. A blue giant star dissipates more energy (produces more entropy) than the smaller,
dimmer Sun, so it is more alive.

This definition is incomplete, and not very satisfying, but it is simple and relatively easy to apply.

The fast entropy approach adopts a "conciousness by necessity" approach. If a conscious creature can utilize
that consciousness to produce entropy more quickly than a similar, but non-conscious creature, than
theformation of consciousness is favored under the Principle of Fast Entropy.

I do NOT claim that the fast entropy definition of life or view on consciousness are complete or correct. For
now, they are merely postulated for the sake of discussion.

Sadi-Carnot

69. RE: Consciousness
Jan 24 2011, 1:39 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 24 2011, 1:56 PM EST (edit my post)
That definition falls under to. The steam engine, for instance, produces entropy (or has positive entropy
change), in each heat cycle, thus according to your definition the steam engine is alive, which of course is a
non-nonsensical conclusion.

On a side note, a while back I polled a few random (non-scientific) people as to whether they thought (a) the
sun was alive and (b) the earth was alive? While some said no to both, many said yes to either a or b, or in
some cases yes to both. A curious finding?

120.16.242.112

70. RE: Consciousness
Jan 24 2011, 4:06 PM EST

"your definition the steam engine is alive"

Steam engines are built by groups of people, and thus are a component of a living system.

Sadi-Carnot

71. RE: Consciousness
Jan 24 2011, 10:39 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 24 2011, 11:46 PM EST (edit my post)
Mark, you are missing the point of the discussion. There is no such thing as a “living system”. This is an out-
dated anthropocentric concept. Every earth-bound system is simply an assemblage of elements from the
period table.

Because we only see things in the visible light range of the electromagnetic spectrum, we are don’t see the
atomic structure of anything, and thus are led to believe that the smallest things that we can see, such as
through a microscope, e.g. a bacteria or virus, must be the simplest form of life. When, however, you start
calculating the molecular formula for everything, e.g. humans and bacteria, this logic starts to fall apart.

To explain another way, If, thinking abstractly, you were a highly evolved type of extraterrestrial intelligence
(IQ=1000), of some sort, examining earth from a far off distance in space, and your eyes were able to
perceive things across the entire spectrum of electromagnetic radiation (radio to gamma rays), you would
likely see things down to the atomic level and when attempting to categorize structures, you would likely
group entities according to how many elements each entity was comprised of, such as is done here in table
form:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Molecular+evolution+table

In this perspective, simply by looking at columns one and two (in this table), one is not able to differentiate
among the rows, e.g. conclude that rows 15 and above are alive, whereas rows 14 and below are dead.
Think about this for some time (up to several years) and you should be able to arrive at the same conclusions
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that I have, namely that “life” is a term, left over from the mythological era, that not only has no meaning in
modern hard science, but is in fact an incorrect term, a theory that is faulty.

Sadi-Carnot

72. RE: Living systems do not exist in the chemistry textbook
Jan 24 2011, 11:14 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 24 2011, 11:48 PM EST (edit my post)
To elaborate further, to explain what I'm getting at, you’re not going to be able to look into a chemistry
textbook (or physics textbook for that matter) and hear chemists talking about how the noble gases are ‘dead’
or ‘dead systems’ because they are inert or non-reactive, owing to their stability, which is based on their filled
outer valence shell electron configuration; whereas, conversely, acids and bases are ‘alive’ or ‘living systems’
because they need or have extra electrons, respectively, and can thus react with each other or with other
varieties or species of chemicals, whereas the noble gases, generally can't react, but only float around
"mindlessly", we might say. This same type of logic extrapolates upwards to humans, often differentiated into
a nonsensical dichotomy (especially in the mind-body philosophical debates) when we hear people using the
argument that "well what separates a rock from a human?"

SdogV

73. RE: Living systems do not exist in the chemistry textbook
Jan 25 2011, 5:17 AM EST
Libb: Your argument is correct, assuming that one is dealing with the "particles" and their evolution from the
"big bang". However, my goal seeks to ascertain the "ORIGIN" where presumably what evolved is what we
see around us now. Seems that life, whatever one calls it, must have originated from zero. Given a chicken or
egg, it is relatively easy to produce the other. The "bang" traces back to zero OK, but what was the origin of
"it". Many worlds, dimensions, alternate universes, strings,etc. try to assemble a rational theory and all look
illogical. Really, how can "zero" produce something and more importantly, is it happening now? One is a
lonely number. As Fuller noted, "Unity is plural, and as a minimum, two". Wow! Carbon is certainly more than
"one" now, no? Did science invent all it's novel geometry, or is it being discovered?

Sadi-Carnot

74. RE: Living systems do not exist in the chemistry textbook
Jan 25 2011, 7:58 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 25 2011, 8:02 AM EST (edit my post)
Ted: Yes, I understand your mission and goal, but in such a quest we must do away with language,
suppositions, and arguments that are faulty and error filled. The most important of updates is that we must
begin using, at a start, the term “animate matter” in place of the defunct term “life” (Belgian-born English
thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde’s 1954 suggestion), and thus also stop using other defunct terms such
as living matter, living system, biotic system, etc. In this direction, the mentally corrupted-soft term "life
thermodynamics" (or biological thermodynamics, or biothermodynamics), becomes replaced with the
universally accepted term "animate thermodynamics", the study of the behaviors of systems of animated
molecules:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+thermodynamics

Beyond this, we must not impose biased anthropocentric arguments into the chemistry and physics, such as
Arthur Young (The Reflexive Universe, 1976) did in his idea that electron orbit jumps are "self-caused" by
some force internal to the electron and that the electron "chooses" to jump between orbitals, and thus has
consciousness (a theory promoted further by Christian de Quincey (2002, Radical Nature) or that the photon
has psychic abilities, among other sorts of incorrigible ideas.

SdogV

75. RE: Living systems do not exist in the chemistry textbook
Jan 25 2011, 9:16 AM EST
Hmmm. OK, so "animate matter"(AM) is a synonym for "life" as used in "chemistry and physics" descriptions
of it;. Now, is AM deterministic or probabilistic? (as suggested by quantum theory). If one believes the former,
then a panpsychism resolution defines the bounds of probabilities. (pretty murky!)

BTW: Two points I ran into of which you may (or may not) be aware:
(1) Interesting "prize" for this discussion (How about "sharing" it, heh, heh,)
The Origin-of-Life Prize ®
http://www.us.net/life/
and
(2) Iona Miller's lengthy discussion (among a host of other things):
http://ionamiller.wordpress.com/2009/06/07/the-riddle-of-consciousness/
(She sure seems "aware" of a host of related and creditable information..) Her distinction of "awareness" and
"consciousness" sure sits well with me.

71.146.146.37

76. RE: theory of life
Feb 1 2011, 8:45 PM EST
I have not read the entire conversation here, just briefly glanced through it. Here is what I think. Yes, humans
are built with a bunch of atoms and atoms individually are not alive. But let me ask you this question. If I take
the same exact number of molecules or atoms present in human body and put them in a box and then shake
the box and put the entire compound back on the ground, will I build a human being? If I do this for a second
time and repeat it over and over again, will I ever build a human being, despite the fact that the formula of the
compound I created is the exact formula as Lib wrote it for human being. I believe, what is missing from Lib's
logic is the relationship between these molecules and atoms that produce an entity that is unique in its
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properties. It is the relationship of these atoms that makes all the difference between a human and the other
two compounds and not just their presence in the compound. Those two compounds will not think and
discover their environment, will not seek for food and lack many other properties that humans possess. Also,
reproduction is not a perpetual machine that is, rightfully, not supported by science. Reproduction require
enormous amount of energy to produce a similar human being. The production of food and transformation of
the food in mother’s body to produce essential materials to build the child is definitely far more that being a
perpetual machine. The transition from non-living to living is very possible.

71.146.146.37

77. RE: theory of life
Feb 1 2011, 8:49 PM EST
Think of a spectrum of color starting from a white color and ending in black, and in the middle slow transition
of colors (shades of gray) from one color to another. The fact is that we have white at one end (non-living)
and black on the other side (living). Now let us ask ourselves at what point in this spectrum the black color
starts. Well, it is up to the person to draw the line and say at this specific point. True or false, someone else
may think actually it is a little close to the black color. The point is, there is no specific date when life started
but it has started, the transition has occurred sometime, and not everything in nature is just black or white all
the time. Our brain certainly does not function that anyway. That is why we have words like, probably, may
be, possibly and so on. There is always room for doubt in any argument regardless how certain we are of our
view points.

Robert

GGladyshev

78. RE: theory of life
Feb 1 2011, 11:43 PM EST
You're very right:
“The point is, there is no specific date when life started but it has started, the transition has occurred
sometime, and not everything in nature is just black or white all the time.”
Any transitions in physics and chemistry are characterized by a relaxation time.
The transition from the inanimate substance into the live matter is a continuous transition. During this period,
new emergent properties of the system are appeared.
About the relaxation time of written many thousands of studies. This is one of the foundations of science. For
example: “The typical time-scale for this process is called the relaxation time, and depends in detail on the
nature of the inter-particle interactions.” Or: “In the physical sciences, relaxation usually means the return of a
perturbed system into equilibrium. Each relaxation process can be characterized by a relaxation time τ. The
simplest theoretical description of relaxation as function of time t is an exponential law exp(-t/τ).” …
Your logic is a remarkable scientific logic!

Sadi-Carnot

79. RE: Prometheus fire
Feb 2 2011, 1:33 AM EST (edit my post)
Robert (Kenoun?), your "shaking atoms in a box" objection is an empty objection (humans are molecules
synthesized over time) and is similar to DMR Sekhar's 2010 "hotplate objection", as discussed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life

Georgi, your "hierarchical thermodynamics origin of life theory" is nothing but a mathematical version of the
mythological "Prometheus fire origin of life theory":

http://www.eoht.info/page/Promethean+heat

You need to come around to the modern view of things.

Sadi-Carnot

80. RE: Animate molecules
Feb 2 2011, 3:08 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 3:09 AM EST (edit my post)
I started the "animate molecule" article, which should help everyone come over to the new view, i.e. that there
is no such thing as "life" or an "origin of life", but only increasing levels of animation behaviors and reaction
behaviors:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+molecule

In short, a human is an animate molecule. The terms "life", "consciousness", "free will", "living being", etc.,
are defunct terms of the past, which do not apply and have no meaning in the modern sciences of human
chemistry, human physics, and human thermodynamics.

71.146.156.16

81. RE: Animate molecules
Feb 2 2011, 10:01 PM EST
“H15750 N310 O6500 C2250 Ca63 P48 K15 S15 Na10 Cl6 Mg3 Fe1” This formula, a chemical
representation for human beings, is of no value in chemistry because it does not tell us how each individual
element is engaged in a molecular structure and how each molecule is engaged with the other molecules. All
it tells us is how many of each element are present in our bodies. As you are a chemist, you know, I can pick
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some number of atoms like C, H, O and N and build two different compounds with the exact number of
atoms, one a poison and the other a cure for an illness. Properties so wide apart and yet represented by a
formula like the one on the top. Now, how do we distinguish between a poison and a cure if both are
represented by the same formula. We know this from our organic chemistry course we took in the high
school. So, the formula on the top is severely insufficient to represent human chemistry. The box example in
my argument was as simplistic as this formula is to represent human chemistry. Human as a complex system
is built upon other subsystems that possesses all of the characteristics of its subsystems including some
newly emerged characteristics that they do not exist in subsystem levels. Looking at human being from this
perspective, then we can argue that new characteristics could actually emerge from complex systems that
are unique in every system level such as intelligence. As I understand it, in your logic, human is another
molecule, just happen to be larger, with no new added properties, defying intelligence, consciousness,
emotion and many other properties that you cannot find in a simple molecules. In your logic, all systems are
in one level, they are either living down to the level of hydrogen atom or they are all non-living all the way to
the human and society level. They just happen to be larger and larger molecules. Do I understand your
position?

Sadi-Carnot

82. RE: emergent behavior
Feb 2 2011, 10:59 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 11:04 PM EST (edit my post)
To respond to a few of your issues:

Re: “formulas above severely insufficient to represent human chemistry”, this is a newly forming subject that
just come about in the last decade. These formulas are starting points. To give an idea of future application,
in ecological stoichiometry, limnologists are calculating similar formulas for small fresh water microbes, such
as plankton, and are finding interesting facts such as how C:N:P ratios differ between closely related species,
and building theories to explain these findings. One day this type of research will be done in the study of
humans.

Re: “emergent characteristics, such as intelligence”, people who use the talk such as “complex systems”,
“system within system within system”, and “emergent properties”, etc., is all simply blurry double talk and
basically a way of avoiding digging into the meat of the issue. To exemplify, the retinal molecule is the
standard model to explain intelligence, a 3-element, 11-carbon chain molecule that straightens in the
presence of light, owing to the permeability of the 11:12-carbon double bond (the brain of the molecule) to a
550 nm photon:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Retinal+molecule

The chemists who discovered this “intelligent” behavior (George Wald, 1958, and others) don’t get all
“googly-eyed” and conclude with nonsense, such as you are alluding to above, about how the nuclear
subsystem inside the atomic system created an emergent phenomenon that does not exist in the subsystem
and thus new property has emerged, i.e. movement, because the entire complex system is built on other
subsystems and is thus irreducibly complex.

No, certainly not. We say: (a) photon went into the 11:12 pi bond, (b) an electron was forced upwards in
atomic orbital of that bond, and (c) the molecule thus became unstable and was forced into the straightened
condition.

We use this same simple logic to explain human behavior.

71.146.156.16

83. RE: Animate molecules
Feb 3 2011, 7:51 PM EST
You just proved me and Gladyshev right in your own logic. You contradicted yourself throughout this last
response with your own examples.

Re: “To exemplify, the retinal molecule is the standard model to explain intelligence, a 3-element, 11-carbon
chain molecule that straightens in the presence of light, owing to the permeability of the 11:12-carbon double
bond (the brain of the molecule) to a 550 nm photon”

You just said that your molecule, described above, has such an amazing characteristic that is the basis of
intelligent behavior. Let us assume that you are right. But how this property emerged in this molecule. There
are two logical answers to this question;

1 – That no new properties ever emerges at any system level (as you stated) which we, then, will
conclude that above mentioned property must have been present also in the constituents of the molecule,
i.e., Carbon atom. Which means, Carbon, too, must exhibit that same intelligent behavior when hit by that
photon. I guess we both know that that would not be the case.

2 – Since that is not the case. Then this property must have emerged at molecular level not at the
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atom level. Provided that properties can emerge at system level, going further up the chain of system
hierarchy, if it can happen at one system level, why not continue to happen at every system level.

I am going to stop discussing this back and forth after this response. Obviously, we have differences of
opinions. May be I disagree with you but I do respect your view point and I would never put anyone down just
to win an argument. Best wishes, and you are doing a great job in putting this web site together.

Robert

Sadi-Carnot

84. RE: Animate molecules
Feb 4 2011, 1:43 AM EST (edit my post)
The earth is flat or not (Eratosthenes, 240BC). The sun holds planetary orbits or not (Copernicus, 1543).
Light is a wave or not (Young, 1803). Time is relative or not (Einstein, 1905). Life exists or not (Thims, 2009).

All I can tell you is spend some time studying the evolution timeline, as we understand the universe at
present:

http://www.eoht.info/page/evolution+timeline

To quickly summarize, the "emergence" argument is an observer-biased anthropocentric extrapolate down
way of looking at things:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+down+approach

The correct way of looking of looking at things is first to assume the super-observer third party perspective:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Advanced+intelligence+perspective

Then, in this mindset, not having any preconceived historical biases concerning the primacy of humans in the
universe, one would utilize the extrapolate up approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+up+approach

Then, just as the scientist does in the laboratory, one would search out and find the simplest principles of
operation, which are that atoms react together to form molecules, molecules react together to form bigger
molecules, and would thusly conclude that humans are bigger molecules. In this mindset, the terms “life”,
“origin of life”, “living”, “alive”, etc., as well as “emergence” would not be used.

Sadi-Carnot

85. RE: the "living entitry" theory is a 19th century myth
Feb 4 2011, 2:10 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 4 2011, 8:50 AM EST (edit my post)
To summarize the incorrectness of your “emergence” way of looking at things, from your book (Theory of
History and Social Evolution, 2006, pg. xvii), you state: “the proposed breakthrough approach [used herein] to
studying social evolution is founded on the fact that a social system is a living entity in itself.”

That a social system is a “living entity”, however, is not a fact, but rather an hypothesis, proposed
predominately by philosopher Herbert Spencer in his 1862 First Principles:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Herbert+Spencer

Moreover, this hypothesis has found little scientific acceptance, aside from a few scattered extrapolated
usages here and there (e.g. James Lovelock, Gaia hypothesis, 1975). Therefore, your entire book is founded
on a 19th century hypothesis, which is inconsistent with the views of modern physical chemistry.

It’s not my intention to belittle you, but rather to bring you around to the correct way of looking at things,
namely that a social system is not a “living entity”, but rather a reactive system of human molecules driven by
cyclical diurnal heat input from the sun. This model was defined by physical economist Vilfredo Pareto in
1896: “Society is a system of human molecules in a complex mutual relationship.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Vilfredo+Pareto

As Pareto stated in his own words: “My wish is to construct a system of sociology on the model of celestial
mechanics, physics, and chemistry.”

Robert you, on the other had, are wishing to construct a system of sociology on the model of biology. Biology,
however, is not a fundamental science and is in fact not a science at all, on the premise that "bio-ology", the
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so-called study of "life", studies something that does not exist.

SdogV

86. Re: subject "origin" for this thread
Feb 4 2011, 11:05 AM EST
Stupid question. Is it common knowledge (and used anywhere) that surface-to-volume ratios are exactly
identical for the regular tetrahedron and it's inscribed sphere? (My google search finds no mention of this)
This "fact" is a hinge to my resolution of the shebang, (matter, motion, and "panpsychism")
BTW, unearthed another "photon" person in Somalia, (like Vernon Brown) is at..
http://www.fqxi.org/data/essay-contest-files/yusuf_A_Linking_Theory_of_t.pdf
Presentation, logic, and critique of language used impressive.

jtuhtan

87. RE: Re: subject "origin" for this thread
Feb 6 2011, 12:13 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 6 2011, 12:19 PM EST
For standard, simply connected geometric objects with central symmetry whose volume and area are
functions of a single size, then A = xV^y where the exponent, y is equal to 2/3 for each of these cases. The
exponent holds for spheres, cubes, etc., however the constant x, is not the same for all objects (e.g. 4.84 for
a sphere, 6 for a cube).

The study of such ratios has a long tradition in biology, and in the study of porous media. Just google
"allometry" for more information.

SdogV

88. RE: Re: subject "origin" for this thread
Feb 7 2011, 5:28 AM EST
Unable to confirm a dimensionless A/V ratio with your equation, A=xV^y. Can you elaborate? Woops!, In
checking units, I see x as dimensionless. Thank you. Now consider the juxtaposition of two structures,a
sphere and a tetrahedron, or simpler, a triangle and circle. Circle, defined by any one of an infinite number, in
a given triangle, positioned with a center on c.g. of triangle OR on any one of the vertices. At the position
where it is inscribed, surface interactions are equivalent. Given that 3 specific radii fix the ratio for their
interactions and an infinite number arise when one causes the other to switch it's role as internal or external
influence(s). Hence I see a struggle for 2-D space that ALWAYS leaves a space unoccupied (circle or sphere
packing vis a vis Kepler's conjecture. The sizing influence is bypassed in usual thermodynamics of . large
systems where internal parameters (S & T) control "heat" and external ones (P&V) control "work". With
"nature abhorring a vacuum" and unoccupied space always existing, stability exists only where A/V's are
equal. "growth" occurs by filling empty space (negative entropy) and decay by unfilling empty space (positive
entropy).. Does that cause indigestion? (written off top of my head and in process of tightening logic)

jtuhtan

89. RE: Re: subject "origin" for this thread
Feb 7 2011, 10:22 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 7 2011, 10:55 AM EST
3 radii?

A circle and a sphere are all shapes which have 1 radius. Nothing which was mentioned above involves
"surface interactions." You furthermore cannot define any shape using an infinite number of a single size,
since the concept of shape requires a defined boundary. Thus for an infinite number of lengths there exist
and infinite number of shapes which would fit inside it. Empty space does not exist.

Maybe you should play around with fractals, which allow for intermediate descriptions of dimension. In the
meantime, you can find out more here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_area_to_volume_ratio

You definition of internal and external, if they are to be understood as extensive and intensive in the
thermodynamic sense are also not correct.

SdogV

90. RE: Re: subject "origin" for this thread
Feb 7 2011, 2:11 PM EST
You are correct, however you misconstrue my interpretation of structures. " Is it common knowledge to you
(and used anywhere) that surface-to-volume ratios are exactly identical for the regular tetrahedron and it's
inscribed sphere?" Given a regular tetrahedron with and altitude of 1 (or an apothem of 1.0606) as a
reference structure has A/V = 12 (or for triangular face, L/A= ~5.66). THIS structure causes spheres with
center at c.g. to have center to vertex, to edge, and to face (3 total), with the last having an Q/V of 12, their
ratio being equal suggesting surface interactions are equivalent, Now, lesser radii spheres canNOT be
"packed" to occupy all space vis a vis Kepler's conjecture, hence here is always "free" space for an internal
sphere to diminish. Conversely, spherical radii beyond the vertex can totally enclose the tetrahedron, allowing
it's "packing" sizes to change. To conclude, a state of equal A/V implies a reference "equilibrium" state from
which their dimensionless ratios may identify other properties, i.e. alpha, the fine structure constant as
reported elsewhere.

Previous | 1 2
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Location: Defunct theory of life

Discussion: "Defunct" in a title is judgemental

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 2 posts

awmorrow

"Defunct" in a title is judgemental
Apr 1 2011, 2:35 PM EDT
"Defunct" is simply a word to say that the subject matter is "not valid". That is an encyclopedic tone. You
should say simply what the concept is. Using such a term in a title suggests bias.

Keyword tags: defunct theory defunct theory of life life (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: "Defunct" in a title is judgemental
Oct 31 2011, 9:04 AM EDT (edit my post)
I am listing all the "defunct theories", known historically, here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory

Related Content
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Defunct theory of life Rock vs human Euripides

Life and death do not exist Warm pond model Local entropy decrease

Geniuses on Life Black history and Herodotus
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Life (created from nothing cartoon)
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Location: Unbridgeable gap

Discussion: The Unbridgeable Gap

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 1 - 27 of 27  |  Show  posts at a time

jtuhtan

The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 11 2011, 1:57 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 11 2011, 1:58 AM EST
The unbridgeable gap exists only to those who are not wiling to swim.

Keyword tags: unbridgeable gap (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 4:49 AM EST (edit my post)
Yes indeed, our friend Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev (post above) seems to be an example of
one who does not wish to swim.

GGladyshev

2. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 7:28 AM EST
Libb,
Yes indeed, I am your friend. However, I do not wish to swim (as you would like to swim) in some problems.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 11:44 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 14 2011, 12:30 AM EST (edit my post)
The term "swim" is a metaphor for those who are afraid to dive into Darwin's "warm pond" model of the
origin of life and to see if it actually hold up in modern scientific terms.

On one hand, you hold fast to the cherished term "life" and on the other hand you hold fast to
"thermodynamics". The term life, however, is not a term or concept found in either The Mechanical Theory
of Heat (Clausius, 1865) or On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances (Gibbs, 1876). The reason for
this is that heat engines are not alive. Yes, the movement of heat between a hot body and cold body
through an intermediate body can cause cyclical movement (you and I writing in this forum being one
example), but this movement whether actuated on the piston or pen is not living movement, but simply
movement.

What you need to do is to let go of the term "life" or living being as these are not part of modern hard
science, but simply residual terms of mythology and religion. It took me many years to grapple with this
issue. The emergence view or "mixed evolution" view, as you have called it keeps the mind content only for
so long, but eventually admits to the inconsistent view that at one point there was a "sort of alive" molecule
that led to the first living molecule (or living being as you call it).
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GGladyshev

4. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 14 2011, 10:09 PM EST
Libb,
You often talk about modern science and modern notions and terms.
Who said that your notions and terms are modern? The vast majority of physicists, chemists, biologists and
other scientists do not agree with many of your concepts and terms.
I am opposed to any eclectic approaches in science!
I always remember the words of Dmitri Mendeleev.
When we investigate the world it is ought to avoid the "three equally destructive extremes:
(1) The utopias of dreams, wishing to comprehend all in one rush of thoughts,
(2) The jealous conservatism, which is connected with the complacency,
(3) The arrogant skepticism which does not wish to stop in any place. ”
This is my, maybe, not a good translation.
In Russian:
При познании мира надо бы избегать “трех одинаково губительных крайностей:
(1) утопий мечтательности, желающей постичь все одним порывом мысли,
(2) ревнивой косности, самодовольствующейся обладаемым,
(3) кичливого скептицизма, ни на чем не решающегося остановиться".

jtuhtan

5. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Jan 15 2011, 1:44 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 15 2011, 2:29 AM EST
I think that this whole discussion will soon be over.

Evidence is mounting in the field of synthetic biology (just a fancy term for a specific branch of chemical
engineering) that will culminate in the creation of the first synthetic cell, via a series of chemical reactions,
performed in a laboratory.

Those at the forefront of this work are probably the research group lead by George Church at Harvard
Medical School.

http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2009/03/taking-a-stride-toward-synthetic-life/
http://origins.harvard.edu/ResearchOverview.html

To Prof. Gladyshev: maybe a second edition of your book should be in the works...

To quote the mission statement from their own website:
"Similarly, we do not understand life's origins -- how life emerges from chemistry. We do know that the
chemistry of life on Earth is rather restrictive in its molecular permutations."

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: The modern approach
Jan 15 2011, 2:43 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 15 2011, 2:44 AM EST (edit my post)
That my approach is the “modern approach” is evidenced by the fact that in the history of humanity, the first
decade of the 21st century has seen three independent published calculations of the molecular formula of
the human (Sterner & Elser, 2002; New Scientist, 2005; Thims, 2007), which “considers whole organisms as
if they were single abstract molecules” (Sterner & Elser, 2002), which is a step above the older 20th century
view that the first organism was a “polyhierarchic self-organized systems” (Gladyshev, 1978) or a dissipative
structure (Prigogine, 1955).

When you actually let this view (human = single abstract molecule) sit in your mind for some time, there are
many deductive repercussions that follow, the most revolutionary and difficult of the repercussions being
that molecules are not alive. Australian engineer Vangelis Stamatopoulos comments on this (15 Nov 2010):

“A very logical, rational and totally convincing argument indeed. When I first read it, it certainly made me
think about my views and understanding of the experience of existence or consciousness (i.e. life?) that I
began to doubt my understanding of it.”

http://www.atheistnexus.org/profiles/blogs/its-life-jim-but-not-as-we?xg_source=activity

In Stamatopoulos’ own words, the atomic or molecular view of humans makes him “doubt” his
understanding of the concept of life.

Your continued name calling at me (dreamer, jealous, arrogant, etc.) only works to shed light on the
insecurities in your own theory.

D.Boss

7. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Aug 23 2012, 2:44 PM EDT
Hi Jeff, has been a while.
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"Evidence is mounting in the field of synthetic biology (just a fancy term for a specific branch of chemical
engineering) that will culminate in the creation of the first synthetic cell, via a series of chemical reactions,
performed in a laboratory."
The above link was an example how ribosomes can make proteins. Yes artificial cells have been made, it
wasn't this one however. But anyway: what do you think this means in terms of the life debate? Not much,
since we already know that we are composed of chemistry. 'life' is just the denominator for things that have
DNA to code for proteins. In terms of the unbridgeable gap, I do not see what this proves? I don't think
anybody believes that 'life' is not some chemical reaction? the unbridgeable gap, correct me if I'm wrong,
refers to that the methodology for studying the behavior of biological systems is often of a historical nature,
whereas other things are for example studied by mathematics or chemistry.
To Libb: I have noticed you cutting yet another term: 'brain'. Why so? Suppose we damage your brain and
inject you some molecules so that your average human molecular constitution remains the same. Will you
behave the same way? Do you dare to experiment ? ;)

Sadi-Carnot

8. RE: cutting yet another term
Oct 2 2012, 12:21 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 2 2012, 12:22 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re (D.Boss): "To Libb: I have noticed you cutting yet another term: 'brain'. Who so?", I will refer you to the
"mind from matter" section of the Charles Sherrington article:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Charles+Sherrington

In other words, once you jettison the "life" concept, as Sherrington clearly did, in 1938, the next puzzle to
tackle is the "mind/brain" issue. In Sherrington's own words:

“But if there be no essential difference between ‘life’ and all the rest, what becomes of the difference
between mind and no-mind.”

jtuhtan

9. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 2 2012, 1:55 PM EDT | Post edited: Oct 2 2012, 2:20 PM EDT
Hi D. Boss, my answer has also been a while in the making!

For me the fundamental question regarding biology and its interaction with chemistry and physics is that the
physics of microscopic systems is described and defined by interactions whose rules are difficult to decipher
for macroscopic systems consisting of large number counts of microscopic entities. If you are interested in
these things, please read Howard Pattee and Ernst Mayr for very different but equally relevant takes on the
fundamental issues behind biology and physics being considered as separate fields of scientific inquiry.

There is little doubt in my mind that ecosystems follow the same laws of physics as helium atoms, however
we are still lacking a well-tested theoretical framework which is united both in phenomenology and theory
for biological/ecological systems. Also, it is not a bad idea to look at "old school" ideas such as the De rerum
natura for inspiration. If you are interested in Goethean science, I would recommend looking up "zarte
Empirie" in Google for many good sources of his holistic perspective.

So far, I would put my money on a mixture of constructal theory, hierarchical thermodynamics and some of
Libb's human molecule concepts to describe macroscale configuration, although I am still not sure if it is not
fundamentally the same as looking at the path-dependency of free energy functionals in a well-defined
phase space. Gradients drive all macroscopic physical processes, it is really a question of the measurement
and correlation of these driving forces behind macroscopic systems which makes them difficult to
comprehend.

These are deep scientific questions which still require inquiry. Good luck!

jtuhtan

10. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 2 2012, 11:55 PM EDT | Post edited: Oct 3 2012, 12:03 AM EDT
Regarding your assertion that DNA is the least common denominator in defining chemical "life", I would
disagree. DNA is a microscopic configuration of matter which serves concomitantly as code and program. It
requires feedback and interaction across both micro and macroscales. The crossover between micro and
macro even after the advent of statistical mechanics is still an unresolved (but largely ignored) area in
modern physics. Fundamentally, there appears to be some difference when we study individual events vs.
average values. Some of the questions to be answered when investigating this crossover are:

Are macroscopic systems truly stochastic? What is the fundamental cause of the "elementare Unordnung"
in microscopic systems? Is the second law truly an expression of probability?

Since DNA acts across these scales and since we do not have a physics principle which adequately
describes this transition, I would be very careful in stating that DNA is the least common denominator for the
commonplace notion of life...
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Once again, I would refer you to reading Howard Pattee for more consideration of why we should not stop
at DNA when asking "what is life?"

D.Boss

11. RE: cutting yet another term
Oct 5 2012, 1:03 PM EDT
mind perhaps is a different term, it has some different connotations. but once you say 'the brain does not
exist', you can start throwing away all existing categories. medical science will come to a halt, because we
cannot acknowledge that the brain exist. so on the one hand your proposal may be to jettison the term brain
and use no replacement. another proposal you may make is to **again** use another term. in this case,
inventing a new term is relatively useless, since the term brain has been shown to be more fruitful than any
other approach to explaining the complexity of our behavior. cut just one area of it, and be numbed, or
retarded for the rest of your life.

D.Boss

12. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 5 2012, 1:40 PM EDT
I'm not sure what your reasoning is to debunk the fact that DNA is present in nearly all things that are
considered 'alive'. also, the cell criterium of course, and perhaps some peripheral criteria you haven't added
into the analysis.
I must of course agree that there is a lot of vagueness in many of the terms we use: life, consciousness,
brain. Brain, I suppose is the best defined, but of course is not always chemically the same. Neither is the
human molecule by the way: if the brain is chemically ill-defined, then the whole thing is even worse
defined.
Part of this debate is at what level we consider things; Clearly at the level of organs, actions, etc. we can
see with 100% accuracy when somebody is 'dead' - try testing this ;-). Or how about the level of 'thoughts'?
One may dismiss 'thoughts' or 'intelligence' as being ill-defined, but clearly they exist - because there is
something that makes us do these clever things - all resulting from our brain, no other organ is responsible
for it.
Another important thing that may be the reason why I take such an ambivalent stance, is the famous Tesla
quote: 'No thing is endowed with life'.
I actually agree with this, even considering my history of 'defense': life is not a fundamental property, it is an
emergent property, after added hierarchic layers. Therefore no thing is *endowed* with life. Tesla goes on by
saying something supporting determinism (the thing with the 'cosmic balance disturbed'). If this is what *life*
is, then I am a non-believer. From there my ambivalent stances (life vs biology).

D.Boss

13. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 5 2012, 1:48 PM EDT
A thing that has deeply disappointed me in human thermodynamics is that I've come to think that using a
minuscule level to extrapolate 20 levels up is bound to give errors. If we start from 'macro-certainties', such
as 'my heart functions as a blood pump', we can derive certainties such as 'my blood won't flow if my heart
stops'. Applying thermodynamics is useless, unnecessary and too difficult in this case. My thoughts have
come more closer to Ernst Mayr, in that I think different objects of study require different methods. Humans
can best be studied by history and neuroscience - at least if we want to make some useful predictions, what
science is about. Some claim to have done this; Gottmann for instance made 'predictions' under the veil of
thermodynamics, but in fact 1. he did not predict, he made a mathematical model *after* he had the results
2. the model had nothing to do with thermodynamics, he just said 'something like entropy exists in marriage'
and such things - he used the 'number of positive events' or something, which is as vague as
pseudoscience can be. Can you restore my confidence, Libb?

D.Boss

14. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 5 2012, 2:03 PM EDT | Post edited: Oct 5 2012, 2:04 PM EDT
Helium and the 'Human Molecule' (if this even is a correct name... ask yourself: if I place water into a bottle,
does that mean we now have the bottled water molecule?) follow the same laws of physics, but that does
not mean that they react the same to those laws to which they are subject.

jtuhtan

15. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 7 2012, 1:55 AM EDT
D.Boss, I agree that Ernst Mayr makes many good points regarding the difficulty in extrapolating some
physics principles upward to the individual and ultimately, the ecosystem level. Another excellent
macroscopic approach is Bejan's constructal theory, which has shown general validity across a wide swath
of animate and inanimate processes.

To clarify my position, thermodynamics is the science of energy. Historically, it has had a focus on the study
of processes involving the transduction of energy between heat and work. The scale of classical
thermodynamics is macroscopic, however the focus of much contemporary study is on chemical
thermodynamics, which tends to deal with systems smaller in size and with large number counts of
interacting entities.

I am however, cautiously optimistic that we can use energetic principles in concert with new insights to
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develop a rigorous thermodynamic theory of ecosystems.

We are certainly not alone. There has indeed been much work already done. Peter Mauersberger's
application of Planck's theory of dilute solutions to aquatic ecosystems was an important move in the right
direction. However, we have plenty of work to do in bringing the often disparate sources of information
together. For me, this is what Libb and the EOHT have already to a large extent achieved.

D.Boss

16. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 7 2012, 11:16 AM EDT
Very true, I can only encourage people to think in a multitude in directions, apply unique perspectives to
gain a solid interdisciplinary knowledge frame work. This is one of the reasons the hmolpedia is so cool.

109.193.223.125

17. RE: The Unbridgeable Gap
Oct 7 2012, 12:17 PM EDT
Yes, I think it is fair to state that in the entire world wide web there is only one place like the EOHT.

Sadi-Carnot

18. RE: extrapolate 20 levels up
Oct 8 2012, 5:13 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 8 2012, 5:17 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “A thing that has deeply disappointed me in human thermodynamics is that I've come to think that using
a minuscule level to extrapolate 20 levels up is bound to give errors”, this comment gives way to the view
that you do not see the big picture (the forest amid the trees), and of course this is the case for anyone who
has not yet had the opportunity to let thermodynamics soak into their mind for some time. Thermodynamics
is a language built on physical axioms, of which there are no “scaling” factors involved. The foremost of
these axioms is Boerhaave’s law:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Boerhaave%27s+law

which means that heat causes bodies or volumetric regions to expand and cold actuates the reverse
process and when this occurs energy is conserved and entropy increases. The entire structure of
thermodynamics is built on this axiom. It makes no difference if the region is sub-atomic (e.g. quark-gluon
thermodynamics) or super-galactic (e.g. black hole thermodynamics), the same rules apply to each. This is
what is called the black box approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Black+box+approach

Also to give you some idea that you are way off the dart board in your ideas about thermodynamics, the
entirety of the subject is derived from the study of the operation of the heat engine, the visually-grandest of
these being the 1678 gunpowder engine, which as you plainly see:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Gunpowder+engine

is some 3 or 4 bigger than human-level, which means, loosely, that we are extrapolating down from the
macro to the micro, rather than up as you seem to understand the historical derivation of thermodynamics.
The chemical thermodynamic formulation of thermodynamics is relatively recent, a subject that began in the
1870s.

Sadi-Carnot

19. RE: takeaway point
Oct 8 2012, 5:14 AM EDT (edit my post)
The takeaway point that you will want to hold on to, from the previous post, is that just as sodium (Na) will
“spontaneously” react explosively with water (H20), whereas sodium chloride (NaCl) will not, so to will 20%
of people “spontaneously” fall in love at first sight and marry that person:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Love+at+first+sight

whereas 80% will not. The measure of the “spontaneity” in each case is Gibbs free energy. This can be
explained in terms of chemical affinities, as Goethe did in 1809, or in terms of free energies, as we are
doing in modern times:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+free+energy

or in terms of both affinities and free energies as Walther Nernst did in 1893:

“Since every chemical process, like every process of nature, can only advance without the introduction of
external energy only in the sense in which it can perform work; and since also for a measure of the chemical
affinity, we must presuppose the absolute condition, that every process must complete itself in the sense of
the affinity—on this basis we me may without suspicion regard the maximal external work of a chemical
process (i.e. the change of free energy), as the measure of affinity. Therefore the clearly defined problem of
thermo-chemistry is to measure the amounts of the changes of free energy associated with chemical
processes, with the greatest accuracy possible … when this problem shall be solved, then it will be possible
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to predict whether or not a reaction can complete itself under the respective conditions. All reactions
advance only in the sense of a diminution of free energy, i.e. only in the sense of the affinity.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Walther+Nernst

Spend some time reading Lewis’ thermodynamics textbook to convince yourself of this.

Sadi-Carnot

20. RE: takeaway point (2)
Oct 8 2012, 5:28 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 8 2012, 5:33 AM EDT (edit my post)
To repeat Nernst, in respect to human chemical reactions:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+chemical+reaction+theory

"Therefore the clearly defined problem of [human] thermo-chemistry is to measure the amounts of the
changes of [Gibbs] free energy associated with [human] chemical processes, with the greatest accuracy
possible … when this problem shall be solved [in the coming centuries], then it will be possible to predict
whether or not a [human chemical] reaction can complete itself under the respective conditions."

It cannot be stated any clearer than this. In short, someone in the coming millennium, will figure out how to
accurately measure changes in free energies associated with human chemical reactions, whether in love or
war, and in the great words of Nernst "this problem shall be solved". That day will be an excellent moment
for whomever is fated with that destiny.

D.Boss

21. RE: extrapolate up
Oct 8 2012, 10:06 AM EDT
for instance, the human molecular orbital hypothesis assumes that you can extrapolate quantum physics up
to the level of macrostructures such as humans. it even assumes that this human molecular orbital overlap
is the cause of 'moving in together' or 'getting married'. this is what I would mean with extrapolations of 20
levels up: first you use a quantum physical concept, extrapolate it up to the macroscale, and consequently
apply it to a cognitive-social-metaphysical concept.
a second instance is where you think that humans 'bond' similarly like atoms to each other. Clearly, humans
do not bond just as atoms or molecules- otherwise couples wouldn't be able to go to work separately. So the
depiction A+B-> AB is somewhat untrue, even assuming the human is a molecule.
a third instance is that the molecule requires that atomic bonds are established. if we pour water into a
bottle, it does not mean we have the bottle+water molecule... similar goes with humans.

I think it would be much more interesting to study memory and other brain processes to find out what 'love',
'hostility' and such really represent in terms of physical happenings. our brain, after all, is the tool that, from
our perceptions, creates these emotions.

Maybe you will find something interesting. let us hope.

Sadi-Carnot

22. RE: extrapolate up
Oct 15 2012, 11:51 PM EDT (edit my post)
The last post is better, in that it is more specific in what you are objecting to, e.g. human molecular orbital
theory, instead of the broad statement “a thing that has deeply disappointed me in human thermodynamics
is that I've come to think that using a minuscule level to extrapolate 20 levels up is bound to give errors”
(post #13). The extrapolation of molecular orbital theory up to human molecular orbital theory is a huge
discussion in itself. Perhaps the following article will give you some insight into this issue:

http://www.eoht.info/page/History+of+chemical+bonding+theory

And I would suggest reading the entire two volumes of Human Chemistry (2007), if you have not already,
before jumping to objections.

Sadi-Carnot

23. RE: extrapolation
Oct 15 2012, 11:52 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “Clearly, humans do not bond just as atoms or molecules- otherwise couples wouldn't be able to go to
work separately. So the depiction A+B-> AB is somewhat untrue, even assuming the human is a molecule”,
you seem to be using a ball and stick model mindset of atomic bonding? Have you ever opened a chemistry
textbook? When scaling up beaker-sized reaction models up to the human social system reaction size, you
need to also scale up your reaction time perspective (in terms of decades), when thinking about free energy
change, such that you are using the advanced perspective (see time section):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Advanced+perspective

and also to slow down your time perspective (time frames of 1/30th of a second) when thinking about
mechanism, specifically when theorizing about the operation of the exchange force nature of the
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electromagnetic force in the operation of human reactions:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Exchange+force

Much discussion on this slowing down of time, when using the human reaction model perspective, has been
commented on by scholars in respect to the opening chapter of Goethe’s novella (see the time section):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Elective+Affinities+|+Part+one%3A+Chapter+one

Also, I would suggest you read through Diane Vaughan’s detailed 1986 Uncoupling:

http://www.eoht.info/page/debonding

to get yourself out of the static-mindset and into the bonding and debonding:

A+ B → AB (bond dissolution)
AB → A + B (bond dissolution)

each as a time-dynamic processes, covering years and decades, and not A=B signifying “two people glued
together, and not able to go to work for the day.”

Sadi-Carnot

24. RE: extrapolation
Oct 15 2012, 11:53 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “a third instance is that the molecule requires that atomic bonds are established. if we pour water into a
bottle, it does not mean we have the bottle+water molecule... similar goes with humans”, I am blurry even
by what you mean by this. Again, I am assuming you have never taken a chemistry class? Water in a bottle
is but a fluid in a vessel; you can make the individual water molecules (H20), in the fluid, react to other
molecules or atoms (e.g. Na), simply by contact, in the same way the individual human molecule Gavrilo
Princip:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Gavrilo+Princip

of the containing vessel of the Allies (Triple Entente of the United Kingdom, France and Russia), sparked a
world war sized chemical reaction with the Central Powers (originally centred around the Triple Alliance of
Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy).

Sadi-Carnot

25. RE: extrapolation
Oct 15 2012, 11:55 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “I think it would be much more interesting to study memory and other brain processes to find out what
'love', 'hostility' and such really represent in terms of physical happenings. our brain, after all, is the tool that,
from our perceptions, creates these emotions”, in the great words of James Maxwell “the only thing which
can be directly perceived by the senses is force, to which may be reduced light, heat, electricity, sound and
all the other things which can be perceived by the senses.” In short, everything that we wish to study, e.g.
memory, love, brain processes, hostility, etc., must all be reduced to SI units:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Quantity

if it is to have explicable reality or more specifically existence:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Existence

and as we have already debated and discussed to no end, some things, that we think exist, because our
senses tell us so, e.g. life, do not in reality exist. In all of this, try to keep the wisdom of Clausius (1857) in
view:

"All bodies of nature, even if they appear to be completely at rest, are still in the most vibrant inner
movement."

and hence two humans can be both chemically bonded to each other, e.g. in marriage, and yet still both go
to work, in the same way that two hydrogen atoms can be both individual entities, moving about temporally
in their geometric orbitals, yet still be classified as a molecule, i.e. a dihydrogen molecule, from an energetic
and individuality point of view.

26. RE: extrapolation
Oct 16 2012, 12:26 AM EDT
Maxwell's statement is probably one of the most important to understanding how macroscopic systems
respond to forcing, or 'behave' in common parlance.
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jtuhtan

Libb, you made a very good point regarding the time inverval of analysis when investigating animate
systems. To get a picture of what this looks like, check out Peter Wainwright's slow motion suction feeding
videos:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbGILi8p5Y8

Someday, each frame of that event can be broken down into a series of individual events, which can be
causally linked using the laws of thermodynamics.

The quote from Clausius is exactly the one on the inside cover of my diss, cool!

Related Content

  (what's this?)
Unbridgeable gap The unbridgeable Gap
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Showing 8 posts

GGladyshev

The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 12 2011, 3:07 AM EST
Libb,
I like books of Melvin Calvin. These books hold their value in our time! Chemical evolution goes in biological
evolution. I agree! The text is in Internet.
For example:
Chemical Evolution. Contributors: Melvin Calvin - author. Publisher: Oregon State System of Higher
Education. Place of Publication: Eugene, OR. Publication Year: 1961.
Calvin, Melvin. 1969. Chemical Evolution: Molecular evolution towards the origin
of living systems on the earth and elsewhere, ix + 278 p., figs., pis. Clarendon Press: Oxford University Press,
London. Price hardbound £2 15s; papcrbound £1 5s.

Keyword tags: unbridgeable gap (edit keyword tags)

GGladyshev

1. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 12 2011, 7:49 AM EST
Hydrogen molecules (H2) and «Human molecules» are the objects of different categories. According to the
principle of holism the properties of these objects are very different. I think that you should always write about
this.
You have written on the «Hmol science»: «…depending on the context of discussion …». I believe this should
be written (or like of this) in this case, too.

Sadi-Carnot

2. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 12 2011, 5:43 PM EST (edit my post)
I have Calvin's book, but he hardly makes mention of thermodynamics, except for on one page.

Regarding your comment "hydrogen molecules and human molecules are objects of different categories", this
is incorrect. They are both of the same category: "molecules". I assume, subsequently, you are an adherent to
the "gap model"?

GGladyshev

3. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 12 2011, 11:46 PM EST
From my perspective, my opinion is reasonable. I am not an adherent to the "gap model". I am an adherent to
the "Calvin and his colleagues and like-minded persons" model. I wrote about this in many articles.

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 3:21 AM EST (edit my post)
Your position leads to the conclusion that the hydrogen atom is alive.
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GGladyshev

5. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 3:48 AM EST
Your viewpoints about the general nature of "your molecules" contradict to the philosophy, to the principle of
holism. These views are not consistent with the mathematical methods of nature describing. In particular,
these representations are not consistent with the Gibbs phase rule!!! I am sure that if you will not transform
your views, all professional scientists - your well-wishers turned away from you. You'll be surrounded by
dreamers and colleagues who do not have special education. Of course, these people can be good people
and inquisitive colleagues. That's my opinion.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 4:45 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 13 2011, 4:53 AM EST (edit my post)
Georgi, no disrespect intended, but your point of view is the view of the old school of thinking and is not the
future, but only a stepping stone. You have a limited understanding of chemical thermodynamics.

The current model of science holds that (a) 13.7-years ago, the universe consisted entirely of hydrogen atoms,
and (b) at present day, there exist 7-billion human molecules, and (c) there is a contiguous chemical
mechanism connecting (a) and (b) in a sequential number of reaction steps.

You would like to evoke concepts such as Gibbs phase rule, your hierarchical thermodynamics model, or
metabolism, etc., to conclude that one particular step in this mechanism, on going from hydrogen to human,
the 'product' of the reaction became alive a 'living being' or 'living matter'. Now, frustrated with the
inconsistencies with your model, you have resorted to name-calling, labeling me as a well-wisher, a dreamer,
a lover, who lacks special education.

Contrary to your frustrated view, the most-educated person to have ever existed, Goethe, grappled with this
issue over 200-years ago, and concluded with my view, not yours.

GGladyshev

7. RE: The unbridgeable Gap
Jan 13 2011, 7:07 AM EST
I just wanted to say about what might happen, in my opinion, in the future.

Related Content
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GGladyshev

defunct theory of life
Feb 2 2011, 1:53 AM EST
Libb,
You wrote: “In science, the defunct theory of life argues that the concept or theory of "life", and the related
synonyms…” However I think that in science there is no such “the defunct theory of life”. This is your and a
few people opinion only! I think that you must write about this situation. It is my opinion.

Keyword tags: defunct theory defunct theory of life life (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: defunct theory of life
Feb 2 2011, 2:05 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 7:37 AM EST (edit my post)
Let's see:

(a) I'm a scientist so is Ubbelohde, who first made the suggestion that the term "life" must be replaced by
"animate matter" (1954)
(b) The defunct theory of life is a published view (Thims, JHT, 2009)
(c) The defunct theory of life has spurred follow-up response articles, blogs, and discussion threads (Sekhar,
2010, Stamatopoulos, 2010, Erikson, 2011, etc.)
(d) The defunct theory of life has spurred the development of at least one PhD dissertation (e.g. Jeff Tuhtan
(2011), thermodynamics fish environments)

Tuhtan comments: “A big part of my work depends on further developing a connection between abiotic-biotic
systems, and after reading [Thims] book I now believe these connections are essentially just a description of
complexity, and not in fact 'living'-'nonliving'."

These facts are summarized in the article. Therefore, in science, there is a "defunct theory of life”.

jtuhtan

2. RE: defunct theory of life
Feb 2 2011, 7:21 AM EST
I think the fundamental question sadly comes down to a matter of semantics. Why don't we get rid of the
terms 'living', 'biotic', etc.? Well, probably because of their high functionality in our everyday 'life.' If we could
come to an agreement that when scientists refer to 'living' organisms, they have a certain spectrum of
chemical complexity in mind, then I could accept that for the meantime. It will take generations before the
depth of the concept trickles down into society as an acceptable level.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: Semantics
Feb 2 2011, 9:04 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 9:08 AM EST (edit my post)
I agree with you that in large part the issue is a matter of semantics, but at a deeper level the true
"fundamental question" is a matter of morality, purpose, theoretical ideas about "afterlife" (or how the day-to-
day choices made by a person reverberate in time, in society as well as in the dynamical movement structure
of the universe), when he or she is gone (ceases to exist as bound state atomic entity), as well as cherished
ideas concerning "free will" and "freedom".

To exemplify, in his 2009 objection, American petrologist Bruce Bathurst (PhD in geological thermodynamics,
Princeton) got right to the point in his objection to why he believes he is not a molecule, in commenting that:
“he has soul that only God can examine.”

http://www.eoht.info/thread/3210215/Why+I%27m+not+a+molecule

French physical chemist Pierre Teilhard, conversely, in the 1930s, argued that he was a human molecule, but
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to salvage the god-connected idea of “spirituality”, argued that humans, as well as all matter of the universe,
are imbued with spirit, or what he called "spirit-matter".

http://www.eoht.info/page/Pierre+Teilhard

These ideas about spirit and soul based “life” is an old-school theory that traces back to the 2,400BC afterlife
theory of the dead person’s soul on the scale against the feather of truth. This soul weight is quantified by the
42 negative confessions, which amount to the things considered good or bad, in Egyptian times, as listed
here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Ra+theology

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: Semantics
Feb 2 2011, 9:05 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 9:12 AM EST (edit my post)
This Ra-theology based theory has been passed onto us culturally via Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, etc, all of
which are Ra theologies (which account for 80% of the beliefs of the modern world about life and death).
Some of these so-called universal sins, the governing factors of life and death (and thus morality, purpose,
and guidance), include: steeling, killing, lying, adultery, homosexuality, eavesdropping, and terrorism, among
others. Yet many of these so-called universal sins become “good”, depending on situation, for example it is
said to be good to kill during war, homosexuality is now politically correct, terrorism is viewed as “good” by
many, especially in the Islamic world, and so on.

In modern terms, a new system of morality needs to be developed in terms of enthalpy ΔH and entropy
change ΔS, formulaically, in some way or another?

I’ve attempted this myself, with my 2005 100-page manuscript Cessation Thermodynamics (of which I self-
published a 100 copies and made 100-people read it to give feedback), but ran into many hurdles. Pictorially,
you can see Mark Janes' 2009 attempt in this direction here:

http://www.eoht.info/photo/11574128/Good+and+Evil+%28Janes%29

When you begin to dig into this issue, you will see there are huge issues involved.

In short, what I’m trying to say is that the phenomenon we see here of hardened scientists holding fast to the
term “life” is not simply a semantics issue, but one of what constitutes good and evil or rather good
movements versus bad movements, which requires a theory that incorporates an explanation of the
movement of the galaxy over billions of years.

GGladyshev

5. RE: defunct theory of life
Feb 2 2011, 9:31 AM EST
Libb,
You write on science very often. Now you wrote that you a scientist (you wrote: “I'm a scientist so is
Ubbelohde, who first made the suggestion…”). What is your specialty in science? I and my friends do not
know about your articles in peer reviewed professional journals? I think you should write on science very
carefully. I try to support you. However, you do not listen to my opinions. I believe that you create an
incredible mess. I'm beginning to understand that you do not know “what is science?”. Your work will have
value only for information but would have no value to science. I'm convinced of it. Very sorry!
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Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: Darwin vs Creationism
Feb 2 2011, 9:52 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:55 AM EST (edit my post)
To give a comparative example, Darwin's 1859 evolution theory opened the door to a new way of thinking,
concluding to the effect that the point of everything is to reproduce and pass along one's genes, but this
theory does not provide for any type of morality. Hence, the first objection the religious-minded person will
bring up is that "the appearance of biological chemistry (life) out of nothingness" is the biggest problem, and
that the idea of "men evolving from slugs" leaves make the concept of "soul" and "higher purpose" gone or
obsolete, hence a person no longer has a sense of direction (Edward Humes, Monkey Girl, 2007) and that it
leaves everything to blind random chance (Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker, 1986).

In other words, the "abiogenesis" issue is the number one objection to evolution, and is not a simple matter of
semantics, but rather that the entire understanding of human existence needs to be updated.

As Kent Hovind comments "How do you tell right from wrong if you're an evolutionist?" (Monkey Girl, pg. 33)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Kent+Hovind

In this perspective, those who hold onto the god-theory version of the origin of life, are holding on to the
olden days model of how to tell right from wrong, in other words "direction" or guide on how to continue
through existence.

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: my work meaningless to science?
Feb 2 2011, 10:06 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:09 AM EST (edit my post)
Georgi, to your comment "your work will have value only for information but will have no value to science"
and to your suggestion that I am not a scientist, your opinion is meaningless to me. Your opinion is similar to
Japanese chemical engineer Tominaga Keii’s 2004 opinion that Goethe’s 1809 human elective affinity theory
“did not add any scientific value”:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Tominaga+Keii

In the correct sense, Goethe’s theory actually defined the future of science. Both you and Keii don't see the
big picture.

Beyond this, I have read through all of your theory, and it is mostly untenable (you are a chromatographic
theorist), and moreover you have already commented to me that you don't understand the Gibbs
fundamental equation:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Gibbs+fundamental+equation

You, it seems have given up on the search for the truth, whereas I am continuing with my search for the truth,
particularly in the works of Clausius, Gibbs, Helmholtz, and Lewis, of which the footnotes for this search are
the pages in this encyclopedia, which now gets near to 50,000 page views per month.

jtuhtan

8. RE: Darwin vs Creationism
Feb 2 2011, 10:07 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:09 AM EST
Yes, you are correct in that the (to-date) scientific interpretation of our existence no longer requires life. But
that does not mean that morality also vanishes with it. Science has also shown why generosity, kindness, etc.
is a necessary part of our complex system.

A good reference is Sam Harris' "The Moral Landscape" where he lays out a fundamentally scientific
reasoning behind human morality. As for Mr. Hovind, I believe he is still serving off his 10 year sentence for
his version of morality.

Sadi-Carnot

9. RE: Morality
Feb 2 2011, 10:20 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:31 AM EST (edit my post)
Thanks for the tip on Harris book (I ordered a copy today), I'll look into that; and I do note that he mentions
thermodynamics, in passing, on pg. 61.

Yes, Hovind is a cartoon-type character, but he does have a point in his query: "How do you tell right from
wrong if you're an evolutionist?", which equates in the pure materialist version to asking "How do you tell right
from wrong if you're a molecule?" In other words, can you pick up a random chemistry textbook and tell me
which reactions are "good" and which are "bad"?

Certainly, as you say, morality does not simply vanish, when the "life" theory is discarded, but we are often
left to our own personal "intuition" ideas of what is morally correct, when the old theories and philosophies
are discarded (George Moore, Princia Ethica, 1903) and in some cases we even freeze up, because we
aren't sure about certain questions.
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jtuhtan

10. RE: Morality
Feb 2 2011, 10:29 AM EST
Well, maybe continuity and quantum entanglement will eventually explain why morality is necessary, but for
now I am stuck on working with the fish... :)

Sadi-Carnot

11. RE: Morality | Standard model (1808)
Feb 2 2011, 10:28 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:29 PM EST (edit my post)
Entanglement and the double slits experiment are subjects no one really knows anything about, let alone
how they might apply to human existence. In any event, the “standard model” of morality is captured in the
logic of the following equation:

A = TΔS – ΔH

where A, S, and H, are chemical affinities, entropies, and enthalpies between the humans in the reacting
system in which the morality is to be quantified. This logic was proposed in 1808 by Goethe who stated that
the “moral symbols” of nature are the elective affinities, particularly those found in Torbern Bergman’s 1775
chemistry textbook, affinity table, and reaction diagram schematic:

http://www.eoht.info/page/A+Dissertation+on+Elective+Attractions
http://www.eoht.info/page/Bergman%E2%80%99s+affinity+table
http://www.eoht.info/page/Bergman%E2%80%99s+reaction+diagrams

In Goethe’s time, affinity was not yet in the equation form, as indicated above; this came about via Helmholtz,
in 1882, in his summary of Gibbs’ equilibrium treatise (1876). The “symbols” Goethe was referring to, aside
from the natural affinity preferences between reactants on going to products, were the symbols of the
chemical reaction: the ‘+’ sign, the reaction dart ‘→’, the bonding symbol ‘≡’, the labeling of chemical species
as single or new molecules, e.g. ‘a’ as compared to ‘ab’, and so on.

Sadi-Carnot

12. RE: Morality | Standard model (1808)
Feb 2 2011, 10:28 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 10:30 PM EST (edit my post)
To exemplify, if a marriage between man A and woman B, described by the following combination reaction:

A + B → C

is found to be quantified by a measurable negative affinity (A < 0), then we would describe this as being an
“immoral marriage” in nature; whereas, conversely, a positive affinity (A > 0) or negative Gibbs free energy
change (ΔG < 0) would be deemed a “moral marriage”. Using this standard model one can then go on to
explain morality for all types of human interactions. The difficulties come in to view, however, when one
begins to incorporate (a) the implications of Fritz Lipmann’s 1941 coupling theory, (b) cyclical mass extinction
theory (occurring once every 26 million years), (c) the burning out of the sun (5-7 billion years from now), (d)
the attraction of the local group towards the great attractor, and other puzzling phenomena, such as the
pioneer anomaly, the dark matter issue, and so on.

jtuhtan

13. RE: Morality | Standard model (1808)
Feb 2 2011, 11:33 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 2 2011, 11:50 PM EST
Makes sense, but is representing an idealized case. To quote Jorgensen "The main Gibbs idea was that dU
can be represented as a bilinear form of intensive variables and differentials of conjugated extensive
variables."

What he is effectively stating is that in order to make use of thermodynamics wrt human molecules or other
substances which are components of far from equilibrium systems, we need to make use of the FULL Gibbs
differential. This means that all chemical potentials, kinetic energy, gravitational potential, etc. needs to be
explicitly accounted for as the substance in question undergoes a path-dependent change.

Gibbs gave some suggestions on how to simplify the study of such systems by abstracting them into a
homogeneous substance consisting of "actual" and "possible" components. So yes, I believe it can be done,
but you would need to carefully control the degrees of freedom (constraints) on your system in order to be
able to actually get any level of scientifically predicted accuracy out of using a Gibbs free energy formulation.

For substances such as individual human molecules, with 'emotional' states consisting of a myriad of
neurological (electrochemical) reactions, some work has been started considering the basic motor
movements. Google 'context conditioned variability.'

In my case, with fish in an alpine river, you have much fewer degrees of freedom as they are effectively
bounded by a fixed range of potentials and are in mostly reactive on similar time scales to which stimuli from
the surroundings are applied. But with humans, you would need to account for latent effects such as 'boiling'
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anger, where critical threshold values of potentials causing reactions occur over much longer time periods.

Sadi-Carnot

14. RE: Far-from-equilibrium
Feb 3 2011, 12:36 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 12:47 AM EST (edit my post)
You've got the right idea there, i.e. that we need to figure out how to pin down all the conjugate variable pair
factors, e.g. gravitational effects, chemical potentials (new species introduced into the system, etc., in
animate systems, whether fish or humans:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Conjugate+variables

The one point you are a bit off on is the "far from equilibrium" view. This is a Prigogine concept that only
applies in certain peculiar situations, such as in heat transfer studies, e.g. Benard cells, or fluid mechanics,
e.g. Taylor vorticies, and so on.

The central anchor example of his model is the phenomena of Benard cell formation, in which the jar of oil
(whale or silicon) on the hot plate has to be heated up to a very high temperature, each turn of the dial of the
hot plate said to increase the dis-equilibrium of the oil and thus move it farther and farther away from
equilibrium, whereby when it is heated past a certain threshold Renold’s number, of say 1900, then "poof" the
highly ordered hexagonal Benard cells appear.

Prigogine's extrapolated idea was that humans are these types of Benard cells, supposedly always held far
way from the equilibrium, at the edge of chaos, owing to some type of imagined continuous and constant
high amount of heat input (by some imaginary hot plate).

Many people in the 1980s bought this idea, hook-line-and-sinker, because it supposedly solved the age-old
second law order from disorder issue:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Far-from-equilibrium

Sadi-Carnot

15. RE: Far-from-equilibrium
Feb 3 2011, 12:39 AM EST (edit my post)
The structures on the surface of the earth, however, are not a jar of silicone oil, on a hot plate, with the
temperature turned on high continuously. Conversely, the surface of the earth contains 92 elements, which
are heated diurnally, i.e. heated up, then cooled down, heated up, then cooled down, and so on, each day,
i.e. put out of equilibrium, to a certain extent, each day, and then allowed to fall back towards equilibrium
each night.

Into the 1990s, however, people began to see that something didn’t make sense when Prigogine’s ideas
were applied in sociology and ecology.

American sociologist Thomas Fararo, in his 1992 book The Meaning of General Theoretical Sociology, for
example, warns his readers not to mix up the far-from-equilibrium Prigoginean thermodynamics interpretation
of equilibrium and structure formation with the standard sociological one.

Likewise, in his 2005 book Into the Cool, ecologist Eric Schneider asks: “Is life a far-from-equilibrium system?
If so, how far are organisms from equilibrium? And what does this phrase mean? In fact, the term far-from-
equilibrium may be more applicable to backfiring engines than smoothly running life-forms.”

Sadi-Carnot

16. RE: Far-from-equilibrium
Feb 3 2011, 12:39 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 12:49 AM EST (edit my post)
Conversely, some, even in the modern day, are so enamored with the unwieldy term ‘far-from-equilibrium’
that they arrive at outlandish conclusions; one example being Len Fisher, and his 2009 book The Perfect
Swarm, where he happily concludes that humans and societies are so far far away from equilibrium that they
are continuously at the edge of chaos:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Len+Fisher

Last time I checked the news, however, aside from unrest in Egypt, I don’t recall the world being at the edge
of chaos as Fisher posits (based on his pied piper adoption of the Prigogine view).

In any event, to conclude, humans and social systems are not far from equilibrium systems.

Correctly, equilibrium is a tricky subject, of which there are many varieties: (a) there are daily equilibrium
variations (day heating vs night cooling), (b) the equilibrium = death version, e.g. a dead relationship, such as
a marriage or company at the end of its reaction, (c) societal equilibrium variations, e.g. the rise and fall of
Rome, and so on.
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jtuhtan

17. RE: Far-from-equilibrium
Feb 3 2011, 2:31 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 2:32 AM EST
I have to admit making the mistake in terminology when using far-from-equilibrium. I see it so often in
literature, I just used it too. But in the strict sense, I was not referring to Prigogine's types of systems, which
as you correctly stated really only useful for the study of a handful of 'real' phenomena.

Instead, what I should have stated was that we need to set up the full Gibbs differential for open, unsteady
systems. I cannot pretend to give anyone advise on how to best go about this, but can only say that for my
work (which as mentioned before is highly constrained), I find that the application of Bejan's Constructal
Theory has great practical significance. He sets up the system by recognizing that there is a pattern of
constraints which are time-variant, but which are themselves constrainted in their DOF via the fundamental
laws of physics. By applying thermodynamics with fluid mechanics and heat transfer, you can tease out alot
of why a system does when it does it, even if it is only accurate in orders of magnitude.

This is great news for those trying to deal with systems which have been developing over millions of years
(e.g. a fish), because their morhpologies are often non-intuitive when trying to figure out energy expenditures,
and may play multiple roles (defense, minmal energy losses, feeding, reproduction, etc.).

Regarding the description of equilibriums, I like Gibb's original representations of 'stable', 'neutral', and
'unstable' where he describes them in terms of energy and entropy differentials. In the future, I will try to stick
to such descriptions.

Sadi-Carnot

18. RE: how to apply Gibbs differentials in social formulations
Feb 3 2011, 10:11 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 10:14 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: "how to apply Gibbs differentials in 'real' situations", e.g. social formulations, the way I understand things,
one has to go through the process according to the following steps:

(a) Master the total set of 1,158 Clausius-Gibbs equations, which form the basis of chemical
thermodynamics.

http://www.eoht.info/page/ten+fundamental+equations

(b) Master the science of affinity chemistry (both 1718-1882 era, and modern era)

(c) Study the works of follow-up generations who built on and extended (a) and (b), namely Helmholtz (On
the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes, 1882), Vant Hoff (Studies in Chemical Dynamics, 1884), Nernst
(Theoretical Chemistry from the Standpoint of Avogadro's Rule and Thermodynamics, 1893; and The New
Heat Theory, 1926), Lewis (Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, 1923),
Guggenheim (Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs, 1933), and De Donder
(Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity, 1936).

This is just the starting point. Then you have to begin to figure out how the classical way of measuring
variables, extensive (V,S,H, etc.) and intensive (T,P, μ, etc.),

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extensive
http://www.eoht.info/page/Intensive

hold up mathematically when the system particle count goes to one. To exemplify, above you mention "latent
effects such as 'boiling' anger". This is a huge subject. It's not like we can dangle a thermometer in a room
where two people are arguing and get a reading of this heat of anger, but nevertheless we know it exists and
must be a factor in the Gibbs free energy change of the reaction. These types of blockades lead one into a
deeper search behind the mathematics of the 1,158 main Gibbs-Clausius equations and historical
understanding of the methods of instrumentation and measurement.

This is the point where I am at in my studies.

Sadi-Carnot

19. RE: Bejan
Feb 3 2011, 10:17 AM EST (edit my post)
As for Bejan's theories, yes they are interesting and may turn out to have some type of practical application,
but there is very little that is "thermodynamic" about his theory, as he has admitted to me.
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jtuhtan

20. RE: how to apply Gibbs differentials in social formulations
Feb 3 2011, 11:15 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 11:25 AM EST
The process seems a bit rigorous for a civil engineer studying alpine fish.

Spending a great deal of time in the field in systems in which are driven by potential flows and highly
constrained, I don't see the point of mastering an equation system which cannot be applied. Error comes
from inputs, model structure, and parameter uncertainty. So a system which is composed of more than a few
basic variables quickly becomes statistically indeterminate.

There are other mathematical issues involved as well, but statistical mechanics is not my strong suit. I
respect and admire your drive.

Sadi-Carnot

21. RE: thermodynamics of alpine fish
Feb 3 2011, 6:02 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 3 2011, 6:05 PM EST (edit my post)
That last post wasn't really directed at your research, but more at myself (something that I am chipping away
at slowly), namely that if I am to do any thing useful that it must be a step above Gilbert Lewis, the greatest
thermodynamicist of the 20th century.

Whatever you come up with in your field, I'm sure it will be of value, being that I don't recall any other scholar
digging around in the area of the thermodynamics of fish; although Alfred Lotka may have? I still need to dig
through is Elements of Physical Biology (1926).

DMRSekhar

24. RE: defunct theory of life
Feb 7 2011, 6:21 AM EST

"Libb,
You write on science very often. Now you wrote that you a scientist (you wrote: “I'm a scientist
so is Ubbelohde, who first made the suggestion…”). What is your specialty in science? I and my
friends do not know about your articles in peer reviewed professional journals? I think you
should write on science very carefully. I try to support you. However, you do not listen to my
opinions. I believe that you create an incredible mess. I'm beginning to understand that you do
not know “what is science?”. Your work will have value only for information but would have no
value to science. I'm convinced of it. Very sorry!
"

Libb,
Like Gladyshev I admire your knowledge. In India we often discuss your ideas. Like it or not you need to pass
through peer review. http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/10may2010/1181.pdf
True you are keeping your ideas for post publication open review which is the second stage.
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~content=a927520237~db=all~jumptype=rss
Right or wrong is a different question but what we say should not contradict common sense. If contradicting
then there should be experimental proof. While you are going up stair you are lifting yourself up. There is no
external force that lifts you. Hence you are self driven.

Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

25. RE: self-drive (a defunct theory)
Feb 7 2011, 8:11 AM EST | Post edited: Mar 15 2011, 12:05 PM EDT (edit my post)
Sekhar, let me quickly summarize the issues in your "self-driven" theory (as mentioned in your last post as
well as your "hotplate" objection, above article). Firstly, what you need to do first is read page one of Rudolf
Clausius' 1875 The Mechanical Theory of Heat.

http://www.eoht.info/page/The+Mechanical+Theory+of+Heat

To help you in this end the first paragraph of page one is reproduced below:

“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so by other
opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case the force performs no
work. But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is performed.”

Therefore, when you step up a flight of stairs or jump off a hot plate, you have to ask yourself "what force is
performing this work"? I'll give you a clue, according to modern science there are four fundamental forces (a)
strong nuclear, (b) weak nuclear, (c) electromagnetics, and (d) gravity. Beyond this, its is becoming apparent,
in recent years, that (d) is nothing but a derivative of (c), meaning that in all probability you only have three
forces to choose from to explain why you went up the stairs?

The answer is that you are driven by the electromagnetic force, not self driven (as you would like to believe,
so that you can salvage old-fashioned ideas about free will, choice, consciousness, or whatever).
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http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+motion

In sum, the water molecule "evaporates" off the hotplate, the human molecule "jumps" off the hotplate, you
"climb" the stairs, etc., etc, etc., in each case because each entity was "forced" to do so.

Sadi-Carnot

26. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 8:26 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 7 2011, 1:29 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: "you need to pass through peer review”. Oh if it were that easy. What you need to understand is that
human thermodynamics is a mountain that no one has climbed. In the last 200-years, over 400 people have
tried to climb this mountain, but all have failed:

http://www.eoht.info/page/HT+pioneers

Like you, I started my attempt to climb this mountain, out of a simple curiosity as to how chemical
thermodynamics would apply to human existence, the specific question that gave me the most puzzlement
(1995-2005), is how one would go about picking which of several women would be the most fortuitous to
marry based on Gibbs free energy determinants (ΔG < 0, the greater the free energy decrease per each
reaction, the greater the long-term stability, spontaneity, and favorability of that potential pairing).

This is similar to Goethe who in 1799 began ruminating as to how chemical affinity A would apply to the
attractions and repulsions (chemical reactions) between people (A = -ΔG, in modern 1882 terms); and by
1808 was working on a novel entitled “The Renouncers”, in which the hero was simultaneous in love with four
women; which culminated in his now-famous 1809 expanded version Elective Affinities:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Elective+Affinities

A novel theoretically based on Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman’s 1775 physical chemistry textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions.

Just as there was no peer-review for what Goethe did back then, there is no peer-review for what I am
attempting to do now. In fact, the only "peer" I have ever come across is Goethe. Others, I would consider,
secondary peers would be Henry Adams, Leon Winiarski, C.G. Darwin, Mehdi Bazargan, and maybe Wilhelm
Ostwald, Arthur Iberall, and Frederick Rossini?

Sadi-Carnot

27. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 9:13 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 14 2011, 2:40 PM EST (edit my post)
Certainly, if the future permits, I may become inclined to promote in the various established journals (the end
result of a finished product), but at present, as things stand, there is too much work to be done in figuring out
many of the puzzles to the subject; some of this effort, being the pages (or really foot-noted clues to this
puzzle) to the Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics (eoht.info), which is nearly up to a 5-volume, 4,000-
page set, if published in paper (which may be done soon?).

Beyond this, most of the leading experts in thermodynamics (e.g. Ingo Muller, socio-thermodynamics, 2002;
A History of Thermodynamics, 2007) have already commented to me that my work is far in advanced of
anything they have ever theorized on.

More importantly, as I summarized above (post #18), the secrets I am looking for are to be found in the
"1,158 Clausius-Gibbs equations", equations of which I want to have floating in my head like the 26-letters of
the English alphabet. This objective keeps me occupied. It is said, for example, that German physical
chemist Wilhelm Ostwald translated Gibbs 700-equation Equilibrium into German, because he believed there
were "hidden treasures" in it. I too believe that there are hidden treasures in these Clausius-Gibbs equations
and currently am more concerned with finding these treasures than with the formalities (and expenses) of
peer-review.

Comparing myself to Ostwald, we note that in 1887, instead of fumbling around with non-existent attempt to
find peer-review for a new subject that he was helping to initiate, that he started the Journal of Physical
Chemistry. I can only hope that in 125-years from now the Journal of Human Thermodynamics has such a
stature, and that people don't look back on me in the year 2,136 and comment: "It's too bad that Thims didn't
spend more time on peer-review, rather than wasting his time on that human thermodynamics journal?"

85.180.97.56

28. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 10:06 AM EST
Three comments:

1) Peer review is not an ideal process. It is often not objective, though many professional academics would
like to claim that it is. I would also love to see Libb's ideas go through a more rigorous review, I don't think
that his work has reached the level of refinement which he believes has been achieved in order to do so. It is
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his theory, his time, and his decision when and where he subjects his own ideas to this process. Obviously, if
and when this time comes, he will begin to publish within the peer-reviewed literature. In the meantime, the
EOHT is a suitable place to discuss and hash out ideas before they are released. For those interested in a
more objective history of human invention, I would recommend reading James Burke's "The Pinball Effect"
among his many other works, which provide a much more realistic view of how what we know thanks to
science has come to pass, and +90% without peer-review (e.g. penicillin was discovered because Fleming
had a messy lab).

2) Secrets hidden in Ostwald's 700 equations? Really?

3) There is a series of ongoing discussions here which I find an overwhelming waste of time: life, free will,
religion etc. If anyone can provide a scientific "proof" of life, free will, or their religious beliefs which are
testable, then I would say it should be open to debate. I think science has been waiting a long time for those
proofs.

jtuhtan

29. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 10:56 AM EST
The last post was mine, forgot to login...

Sadi-Carnot

30. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 11:03 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 7 2011, 11:10 AM EST (edit my post)
JT, thank-you for your comments (posting from Germany). As for your third comment, yes of course talk on
life, free will, religion is a waste of time, as they are all mythologies, but nevertheless they are road blocks
that we run up against in the minds of the common person when using modern science to explain things with
human implications; just as was French philosopher Jean Sales imprisoned by the Church-run government
over 200 years ago (1775):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Jean+Sales

for his theory that people were "human molecules" synthesized over time from the atoms of the earth by a
great process. I doubt we'll be imprisoned in modern times (unless we happen to be in the Islamic countries),
but the resistance is still there.

jtuhtan

31. RE: peer-review
Feb 7 2011, 11:11 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 7 2011, 11:12 AM EST
As a former web admin of a couple uni sites, and a avid user of google analytics, (among others) I figured it
would be better to add the second post. My question is still regarding Ostwald (which I have not had the time
to read). Really?

Sadi-Carnot

32. RE: hidden treasures
Feb 7 2011, 12:38 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 7 2011, 1:32 PM EST (edit my post)
The “hidden treasures” statement seems to come from Ostwald’s preface in 1892 Thermodynamische
Studien, von J. Willard Gibbs, where he states:

“The material of the work is still of direct importance at the moment, and the interest in it is not historical. For
only a small part of the almost immeasurable results which are contained and suggested here have as yet
been realized. There are still hidden treasures of the greatest variety and importance here for the theoretical
and most of all for the experimental worker.”

Ingo Muller comments on this (History of Thermodynamics, 2007, pg. 156):

“Ostwald, the German translator of Gibbs, had said that he undertook the task because he believed in hidden
treasures in Gibbs’ work. He was right, and le Chatelier and later Haber and Bergius were chemists who
uncovered and lifted the treasures as did Roozeboom.”

Pierre Duhem, likewise, commented on how “van der Waals, was the first to see its hidden power, to perceive
the phase rule, among the algebraic formulas where Gibbs had to some extent hidden it.” (Proceedings of
the Gibbs Symposium, 1990, pg. 10).

Carlo Cercignani commented how “Gibbs succinct and abstract style and unwillingness to include examples
and applications to particular experimental situations made his work very difficult to read. Famous scientists
such as Helmholtz and Planck developed their own thermodynamic methods in an independent fashion and
remained quite unaware of the treasures buried in the third volume of Transactions of the Connecticut
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Academy of Arts and Sciences.” (Ludwig Boltzmann: the Man Who Trusted Atoms, 1998, pg. 139). I started a
"hidden treasures" section here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/On+the+Equilibrium+of+Heterogeneous+Substances

with references.

79.173.229.187

33. RE: self-drive (a defunct theory)
Feb 7 2011, 10:02 PM EST
Libb and Gladyshev,
[1] Let us not personalize a scientific discussion.
[2] So some external “electro magnetic force” decides if we need to climb up or down! Is it not funny to think
that some external electro magnetic force decides what we are going to have for lunch?
[3] Your theory will be successful when it can distinguish the difference between “evaporating water
molecules” and “a man escaping the heat to self preserve”. Good Luck.

Sekhar.

129.69.49.65

34. RE: self-drive (a defunct theory)
Feb 7 2011, 11:41 PM EST
Actually, if you are willing to extrapolate down to the world of the lowly nematode, such work has already
been done. Its entire neural network has been mapped. Ongoing work at the University of Massechusetts,
Stanford, Harvard, California Institute of Technology and Nagoya University among others are working out
the genetics of the organism as well. The genetic control of temperature preference in C. elegans has been
well documented.

So to answer [3], yes, there already exists a physically (chemcial) based theory of a living organism's
response to temperature. Work is being done by good research institutions, and they are churning out plenty
of peer-reviewed work for those willing to look for it.

Please see:
Genetic Control of Temperature Preference in the Nematode Caenorhabditis elegans by A. Mohri et al.
Thermotaxis is a Robust Mechanism for Thermoregulation in Caenorhabditis elegans Nematods by D. Ramot
et al.

There is also a variety of online repositories for information related to C. elegans:
wormbase.org
wormbook.org
wormatlas.org

If a worm is 'alive' and can be mapped out and it's behavior (some of it predictable down to its genetic code
alone) can be modeled, what is the stretch in extending this to the human organism as well?

Sadi-Carnot

35. RE: Genopsych
Feb 8 2011, 12:16 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 8 2011, 12:35 AM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar, regarding [2], what is funny is your "genopsych" model:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Genopsych

and your postulate that DNA is part god (or force of god) part intelligent (or has a psyche) and, which has
some kind of internal self-drive that runs counter to entropy or the second law pushing evolution upward or
forward, which supposedly is your explanation for why you went up the stairs or jumped off the hot plate.

In short, you are objecting in this discussion on religious grounds. If you would be open with us, and admit to
this, the discussion would be a lot smoother.

In fact, to give you some advice (in the area of your confusion about religion, entropy, and evolution), I would
recommend that you order a copy of Danish science historian Helge Kragh's 2008 book Entropic Creation:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Helge+Kragh

so that you can read the 150-year history of attempts, like yours, to contrive any and all sorts of "anti-entropy"
god-based theories.
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DMRSekhar

36. RE: Genopsych
Feb 8 2011, 12:32 AM EST
Libb,
What we say in science will take some known philosophical position. For example saying that there is nothing
called life amounts to panpsychism. What I wrote at Sulekha is to be taken lightly as you know it is not a part
of my main theory. Regarding God I am yet to find him.
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

38. RE: panpsychism
Feb 8 2011, 2:22 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 8 2011, 2:26 AM EST (edit my post)
You have it backwards (Re: "saying that there is nothing called life amounts to panpsychism"), saying that
there is nothing called life amounts to materialism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Materialism

The position that you are trying to argue, e.g. that DNA molecules have a psyche, is what is called
panpsychism (or panexperientialism):

http://www.eoht.info/page/panexperientialism

If you want my "philosophical position", I am under the view that I am comprised of atoms, in the form of a
molecule, and that the laws of thermodynamics govern my behaviors and reactions, the same way that these
laws govern the behaviors and reactions of the entire universe.

DMRSekhar

39. Materialism is reverse panpsychism
Feb 8 2011, 4:12 AM EST
Well Libb,
Materialism is reverse panpsychism that equates matter with life. Charvaka philosophy is the ancient Indian
Materialism. But tell me do you really think that human actions and behavior are not self controlled but are
controlled by external electromagnetic waves? I stop here. Thanks,

Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

40. RE: Materialism is reverse panpsychism
Feb 8 2011, 4:49 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 8 2011, 4:52 AM EST (edit my post)
Please let's try to keep the discussion modern, and not reference me to ancient Vedic four element theories
and philosophies.

In any event, it is a fact of modern science that human actions and behaviors are controlled by the
electromagnetic force. This is what is called the standard model of physics. Perhaps you have heard of it?
The standard model holds that all material bodies of the universe (fermions) are moved by the fundamental
forces of the universe (bosons). Have you some how discovered another force of the universe that the rest of
us are not aware of?

Thinkers, like you, who use the prefix "self-" are all simply promoting disguised anthropomorphism and
perpetual motion theories:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Self-

And in nearly all cases, the underlying motive of the writer is religious or at least a backwards attempt to
formulate some type of illogical theory about purpose. There are plenty of writers to comfort you in your "self-
controlled" theory of life, e.g.

http://www.eoht.info/page/David+Alkek

http://www.eoht.info/page/Christian+de+Quincey

and so on. The correct theory, however, was stated by the great James Maxwell in 1847, at the age of 16,
who commented that "the only thing which can be directly perceived by the senses if force."

41. RE: Materialism is reverse panpsychism
Feb 8 2011, 5:24 AM EST
Just skimmed this topic contents and have two comments about (1) "Defunct life" and (2) "panpsychism.
First, semantics are tricky. Dr. Tykodi (my graduate adviser) writes in the appendix of "Thrmodynamics of
Steady States" (1967), pp 183-4, about the classical confusion, citing Thermotics, Thermodyamics,
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SdogV

Thermostatics, Energetics titles for irreversible processes. He recommmends "thermotics" for the general
science of heat with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Laws. Then subdivided into thermo-statics, thermo-staedics, and
thermo-dynamics for respectively equilibrium, steady state, and time varied. "LIFE" relates to the latter two
and is not "defunct" My interest lies there, regardless what others call it.
Second, the word "Panpsychism" is intimately related to life. In reviewing my records and published papers, I
recently discovered something that was there, but overlooked, i.e. something missed by me...and others, it
appears. Tykodi's definition of a "property" at steady states (BTW, I do no pretend to understand his
"symbolic juggling") but his ideas tie in with something I define as an equation for "growth". I submit,
herewith, to call this "panpsychistic energy" (with different units, but related through definition of a new
constant which relates mass and length. Note: c constant relates L and t, G and h constants relate L, M, AND
t. My new constant simply relates M and L, geometrically. Putting together, all energy considered heretofore
is mechanical. Panpsychistic energy, maybe a better word is "Vitalistic".. or "Animated"...whatever, there is
great flux here at the moment..Argue however, but figure out the use of the relation of these two
"types"...connected by Kg/m!!!

DMRSekhar

42. genpsy
Feb 8 2011, 5:38 AM EST
Libb,
genopsych is not a force but a property of living systems and genpsy uses the same physical forces to self
program / operate/ control living systems. I do not agree that human actions are governed by external
electromagnetic forces. Human actions are self controlled. This has nothing to do with God or any religion. I
strongly believe that science should not be laced with any kind of philosophy including materialism.

We are planning to publish a monograph on genopsych in print after completing post publication open review
at various web sites. We will continue discussion after that.Yes we think differently as of now.

Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

43. RE: philosopher's paradox
Feb 8 2011, 1:38 PM EST (edit my post)
Ted and Sekhar, I have found the name of the syndrome that the two of you suffer from, it is called
"philosopher's paradox", a medical condition documented by James Maxwell in 1878 in review of the theories
of Balfour Stewart, Peter Tait, Carl Nageli, among others:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Philosopher%E2%80%99s+paradox

I would suggest each of you consult your physician to get treatment for this condition.

SdogV

44. RE: philosopher's paradox
Feb 8 2011, 2:21 PM EST
Come on, Libb. so philosophy is "defunct" too, eh? Semantics IS a problem. Did you read my last post on
"thermo" semantics by Dr. Tykodi? According to you, thermodynamics is also "defunct". as used. Define
YOUR meaning of "animated"!!, please, a bit more in detail. (I have already agreed it might be a better word,
but such suggestions fall by the wayside with the general public.) Life does NOT include a "consciousness"?

DMRSekhar

45. Stick No Bills
Feb 8 2011, 7:33 PM EST
Libb,
You are not defending your idea that “human actions are controlled by external electromagnetic forces” and
“human beings are not self driven and are not self directed”. Instead you are trying to stick labels on other’s
head! So I stop here.

Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

46. RE: Chemistry does not know the word life
Feb 10 2011, 9:44 AM EST (edit my post)
Georgi, Ted, and Sekhar, to summarize the matter cogently for each of you, as Nobel Laureate English
physiologist Charles Sherrington put it cogently in his 1940 Man and His Nature:

“Chemistry does not know the word life.”

To extend this precise statement, I will add to it that:

“Physics does not know the word life”
“Thermodynamics does not know the word life.”
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To conclude, if chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics do not recognize this word, then it does not exist.
Perpetual attempts to get this word recognized (Ted in chemistry and physics; Gladyshev in thermodynamics;
Sekhar in genetics and thermodynamics), which is a word akin to aether or caloric, require, in effect, that one
go back and re-write the entire subjects of chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics so to accompany this
term, a task that will never happen.

Sadi-Carnot

47. RE: defend my idea?
Feb 10 2011, 9:54 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: Defend my idea that “human actions are controlled by external electromagnetic forces”, you must be
living in the dark ages? I know they do things a little behind the times and more elementary in India (as
evidenced by Udai Veer's so-called Encyclopedia of Thermodynamics), but the logic that human actions are
controlled by external forces is an established 19th theory in psycho-physics. As James Maxwell summarizes
in his 1878 Nature article "Paradoxical Philosophy":

"The science which rejoices in the name of "Psychophysik" has made considerable progress in the study of
the phenomena which accompany our sensations and voluntary motions. We are taught that many of the
processes which we suppose entirely under the control of our own will are subject to the strictest laws of
succession, with which we have no power of interfering; and we are shown how to verify the conclusions of
the science by deducing from it methods of physical and mental training for ourselves and others."

Therefore, instead of instead of requesting that I prove this and that, I would suggest that you spend some
time reading up on modern science, as you seem to be a century behind in your way of thinking.

SdogV

48. RE: defend my idea?
Feb 10 2011, 11:44 AM EST
Remember asking how is an H atom "alive"? Well, I will soon pose a model of the H atom composed of one
proton and one electron (which occupies very little "space" since circular motion makes necessarily an
equilateral triangle at best, i.e. 2-D analysis is simpler) that suggests the gravity causes the the formation of
"charge" because this particle is not accepted within a triangle that controls that area (via it's straight edges
which have infinite radii) due to Kepler's conjecture. This is "real" basic Greek geometry and based on
thermostaedic logic of Professor Tykodi, my advisor,
After all, reality implies mass, length, and time. Charge (and temperature) have units defined by man due to
an easier quantification procedures. YOU think about it in MKS units. Here's a question for you. "What is a
constant of NATURE that couples solely mass and length (not from the others!)?

Sadi-Carnot

49. RE: Carbon-14
Feb 10 2011, 4:39 PM EST (edit my post)
Ted, sounds like you’ve been reading too much Buckminster Fuller? After you figure out how the hydrogen
atom is alive, in terms of triangles or polyhedrons, how’s about you then move on to the next one, namely
explaining what happens to a Carbon-14 atom (half-life = 5,730-years) when it “dies” at the end of its 11,460-
year state of existence.

All I can tell you is that you need to do away with the terms “life” and “death” as they are mythological terms
of the past. There’s no shame in recanting. We note that Carnot recanted on his original adherence to caloric
theory, in his personal notes, published post-humorously. Maxwell was doing what you are doing now, i.e.
speculating on whether or not an atom is alive, some 130-years ago. You need to start adopting some of the
modern perspectives.

DMRSekhar

50. Let us move further
Feb 11 2011, 12:17 AM EST
Dear Libb,
The only way to counter genopsych is to say, “that human actions and behavior are governed by external
agencies say external electromagnetic forces”. Thanks for being honest but that was what Bhagavat Gita
also told! That you are not responsible for what you do as what you do is as per the external agency, like it or
not. Libb I don’t label others.
I did save this page for future reference. Kindly expand the theory of “external electromagnetic control of
human behavior and actions” to a full argument. I think we need to publish the next volume of
transciencetransactions. Please come up with this theory. Ted and Gladyshev both of you are welcome with
your theories. I am extending this invitation on behalf of Prof. AK Purohit with whom I discussed this morning.
You may contact him directly: arvind.kumar.purohit@gmail.com
Thanks,
Sekhar.
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Sadi-Carnot

51. RE: Let us move further
Feb 11 2011, 2:55 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 14 2011, 4:26 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: kindly expand: “that human actions and behavior are governed by external agencies say external
electromagnetic forces”, this has already been done, specifically in my 2007 Human Chemistry textbook,
chapters six and seven in particular.

Re: "that was what Bhagavat Gita also told", yes and here in America, such as on YouTube, you will here
people proclaiming "that was what the Bible has told". You are wasting your time if you want to babble to me
about what the olden-days religious texts say. What we are doing here is writing the modern-day replacement
for religion, based on (a) the first and second law as a starting point and (b) that a human is a molecule, and
(c) there is no god[s] and there are no supernatural forces.

If I haven't asked you already, what is your Dawkins scale number:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Dawkins+scale

Re: "don't label others", this is not a label but a matter of physics. As to your background: (a) your heritage
(Ongole) is a 16° latitude location and (b) you are Hindu, which in all probability you (or at least your mother)
was vegetarian. It is a known fact that intellectual development is a function of, firstly, (a) latitude, then (b)
diet, then (c) other factors, such as generational pressures. It is known that the exact latitude of 46°
(+19°/-11°) produces the most accelerated rates of intellectual development and it is also known that
vegetarianism produces the lowest rates. This is evidenced by the fact that India produces the lowest rates of
Nobel Laureates per capita, compared to all other countries.

In any event, "labels" aside, your theory is a "blog theory", ranking in the bottom 100 of the over 400-500
theories that I have collected thus far as a hobby (you are at 2006):

http://www.eoht.info/page/HT+pioneers

I would suggest you let go of your theory and start over with facts (a) and (b).

SdogV

52. RE: Let us move further
Feb 11 2011, 3:48 AM EST
Libb: I notice that you cleverly avoided....Here's a question for you. "What is a constant of NATURE that
couples solely mass and length (not from the others!)?
Independently, I might add... not through the other, c, h, and G.
Re: #49 Question. Carbon 14 finally reaches a stable thermostatic state after ~12,000 years of a
thermostaedic state.
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DMRSekhar

53. wrong
Feb 11 2011, 4:33 AM EST
Libb,
All your predictions wrong! Who is Dawkins? Strange you involve persons and countries in a scientific
discussion.

Thanks,
Sekhar.

mciotola

54. RE: peer-review
Feb 14 2011, 2:17 PM EST

"Oh if it were that easy. What you need to understand is that human thermodynamics is a
mountain that no one has climbed. "

I strongly agree with Libb on this point. It is difficult to find peer-reviewed journals that are sufficently broad to
accept material in this area, aside from the Journal of Human Thermodynamics. Since this is a new field,
there are not yet any "peers" besides those on this site, so it is difficult for existing journal to comfortably
evaluate such work. At best, one can get published in peripheral publications and conference proceedings.

Even worse, works in this area get scattered across diverse publications, such as in chemistry, ecology,
psychology, optics, etc. So it is challenging to be aware of all of the relevant work in human thermodynamics.

This area needs some flexibility to be able to develop. Libb's ideas should be evaluated on their merits rather
on where they have been published. We are the few relevant peers that exist, so if peer review is going to
happen, much of it will occur in these forums.

Sadi-Carnot

55. RE: peer-review
Feb 14 2011, 3:40 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 14 2011, 4:03 PM EST (edit my post)
Mark, thanks for posting. All good points.

The issue of modern-day peer review is evidenced by the fact Nature, the most prestigious scientific journal
of modern times, was founded in 1869 by a human thermodynamicist, namely Norman Lockyer; who in
various publications, prior to founding Nature, argued that human life, physically and socially, could be
explained in terms of the first and second law:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Norman+Lockyer

Likewise, the founding group of writers to Nature were all like-minded human chemists and human
thermodynamicists, i.e. thinkers of this encyclopedia, namely Thomas Huxley (defined social chemistry in
1871 as the attractions and repulsions of humans defined as atoms), Joseph Hooker (Darwin confessed his
warm pond model to him in 1871), Herbert Spencer (was “staggered” when he found in 1858 that social
equilibrium meant heat death, thermodynamically), John Tyndall (explained to Spencer the social equilibrium
aspects of the second law, 1858), James Maxwell (published his Paradoxical Philosophy in Nature, 1878, in
which he speculated on whether or not a soul and immortality exist, in terms of chemistry and
thermodynamics), etc.
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Similarly, the American Journal of Sociology was founded in 1895 by Albion Small a human chemist who
speculated on the "human atoms" of sociology:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Albion+Small

Today, however, Nature and AJS will outright reject any publications aiming to model humans socially in
terms of ether chemistry, physics, or thermodynamics.

It is difficult to ascertain how we went from a forward pure (correct) open-mined thinking mode of the 19th
century, to the modern close-minded thinking of the 21st century? It’s almost like reverse education. I've
always been puzzled by this. Although we have progressed greatly in knowledge, it seem like we are still
living in the dark ages?

Sadi-Carnot

56. RE: peer-review
Feb 14 2011, 3:53 PM EST (edit my post)
Ted, most of your posts are so incoherent, I doubt that anyone understands anything you are saying? I would
suggest you start thinking in terms of equations and full sentences, rather than unit juggling and recursive
riddles.

Sekhar, I don’t mean to disrespect you, i.e. by mentioning your country, but here in America there are no
gods and there is no self-motion, self-drive, or perpetual-motion of matter. Citing the Hindu god Krishna, for
instance, in support of your argument does little to further the discussion. To direct you historically, the “self-
motion” theory that you are arguing for was disproved nearly 300-years ago:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+matter

such as found in the debates between Margaret Cavendish and Rene Descartes.

Sadi-Carnot

57. RE: peer-reviews in these forums
Feb 14 2011, 4:23 PM EST (edit my post)

""We are the few relevant peers that exist, so if peer review is going to happen, much of it will
occur in these forums.""

Mark is correct in this point as well, most of the so-called peers in this field are slowly joining this site month
by month:

http://www.eoht.info/page/EoHT+site+member+index

Chinese-born American physicist Leong Ying, for example, joined two days ago, and he has been working on
his human thermodynamics theory since 1995:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Leong+Ying

He commented to me yesterday "I'm preparing to go to Antarctica for some low-temperature thermodynamic
fun....will gatecrash some of your threads when I return to equilibrium." You can see that he is starting to
publish some of his theories in the various peer-review venues:

http://www.twinuniverse.org/

It is highly doubtful, however, that he found anyone who knew enough about what he was talking about to
give any sort of objection in his various scattered presentations (listed in last link), whereas here we can
easily pick apart his theory.

Sadi-Carnot

58. RE: John Stewart
Feb 14 2011, 5:50 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 14 2011, 5:54 PM EST (edit my post)
I just started the page for British philosopher John Stewart (1749-1822), who does away with the defunct
terms "life", "god", all made-up religions, and replaces these with with his physical sciences (astronomy,
physics, and chemistry) based "moral motion" theory of natural religion, wherein man is viewed as an
intelligent type of animate matter, made of particles (atoms), and that all that exists in the universe is matter
and motion:

http://www.eoht.info/page/John+Stewart

I would suggest we all take a step back and see how this interesting newly-found thinker (I only discovered
this guy last week) looked at human existence in an unbiased scientific way, over 200-years ago, with out
recourse to the term "life".
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DMRSekhar

59. Indus Valley Civilization
Feb 14 2011, 9:12 PM EST
Libb,
[1] Agree or not your earlier comments on India are racist. Have you ever read about Indus Valley
Civilization?
[2] Failure of your theory to distinguish the “living systems” and “physical systems” is the big problem.
[3] Viewing human being as a molecule is novel and at the same time we may also view human being as a
“molecular system”. Try this way also.
[4] Human beings are self driven and we don't need science to know this. Just common sense is enough.

Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

60. RE: Sekhar reply
Feb 15 2011, 5:31 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 5:46 AM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar,
On point [1], if you want to continue on with your discussions of racism, we can do that in a different thread,
being that this is an entire different branch of human thermodynamics:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Racial+thermodynamics

On point [2], the only failure is your inability to grasp the perspective that there is no such thing as a "living
system". Thermodynamics is very specific about this. There are four parts to all systems of the universe (a)
the working body, (b) the hot body, (c) the cold body, and (d) the boundary. The laws that govern these
systems, the same for all systems of the universe, are entropy and energy.

On point [3], the term "molecular system" has its uses in the chemical study of processes internal to the body,
e.g. neurochemistry, physiology, endocrinology, biochemistry, etc.; for human thermodynamics, however, we
study boundaried systems of groups of interactive humans, wherein the energies and entropies of interaction
between the individuals of each boundaried system are the deciding factors of measurement; just as the
energies and entropies of interaction between water molecules in the working body of a steam engine are the
deciding factors, such that we do not employ needless terms such as calling each H20 molecule a "molecular
system" such as you are suggesting.

On point [4], "common sense" tells me that you are lacking in intelligence, particularly when it comes to
thermodynamics. To exemplify, according to Google Books search, there are no authors propounding on a
thermodynamic self-driven theory of anything, let alone humans:

http://www.google.com/search?tbm=bks&tbo=1&q=self-driven%2C+thermodynamics&
btnG=Search+Books#q=self-driven,+thermodynamics&hl=en&tbo=1&tbs=bks:1&
ei=CqxaTcqzGIO88ga6wtC0Dg&start=0&sa=N&fp=d9e9e341dd739fb5

You seem to be in your own little world of logic?

Sadi-Carnot

61. RE: Viewing human being as a molecule is "not" novel
Feb 15 2011, 7:18 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 7:21 AM EST (edit my post)
Regarding your comment "viewing a human being as a molecule is novel", this is far from the truth; in the
sense of novel defined as something "new and not resembling something formerly known or used or
something original or striking especially in conception or style" (Merriam-Webster). Correctly, over 120+
people have arrived at and employed the human molecule concept over the last 220-years:

http://www.eoht.info/page/HMS+pioneers

It was French philosopher Jean Sales, in 1789, who first utilized this view in its modern sense, in his
statement that:

“That there exists a principle of the human body which comes from the great process in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”

Notice he does not insert the term “living” before human molecule, he simply says atoms formed molecules,
some of which are us, through a great process. Then we have C.G. Darwin, grandson of Charles Darwin,
who in 1952 specifically defined the science of “human thermodynamics” as the statistical mechanics of
dynamical systems “human molecules”:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Introduction

Darwin, likewise does not addend the view that people are living systems" or living molecules. These are two
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of dozens of usages of the human molecule concept to have occurred independently over the last two
centuries. This concept may thus be novel to you, having now to come to grips with the inconsistencies in
your “self-driven” theory, whereas correctly scientists, in history of humankind, have never found any
molecules that are “self-driven”, as you would like to believe.

SdogV

62. RE:Ongoing reply
Feb 15 2011, 7:54 AM EST
Goal and activities for an award to explore "Thermodynamics, Swimming, and Panpsychism": Who is
interested? (e-mail direct to me for all).
In brief, the goal is to identify and define “panpsychism”. (a very ancient philosophy implying ALL things are
aware and exhibit a hierarchy of consciousness.). Unusual uses of geometry, swims, and “staedic”
thermodynamic principles (proposed by Professor Ralph Tykodi over a half century ago) are to be employed
to infer its measure. Energy, as “vitalistic” work, can evolve.
Panpsychism is a subject of great interest for philosophers. Most scientists shun the concept. A “hidden”
existing system state governs consciousness? Yet, the original intent of physics was the origin and existence
of ALL things was, and is still,
Dr. Tykodi was of philosophic bent, specializing in thermodynamics. He published three tomes, the first
(Thermodynamics of Steady States) suggesting (pp 183-4) “thermotics” to classify all “heat” processes. Then,
thermo-statics, thermo-staedics, and thermo-dynamics clearly define system states with distinct role(s) of
time.
As his graduate student in 1959, I then did not appreciate possible importance. Now, after some 40 years of
fumbling for real answers, “staedic” swimming long hours (up to 40), and including Plato’s geometry in the
subject “troika”, I visualize realistic tactics to pursue panpsychism as a word for a “hidden” goal.
In sum, the activity seeks real answers to the question: “Are we Masters of our world (Einstein’s determinism)
or are we Slaves to it (Feynman’s probablism, which is remarkably successful)?” Panpychism, hidden but
made real, can resolve the many controversies between beliefs of religion and facts of physics. Its reality
would guide clearer understandings in our present day world.

DMRSekhar

63. RE: Viewing human being as a molecule is "not" novel, if so, OK
Feb 15 2011, 9:29 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 9:31 AM EST
Libb,
Time only will tell how long you can carry the load of thinking that human actions and behavior are governed
by external electro magnetic forces. Every one can test by himself if he is self driven or not! Of course few
may still think that they are driven by God externally!!

Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

64. RE: electromagnetic force and thermotics
Feb 15 2011, 4:35 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 5:02 PM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar, let me see if I understand you correctly: you do at least (being a chemical engineer) believe that
chemical reactions are governed by the electromagnetic force?

If the answer to this question is yes (in your mind), then I want you to tell me at what point on the evolution
timeline:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

the electromagnetic force stopped governing the reactions that brought about your evolution?

Ted, I started a thread on thermotics:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Thermotics

I would suggest you post there (regarding the details of your theory), as Tykodi doesn't mention anything
about "life" or human applications in his section on "thermo-staeddics" (his coining).

Sadi-Carnot

65. RE: Birth of molecules
Feb 15 2011, 5:01 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 5:04 PM EST (edit my post)
To everyone arguing against me, since you all are so bent on holding fast to the idea that you are alive (or
conscious, self-driven, etc.), how about you take a look at the 1941 “Story of the Contented Molecule”,
particularly the section about the “birth of molecules”:

http://www.eoht.info/page/The+Story+of+the+Contented+Molecule

and tell me, according to your historical (anthropomorphic) model of life, at what point, exact second, did you,
as a molecule, came “alive”? I’ll give you a starting point, so that you don’t fumble around with this one.
Namely, the reproduction reaction in which you were “synthesized”, in the overall average 18-year
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mechanism (supposing you begin to cleave off from the parental structure at age 15) is a double
displacement reaction of the form:

AB + CD → AC + BD

The BD, in this reaction, being you, as explained here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+reproduction+reaction

Therefore, when did you come to be “alive” (what exact millisecond)?

Sadi-Carnot

66. RE: Birth of molecules
Feb 15 2011, 5:02 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 15 2011, 5:09 PM EST (edit my post)
Was it: (a) when your father (or mother) first had a glimpse of you in their mind?, (b) at the point of love at
first sight?

http://www.eoht.info/page/Love+at+first+sight

(c) at the exact millisecond that one successful sperm first touched the egg?, (d) at the point that sperm
penetrated the egg?, (e) at the point the two germ cells began to fuse?, (f) at the point of zygote divides?
(day 3), (g) at the point the morula forms?, (h) late blastocyte phase?, (i) implantation state? (day 6), (j)
connecting cord formation (day 14), neural plate forms (day 19), day the fetal heart begins to beat with the
child’s own blood? (day 22), when brain waves are detectible? (week 6), baby begins to kick and swim?
(week 7), when baby can breath (amniotic fluid) and urinate? (week 10), can grasp objects in the hand?
(week 11), can experience pain? (week 12), can experience taste? (week 15), can have dreams (REM
sleep)? (week 17), the minimum point at which an infant can be saved after fertilization? (21-22 weeks)?, the
point at which the baby is using its eyes and knows the difference between waking and sleeping (month 7-8),
when you pop out and the doctor slaps your ass (9 months)?

Beyond this, were either of the sperm or the egg alive, prior to your inception? Keep in mind that everything
I've just described is nothing but force and motion of molecules exchanging atoms to form new molecules.

Sadi-Carnot

67. RE: Eddington rule
Feb 15 2011, 5:36 PM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar, I point you to the Eddington rule to explain why your theory keeps getting humiliated:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Eddington+rule

In short, both your "self-drive" and your "genopsych theory" run counter to the second law, and thus,
according to Arthur Eddington, have no choice but to "collapse in deepest humiliation." Spend some time
thinking about this.

Sadi-Carnot

68. RE: Perpetual motion of the biological kind
Feb 15 2011, 7:21 PM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar,
I have further summarized your "self-drive" theory here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Perpetual+motion

as what is called a "perpetual motion of the biological kind" theory.

SdogV

69. RE: TSP
Feb 16 2011, 4:10 AM EST
Libb, thanks for suggestion..posted the pre-app on your "Thermotic" page. The word limit made some
confusion, but all is there.. I am on to going onward. Maybe you can rerrange properly? BTW, origin of "life"
starts with a "gleam" in the "eye" of the one who creates it..

DMRSekhar

70. systems biology
Feb 16 2011, 10:33 PM EST
Hanawalt wrote, ”The phenomenon of life may be traced to the coordinated behavior of molecules within
cells. The cell is the self- contained and self–reproducing fundamental unit of life…… The molecules in the
cells are guided by the same basic laws of chemistry and physics that apply through out the universe……
The mystery lies rather in the programmed coordination of the myriad of chemical reactions necessary for the
metabolic activities of the cells.” The mystery remains a mystery till date despite the advances of science. For
some unknown reasons science stopped probing this mystery.
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DMRSekhar

71. RE: Perpetual motion of the biological kind
Feb 21 2011, 12:27 AM EST
Dear Libb,
“self drive” of a human being using his “internal biological energy” at his "will" is not same as “perpetual
motion machine” as a human being takes food from external environment to accumulate/ store “internal
biological energy” .
Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

72. RE: Perpetual motion of the biological kind
Feb 21 2011, 3:32 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 21 2011, 3:35 AM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar your entire language is soaked with anthropomorphism: “being”, “biological”, “will”, “self-”. All four of
these words have no meaning in physics and chemistry.

What you need to do is re-work your mindset starting with simple models and then work your way up to
explain human behavior. Start by conceptualizing a human as one of the first or second row atoms of the
periodic table. Suppose then that two of these atoms, such as carbon (four valence electrons) and oxygen
(six valence electrons), are introduced into a system. What will happen in this situation is that the atoms will
move about and rearrange in such a manner to satisfy the octet rule (eight valence electron filled orbitals);
thusly, in our example, the product of the molecule CO2 will form.

Oxygen and hydrogen, in this example, did not have any “self-motion” or “will”, but rather were forced to
move and the carrier of this force is the photon; moreover, we don't insert anthropocentric words into our
explanation, e.g. say that CO2 is a carbon-based "biological" life form and a "being".

What we then do next is scale this model up to the human molecular movement level and you can thus
explain human behavior. This is what is called the extrapolate up approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+up+approach

You, conversely (and incorrectly), are using what is called the extrapolate down approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+down+approach

DMRSekhar

73. answer the conjecture please
Feb 21 2011, 8:25 AM EST
Libb,
[1] Leave what I think or don’t think.
[2] you have to answer “ Hanawalt’s conjecture”.

Sekhar.

DMRSekhar

74. RE: Eddington rule
Feb 21 2011, 8:31 AM EST
Libb,
Don't you know that Eddington had "collapsed in deepest humiliation" since 1983?

Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

75. RE: Hanawalt’s conjecture
Feb 21 2011, 9:49 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 21 2011, 9:52 AM EST (edit my post)
Hanawalt’s conjecture: “The phenomenon of life may be traced to the coordinated behavior of molecules
within cells. The cell is the fundamental unit of life.” Good. Now let us go back in time to circa 3.9 billion years
ago, at which point the first cells, in the form of bacteria, were said to have formed:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Bacteria+molecule

So according to American biologist Philip Hanawalt, the following molecule is is the fundamental unit of life,
that “poofed” into existence, supposedly by a strike of lightening in Darwin’s warm pond:

CE11HE11OE11NE10PE9SE9CaE9KE7
ClE7NaE7MgE7FeE6SiE5MnE3CoE3
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You and I as chemists, however, know that there were reactant molecules that went into the formation of this
product. Were these reactants thus dead molecules? And why is this particular molecule so special? Why not
also define H2O as being alive? Does this molecule have consciousness? Let these absurdities sit in your
mind for some time and you will see that the notion of life or a living entity is a defunct model.

According to you, I assume, we chemists, physicists, and engineers should bow down to the biologists and
let them tell us how the universe runs?

DMRSekhar

76. RE: Hanawalt’s conjecture
Feb 21 2011, 7:17 PM EST
Libb,
Science is science.
Thanks,
Sekhar

Sadi-Carnot

77. RE: Hard vs soft science
Feb 21 2011, 8:11 PM EST | Post edited: Feb 24 2011, 1:40 AM EST (edit my post)
Physics and chemistry are "hard sciences" (fundamental), whereas biology is a "soft science" (not
fundamental).

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hard+science

This was summarized in 1985 by American physicist Richard Feynman:

“I would like to again impress you with the vast range of phenomena that the theory of quantum
electrodynamics describes: It’s easier to say it backwards: the theory describes all the phenomena of the
physical world except the gravitational effect, the thing that holds you in your seats, and radioactive
phenomena, which involve nuclei shifting in their energy levels. So if we leave out gravity and radioactivity,
what have we got left? Gasoline burning in automobiles, foam and bubbles, the hardness of salt or copper,
the stiffness of steel. In fact, biologists are trying to interpret as much as they can about life in terms of
chemistry, and as I have already explained, the theory behind chemistry is quantum electrodynamics.”

In other words, QED underlies chemistry and chemistry underlies biology, the latter being a soft science
approximation of the former and will be eventually be replaced completely by the former two, according to the
doctrine of eliminative materialism.

DMRSekhar

78. RE: Hard vs soft science
Feb 21 2011, 9:53 PM EST
OK Libb, I will wait for the day that may never come.
Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

79. RE: ??
Feb 24 2011, 1:47 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 24 2011, 2:04 AM EST (edit my post)
That's great. In the mean time you can go on believing that you are "driven by god internally", as you state
(above) in your 2007 theory (god found inside or part of genopsych).

In any event, let me clarify this matter for you (or for anyone else who is reading this thread): in reality, there
is no god in the steam engine and there is not god in the universe (or anywhere else for that matter), all that
exists, as current science sees things, is matter, energy, and vacuum. The modern-day replacement for the
ancient theory "god" are the laws of "energy" and "entropy".

80. RE: ??
Feb 24 2011, 6:25 AM EST
Libb,
You said, “In any event, let me clarify this matter for you (or for anyone else who is reading this thread): in
reality, there is no god in the steam engine and there is not god in the universe (or anywhere else for that
matter), all that exists, as current science sees things, is matter, energy, and vacuum. The modern-day
replacement for the ancient theory "god" are the laws of "energy" and "entropy" “
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DMRSekhar

Agreed Libb.

Thanks,
Sekhar

Sadi-Carnot

81. RE: ??
Feb 24 2011, 8:17 AM EST (edit my post)
There seems to be a contradiction in your statements:

Previously, you were of the view that "genopsych is god or a part of God inside of humans" (2007).
Now, you are, supposedly, claiming to be of the view that god does not exist (2011).

Please explain, as these are conflicting statements made by you?

Beyond this, it is a general rule that capital letter usage distinguishes or is "code" for one's underlying
religious conviction: "God" (believer) vs "god" (non-believer); and as posted above ("Of course few may still
think that they are driven by God externally!!"), you seem to be a capital letter user.

DMRSekhar

82. RE: ??
Feb 24 2011, 9:26 AM EST
My God,
Libb I don’t believe in God and I told it several times in the past. Nor I am an atheist. I wish to keep science at
a distance from both atheism and theism equally. Again as I told it earlier any conclusion we draw in science,
will automatically go to some known position in philosophy. Theism is a belief so are atheism/materialism and
hence have nothing to do with science. At sulekha I was testing the position of genopsych in philosophy. See,
just because I said “My God” does not mean that I have a God! It is a way of expression. I do not follow any
religion and at the same time I don’t hate any religion. I don’t criticize any religion as I don’t want to hurt any
body. Many of my friends are religious and I don’t want to hurt them.
Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

83. RE: ??
Feb 24 2011, 10:20 AM EST (edit my post)
Your ambivalence and lack of a direct statement on this matter only works to discredit your theory and
highlight your underlying insecurity.

DMRSekhar

84. Whhat???
Feb 24 2011, 11:17 AM EST
What insecurity you are talking about Libb? In fact more and more scientists are coming to my point. Let us
wait and see Libb. I am not going away!

Thanks,
Sekhar.

Sadi-Carnot

85. RE: Laboratory produced life
Feb 26 2011, 9:53 AM EST (edit my post)
The only scientists who will ever come to your view, in the future, will be the science-fiction scientists:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Laboratory+produced+life

Enjoy, Libb.

DMRSekhar

86. monograph on genopsych
Feb 26 2011, 10:35 AM EST
Libb,
On the contrary a monograph titled “genopsych” has been released on 25th ,Feb, 2011 during a seminar of
plant biologists. The monograph has comments and review by biologists/ biochemists. May see the pic here:
http://mineralengineer.wetpaint.com/photo/11714116/Monograph+on+genopsych
I am sorry for disappointing you libb. I wonder who is going to accept [1] that he is driven by electromagnetic
forces from out side of him? And [2] that he is not alive in the same way that a water molecule is not alive?
Sorry Libb you need to pass through peer reviewed journals and before that please get your Ph.D . Stop
worrying for me Libb.
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Best of luck Libb.
Sekhar.

timdesmond

87. RE: defunct theory of life
Feb 28 2011, 7:44 AM EST

"Let's see:

(a) I'm a scientist so is Ubbelohde, who first made the suggestion that the term "life" must be
replaced by "animate matter" (1954)
(b) The defunct theory of life is a published view (Thims, JHT, 2009)
(c) The defunct theory of life has spurred follow-up response articles, blogs, and discussion
threads (Sekhar, 2010, Stamatopoulos, 2010, Erikson, 2011, etc.)
(d) The defunct theory of life has spurred the development of at least one PhD dissertation (e.g.
Jeff Tuhtan (2011), thermodynamics fish environments)

Tuhtan comments: “A big part of my work depends on further developing a connection between
abiotic-biotic systems, and after reading [Thims] book I now believe these connections are
essentially just a description of complexity, and not in fact 'living'-'nonliving'."

These facts are summarized in the article. Therefore, in science, there is a "defunct theory of
life”. "

In the Buddhist Abhidhamma, there are two animating faculties. One that is said to animate matter (rupa-
jivitindriya) and one that animates mental states (nama-jivitindriya). More literally, they are the factors that
control the animation of form and name. I'm curious how this theory could relate to the defunct theory of life.

Tim Desmond
www.phonecounseling.net

Sadi-Carnot

88. RE: electromagnetic force
Feb 28 2011, 10:09 AM EST (edit my post)
Sekhar, regarding you comment “I wonder who is going to accept that he is driven by electromagnetic forces
from outside of him?”, the answer to this question is the future of humanity; conversely, today I came across
someone (like you) who believes that their motions and creation could not have come about by the four
fundamental forces acting to arrange the elements and sub atomic particles of the earth and society into its
current form:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Granville+Sewell

He (like you, if you were American) has been getting ripped apart over the last 10 years for his views.

Sadi-Carnot

89. RE: Abhidhamma
Feb 28 2011, 10:24 AM EST | Post edited: Feb 28 2011, 10:29 AM EST (edit my post)
Tim, Re: Buddhist “Abhidhamma” and the two animating principles in their relation to the defunct theory of
life.

Firstly, in our region of space (volume of the earth below the Karman line) there are 92 naturally occurring
elements acted on and moved by the electromagnetic force and gravity, primarily, with subtle influence of the
weak nuclear force. This is the standard model, as we know things. None of this movement however can be
considered to be “alive”, but simply and correctly different variations of movement, some more animated and
dynamical than others.

A rock that tips off a ledge and moves to the canyon floor we say was moved or “animated” by the
gravitational force. A man that sees the woman that he is to marry and draws towards her to make contact
we say was moved or “animated” by the electromagnetic force. In mechanism detail, in the latter case, it is
known that it takes minimum of five photons (the carrier of the electromagnetic force) to trigger a never
impulse; hence, in the love at first sight example, a certain number of photons of the correct carrier frequency
and information content (amenable to the potentials of the mind of that specific man) would have thus acted
to trigger the movement and chemical reaction to follow.

As far as how these relate to explaining

(a) rupa-jivitindriya (animate matter)
(b) nama-jivitindriya (animates mental states)

we would have to elaborate on this; as there seems to be a lot of baggage to this theory:
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http://www.dhammaweb.net/htmlbook/page.php?page=5&id=8

The discussion of mental states alone, in terms of thermodynamics can lead to extensive writing. Freud, e.g.,
wrote over 24-volumes in his 1895 Project for Scientific Psychology quest to quantify “mental states” in terms
of thermodynamics, physics, and chemistry:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Famous+publications

I hope this helps?

Sadi-Carnot

90. RE: counseling people
Feb 28 2011, 1:09 PM EST (edit my post)
Tim, it seems that your occupation involved counseling people in times of stress. This page I started today on
"moral symbols":

http://www.eoht.info/page/Moral+symbols

should give you some guidance of how to go about cogently counseling people using the principles of the
modern natural sciences.

Sadi-Carnot

91. RE: Tesla (1925)
Apr 30 2011, 10:19 AM EDT | Post edited: Sep 10 2012, 4:54 PM EDT (edit my post)
Today I have found the oldest statement thus far for the defunct theory of life view, which comes from
Serbian-American electrical engineer Nikola Tesla:

“There is no thing endowed with life.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Nikola+Tesla

This is the modern view. Anyone who disagrees with Tesla's statement has an incorrect understanding of
reality. Tesla was a follower of the work of Goethe, whose philosophy he read to the exclusion of all others.
Tesla derived his conclusion from the view that all that exists in the universe is force, matter, and motion.

71.206.109.159

92. RE: Tesla (1925)
Sep 10 2012, 7:48 AM EDT
I understand and support the efforts of human thermodynamics/chemistry. Do not be discouraged by those
that disguise themselves with qualifications - challenge the greatest geniuses that have ever lived - yet, they
produce work of non-existent quality.

I understand and support the efforts of human thermodynamics/chemistry. Do not be discouraged by those
that disguise themselves with qualifications - challenge the greatest geniuses that have ever lived - yet, they
produce work of non-existent quality. These people act from jealousy because they are incapable of
producing, and following, science of such high value.

I prefer to do scientific work in solitude. My works will be revealed when I die.

Anonymous Universal Genius

71.206.109.159

93. RE: Tesla (1925)
Sep 10 2012, 7:54 AM EDT
Everyone makes mistakes - that is why editing features are nice to have.

Sadi-Carnot

94. RE: challenge the greatest geniuses
Sep 10 2012, 5:04 PM EDT (edit my post)
RE: "Do not be discouraged by those that disguise themselves with qualifications - challenge the greatest
geniuses that have ever lived", this is good words of wisdom. The list of greatest geniuses to have ever
"existed" is here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Genius+IQs

Note, however, the use of the word Existed vs Lived. A person can "exist" but not "live", for the former is
reality, the latter is mythology. Some geniuses, no doubt, have to be challenged, others studied and built
upon.

Previous | 1 2

Related Content
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  (what's this?)
Defunct theory of life Rock vs human Euripides

Life and death do not exist Warm pond model Local entropy decrease

Geniuses on Life Black history and Herodotus

Ankh Perpetual motion of the living kind
Life (created from nothing cartoon)
(labeled)
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Location: The Animate and the Inanimate

Discussion: smartest man alive

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 2 posts

69.127.234.225

smartest man alive
Jan 9 2012, 3:30 PM EST
I love this website and actually I came to a lot of conclusions before watching the youtube videos or the
eoht.info website by myself. Although my search comes from my passion to eugenics and human evolution.
Now I am really interested in mystic experiences, quantum physics, neuroscience and philosophy of science,
especially the study about consciousnesses. During my research I found the life of William sidis very
interesting but he is no longer with us. Now I am very interested in the life of Grigory Perelman, he still alive
and claims has the knowledge to control the universe. IF you search about his like you might think he has
gone nuts, but It is his nature and isolation which may confirm his claims, because true deep inside usually
comes from these loners like, Buddha, Einstein, Newton, etc, Just to name a few. He was born a genius and
has the discipline, passion and self commitment to follow his principles. He is not a polymath but is a truly
mathematical genius outside the traditional academia like a Ramanujan. He won a gold medal in the math
int. championship. won but rejected the fields medal and the millennium prize for solving one of the seven
unsolvable math problems of the millennium and actually the only one solved so far and by himself alone. Ok
now he claims he did not claimed these prices because he has a powerful knowledge and doesn't want to
share it. How to control the universe. I hope this guy doesn't get killed or captured by the Illuminati or shadow
government or whoever is in control to get this power from him. He is alive and he might be at the same level
as The Great Thinkers of all time. But I believe he suffers from aspergers syndrome and is not going to live
much longer due to bad hygiene and eating habits or he might even get killed and due to his isolation no
body will know what we really was up to. Please don't dismiss this message and lets not live from the past
but try to live in the moment and help humanity.

Keyword tags: The smartest person alive (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: smartest man alive
Jan 9 2012, 3:56 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2012, 4:00 PM EST (edit my post)
Firstly, to correct you, the smartest person alive, would know that he or she is not (technically) "alive", but
rather only "reactive" or "animate", as is the case for any other type of motile carbon based structure:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life

Sidis, to whom you are posting about (above article), almost arrived at this view, with his opinion that "there is
no origin of life", but diverged off course a bit in his "theories of life" chapter, wherein he tried to integrate
vitalism theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Vitalism

into thermodynamics (his version).

Perelman is listed here, currenly at around the IQ =175 mark range;

http://www.eoht.info/page/Genius+IQs

Also, Buddha was not a real person, but only a fictional derivative of the Jesus myth, which itself was a
derivative of the Osiris myth:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Comparative+mythology+and+religion
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Location: Maximum entropy

Discussion: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 1 - 43 of 43  |  Show  posts at a time

80.200.27.217

maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 6:50 AM EDT
Can we rightfully say that living beings are at an thermodynamic equilibrium - no free energy, and that at death
we have reached the maximum entropy, causing us to go out of equilibrium?

Keyword tags: maximum entropy (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 7:38 AM EDT (edit my post)
Firstly, there is no such thing as a "living being", that is a religious-mythological term:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life

As to "maximum entropy" this is a very used and abused term. Mathematically, is simply means that the
equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations", symbol, N, reaches its maximum positive value:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Equivalence-value+of+all+uncompensated+transformations

and the system stops transforming or changing state. All the order, disorder, life, death, etc., ideas are latter
speculative appendages to the original version of what entropy increase means: namely that caloric is not a
conserved property, some of it gets irreversibly transformed into work (movement of bodies by a force though
a distance).

80.200.27.217

2. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:02 AM EDT
About the equilibrium: our 'human molecule' remains relatively stable, is that then not a sign of near
equilibrium? or is it the opposite: can we say that, for example, my table seems to have no chemical
interactions at all, and being in almost perfect equilibrium, while the human molecule is constantly changing,
reacting, feeding?

jtuhtan

3. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:21 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 9:25 AM EDT
Nothing in the contemporary understanding of the known physical universe is at equilibrium.

Thermodynamic equilibrium requires simultaneous mechanical, chemical, and thermal equilibrium. A rule of
thumb regarding equilibrium is "if your system appears to be at equilibrium, then you are looking at the wrong
scale."

An example, if your glass of water appears to be at equilibrium at the scale you are observing (measuring) the
rate change of its properties (mass, heat transfer, etc.) then you can be sure that if you look at the system at a
finer scale over a shorter time interval (e.g. milliseconds), or at a longer time scale (e.g. years), that change
will occur and thus it will be seen that the system was, is, and never will be truly in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Regarding a cellular system, only inanimate ("dead") systems can be considered to approach macroscopic
(stuff we can see with our own eyes) equilibrium. Animate ("living") systems require external forcing (energy
input from their surroundings) to maintain their motion. Humans are a very, very complex type of animate
system, a result of billions of years of chemical evolution. Just because we may not be "alive" in the
conventional sense does not mean that we have much to learn and appreciate about what and how we are.

Your question is a very good one, please keep asking questions, never be afraid of being wrong.

80.200.27.217

4. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:29 AM EDT
"Regarding a cellular system, only inanimate ("dead") systems can be considered to approach macroscopic
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(stuff we can see with our own eyes) equilibrium. Animate ("living") systems require external forcing (energy
input from their surroundings) to maintain their motion."
but this macroscopic equilibrium of inanimate matter is somewhat, but not entirely, indicating equilibrium at
chemical, mechanical and thermal level then? whereas we know animate matter (living things) are not even in
macroscopic way remotely in equilibrium (although the molecular structure remains somewhat stable) and
thus not in chemical, mechanical or thermal equilibrium.

jtuhtan

5. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:39 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 8:10 PM EDT
Inanimate systems are those which are not subject to external forcing. Your argument is correct in that actually
all real systems are subject to some interaction with their surroundings, and thus if we view the full spectrum of
scales of the really small and fast, the really huge and slow and everything in between, then everything, all the
time, can be viewed as a type of animate system!

The distinction between the "animate" and "inanimate" really is a sort of scientific parsing of the terms "living"
and "nonliving" which deal with macroscopic systems. Other than to try and explain to people (mostly other
scientists) that the commonplace notion of life (CNL) can be explained in modern science terms, there is no
difference between the two.

So since these "big" macroscopic things are induced to move (phototaxis, gravitaxis, etc.) then these animate
systems are not at equlibrium. Physics even allows a system to be in mechanical equilibrium if its motion is
fixed at a constant rate (velocity with respect to some inertial reference frame), but if it is jiggling, jumping, or
darting around, then it is not at thermodynamic equilibrium because the requirement of simultaneous
mechanical, chemical, and thermal equilibrium is not satisfied.

80.200.27.217

6. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:49 AM EDT
ok, I will summarize what I now think to be the case:
-thermodynamic equilibrium is satisfied only when mech-, chem-, and therm- equilibrium are satisfied
-animate structures differ from inanimate in the sense that they differ on the macroscopic level
but it is still not clear to me if it was correct for me to say if:
-animate structures usually differ from inanimate structures by being LESS in equilibrium, since animate
structures have much fluctuations in mechanical, chemical, and thermal sense, whereas for example a table
will always have mechanical equilibrium, and chemical as well(?) (but not necessarily thermal)

jtuhtan

7. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 9:56 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 10:01 AM EDT
Your first point is correct.

The second two points really only matter depending on with whom you are conversing. All systems are
animate because in some way (tiny and fast, or huge and slow, or anything in between) they are interacting
with their surroundings. So to be technically correct you could just say "animate = life" and everything in the
universe is "alive."

But here we have to be careful. Imagine going back 1,000 years and telling the average Joe in Belgium about
black holes, atomic theory, and iPhones! Information has to be processed in the context of the existing beliefs
of the time and after it has been digested, what remains can be used to create knowledge, which is the
difference between "yeah, I heard you," and "Eureka, I get it!" So for this reason, it is useful to express this
change in knowledge in the parlance of our times by first introducing the concepts of "animate" and
"inanimate" which most people (even crusty old science people) can relate to.

80.200.27.217

8. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:07 AM EDT
also one thing I found in common with all 'living' things is DNA. while I am of the opinion that, in other
conditions, some other molecule will represent the 'code' for the cel division- it is noticeable that DNA is, in
some way, a 'life molecule'

80.200.27.217

9. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:09 AM EDT
I'm not following your third argument.

jtuhtan

10. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:16 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 10:17 AM EDT
This is another very good question! What is DNA for? It is for passing along information (chemical evolution)
between some really complicated physical systems (pear tree, elephant, etc.). Here you have to ask yourself,
is DNA the cut-off criteria for determining an animate from an inanimate system?

So a rock has no DNA, and must be inanimate, whereas a squirrel has DNA and is animate? I think (and I
might be very wrong!) that DNA is a fancy molecule which helps in the evolution of really advanced (evolution-
wise) chemical systems. But there are a huge number of other big macromolecules which also help other
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complicated evolved systems, its just that they either play a smaller role over a shorter amount of time, or are
found in both DNA and DNA-free biological systems. So DNA in my opinion is currently the cream of the crop
in terms of long-lasting macromolecules, but it still does not mean that there is a strict difference between the
animate and inanimate in the larger scheme of things.

But hey, I may be wrong! You should look into this more, it is something I never really considered.

D.Boss

11. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:18 AM EDT
decided to subscribe me to the hmolpedia, as I'm spending considerable time here anyway... anyway J, is your
argument just that these terms animate and inanimate are somewhat vague definitions?

jtuhtan

12. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:20 AM EDT
My third argument is that there is really no "inanimate" but that this conception, albeit false, can be useful in
explaining the thermodynamic perspective of the CNL.

D.Boss

13. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:22 AM EDT
DNA vs no-DNA is still a difference, but it depends on which level we are talking. I might include some of this
in my book reflections. Can I know your name, so I can reference to our discussion somehow.

D.Boss

14. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:24 AM EDT
ok that's what I thought you meant

jtuhtan

15. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:25 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 10:41 AM EDT
If you want to go more into the evolution thermodynamics issue, I would recommend Wicken's "Evolution,
Thermodynamics, and Information" it might be hard to find, but is worth reading. Also, if you are Dutch-
speaking you can probably understand German pretty good as well. I would highly recommend Smorodinskij's
"Was ist Temperatur?"

jtuhtan

16. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:26 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 10:29 AM EDT
My name is Jeff Tuhtan (you can just click on the profile to get more info on members)

jtuhtan

17. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:37 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 8:15 PM EDT
Also, regarding your previous question about entropy:

From a statistical mechanics perspective, there are two distinct sources of entropy. The first is "thermal" which
has to do with the number of states in which the energy can be randomized. The second is "configurational"
and has to do with the number of possible structural arrangements (you can think of these as spatial
arrangements) of its components.

I like to think of this as being akin to a bee hive. The "thermal" part has to do with how many of the portions of
the honeycomb can be randomly filled and emptied with honey as the bees fly in and out, and the
"configurational" has to do with the construction and maintenance on the nest itself.

80.200.27.217

18. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:47 AM EDT
thanks for the information. It will take some time to digest. I normally don't read books, but I might give this one
'evolution, thermodynamics,information' a go. German is incomprehensible to me :D except for the basic
words. I'm gonna go now, has been nice to discuss with you.

jtuhtan

19. RE: maximum entropy, equilibrium and death
Jun 14 2012, 10:53 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 14 2012, 10:54 AM EDT
Like vegetables, books are good for you. Information needs to be processed by beliefs to become knowledge.
Books are often much better than the internet and mass media because they require the reader to also make
an investment (time) in learning. This is key to a good digestion. Stay creative.
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Sadi-Carnot

20. RE: Panbioism (1)
Jun 15 2012, 4:12 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re (Jeff): “So to be technically correct you could just say ‘animate = life’ and everything in the universe is
‘alive’"; to correct you on this, if this is indeed your current stance, i.e. the “everything is alive theory”, aka
“panbioism”, being similar or nearly synonymous with panpsychism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/panpsychism

or panexperientialism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Panexperientialism

I would suggest for you to slow your roll on this one. At least from experience, when you first adopt the
molecular formula point of view of everything, as I did in 2005 by making the world’s first molecular evolution
table:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Molecular+evolution+table

and a later expanded evolution timeline (2009):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

one of the first natural tendencies is to attempt to extend the concept of “alive” down past the hydrogen atom
into the proton and below. You can see in my Human Chemistry chapter five “Molecular Evolution”, pages
123-131, up to the comment about “spark day”, that I was still vacillating on this issue. It takes some time to
get this loose puzzle out of one’s head to say the least. A good starting point is to ask yourself “is the
hydrogen atom alive (yes/no)?

Sadi-Carnot

21. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 4:13 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 15 2012, 4:14 AM EDT (edit my post)
When you, at times, may vacillate towards yes (or at least think about a more alive/less alive possibility), you
are going to end up getting the harpoon thrown at you; a recent example (Jan 2012):

“A "theory of everything" from a scientist at Case Western Reserve University got a lot of attention for positing
that inanimate objects, from planets and water to strands of DNA, are alive.”

http://www.livescience.com/18207-crackpot-theory-reveals-dark-side-peer-review.html

Just Google the name “Erik Andrulis” and you will see what I’m talking about by harpoon.

We’ll probably have to start and Hmolpedia article on “panbioism” to address this subject:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Panbioism

James Gardner’s 2003 book Biocosm, which is a horribly idiotic book, is an example of a path down this road.

Granted, each no doubt, had well-intentioned origins, but the results become so absurd, that the whole subject
breaks apart, and one has to begin to overthrow the whole theory: life is something that does not exist—a
point of view that I only in 2009 began to definitively arrive at or rather discern and am still in the processing
stage.

D.Boss

22. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 10:38 AM EDT
If life does not exist, then still, we can conclude that, what most would refer to as life - wrong as they are- has
one common characteristic: DNA.

D.Boss

23. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 1:00 PM EDT
making what everybody understands as 'life' a clearly defined concept: 'having DNA'. BTW my article is ready,
check your mail ;)

jtuhtan

24. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 1:47 PM EDT | Post edited: Jun 16 2012, 12:53 AM EDT
The reference to "animate=alive" was clearly a statement based on the discussion of whether or not any
system could be considered as being at thermodynamic equilibrium. Since the definition of animate vs.
inanimate is based on the notion of systems being externally forced (animate) or not (inanimate), the answer
in my opinion is that since no systems are at all scales unforced (inanimate), then therefore they can be all
seen as being animate or "alive", in the sense that they are being forced. That was all the discussion was
about.
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This is precisely why I first introduced the distinction between the common notion of life (CNL), and the
importance of replacing it with a non-anthropogenic, contemporary scientific term for real, irreversible
(chemically evolving) systems; "animate", and their ideal equilibrium counterparts; "inanimate."

To make it clear, in my current understanding of things, I think that it is not unreasonable to state that we are
but traces etched upon Maxwell's model.

The previous thread discussions, if read carefully should leave little ambiguity in the notion that I do not
support CNL as a modern scientifically correct notion. Not for a hydrogen atom, not for DNA, not for me, not
for the earth, and not for the Universe at large.

The "animate = DNA" argument is an interesting one, and for me a perspective worth further investigation.
Although I think it can be ultimately subsumed in terms of the "everything is animate, since nothing is at
equilibrium" argument. DNA is after all, a pretty darn important molecule, but is it a real, physical threshold for
something more fundamental? Does DNA have a context elsewhere in the universe? I think the focus may
again be a manifestation of human ontological myopia. As always, I am happy to be wronged, the discussion
is where the gold is found.

D.Boss

25. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 2:54 PM EDT
"DNA is after all, a pretty darn important molecule, but is it a real, physical threshold for something so
fundamental?"

If you assume there to be some fundamental difference between biological and non-biological, then you are
postulating a difference between the two - besides DNA. I am however only stating that there is only one
meaningful difference between biological and non-biological that is everywhere- namely genes.
There could be others, but that would be invoking some spiritual force for most of the folks.

jtuhtan

26. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 15 2012, 10:55 PM EDT | Post edited: Jun 15 2012, 10:58 PM EDT
I think we have to reasonably ask what is the difference between biological and non-biological in order to get
off on a sound footing. For me, there is no clear difference. DNA is a powerful molecule, but it can exist
outside of an organism, and be synthesized in a lab just like many other macromolecules. Where then does
the DNA come in as the one common characteristic between biological and non-biological?

Also there are some known cells, like erythrocytes which have no DNA, but are for you and I a very important
part of our "biological system." There are trace amounts of some elements such as Vanadium, which are
normally considered non-biological (not an organic compound) but which we require. This is why I think we
should be careful in examining the DNA = life discussion. In jumping to conclusions, it is often easy to sprain
one's ankle.

80.200.42.124

27. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:00 AM EDT
erythrocytes are not a whole organism. it can be synthesized of course, but that does not deny that what we
refer to as life has one common characteristic.

80.200.42.124

28. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:05 AM EDT
if dna is not inside some cell, then it cannot perform its function of cell division, which is why nobody would
refer to that as life.

80.200.42.124

29. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:22 AM EDT
it seems unnecessary to make a new name for something that already has a clear definition : biological
organisms ='having DNA as coding for its proteins'.
whether you want to call it alive or not, for the sake of practicality we might as well choose an already existing
name.

jtuhtan

30. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:33 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 16 2012, 2:37 AM EDT
If you agree that an erythrocyte is a cell, but has no DNA, then you must come to the question "are cells
alive?"

If your answer is yes, then DNA cannot be seen as the criteria for living systems.

If your answer is no, then you have to ask the next question, "is DNA (are molecules) alive?"

The answer to that question, I believe can be found here in Hmolpedia with little effort.
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80.200.42.124

31. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:37 AM EDT
then of course we would have to say cells, although most of them are, are not necessarily 'biological'. anyway
some minor exceptions like the erythrocites, or perhaps a virus, which has only RNA (perhaps we should
change the definition to RNA then), do not negate how simple this solution is to denominate something that is
clearly of a lot of practical value.

80.200.42.124

32. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:39 AM EDT
hmm, that's a jump there. If you define 'life' as organisms that have DNA coding for its proteins then your 'next
question' is not really relevant is it

jtuhtan

33. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:40 AM EDT
If you are interested in a more detailed look into the beauty and complexity involved in cellular biology, I would
highly recommend getting ahold of this book, "The Molecular Biology of the Cell" by Alberts et al.

http://books.google.de/books?id=iepqmRfP3ZoC&dq=Molecular+Biology+of+the+Cell&hl=de&sa=X&
ei=Z3DcT9mfFIbi4QSSg5XICg&ved=0CD4Q6AEwAA

D.Boss

34. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:42 AM EDT
you make the mistake that I should refer to some 'life force' inherent in DNA - where I only say that biology can
easily be summarized as the class that has genes coding for its proteins.

jtuhtan

35. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:44 AM EDT
Yes, it does negate it. Taking liberties such as "well, most of them fit into this catagory" and "well, for the others
we can use RNA instead" is not science. You may as well say that 1+1 is not always 2.

RE: If you define 'life' as organisms that have DNA coding for its proteins then your 'next question' is not really
relevant is it

Yes it is. You first have to ask the question "are cells alive?" If your answer is no, then holding your belief that
something must be alive, you can only go up in scale "organs are alive, but cells are not" or down in scale,
"molecules such as DNA are alive, but cells are not."

jtuhtan

36. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 2:46 AM EDT
The statement "biology can easily be summarized" frightens me. Please go outdoors, collect a few simple
leaves and dissect them. What you will find is nothing which can be simply summarized.

80.200.42.124

37. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 3:10 AM EDT
I meant: 'what is unique to biology is ...'

80.200.42.124

38. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 3:11 AM EDT
one can say that x^n + y^n is not always z^n. is that not science?

80.200.42.124

39. RE: Panbioism (2)
Jun 16 2012, 3:17 AM EDT
'Yes it is. You first have to ask the question "are cells alive?" If your answer is no, then holding your belief that
something must be alive, you can only go up in scale "organs are alive, but cells are not" or down in scale,
"molecules such as DNA are alive, but cells are not.'

see, if I define 'biology' simply as 'having genes coding for its proteins' then there must be no question asked if
the cell is alive. it might be a part of a biological organism . what the answer is on the erythrocyte doesn't really
matter does it. if I , starting from now, define life as having DNA coding for its proteins, than you will find few
exceptions in what we call life. if there are exceptions, why not cut those exceptions, if the only common
characteristic of life is 'having gene coding for its proteins'. so, for example, why not say erythrocites are a
non-biological part of my body- as for instance when I put a chip in my brain. and why not say, a virus is not
biological- or we can broaden our definition by sayin 'all that has RNA'
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Sadi-Carnot

40. RE: Equilibrium:
Jun 16 2012, 7:16 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 16 2012, 7:27 AM EDT (edit my post)
David, you seem to be arguing with yourself at this moment. The "Life = This Principle" search, in the famous
words of Michael Brooks (13 Things that Don't Make Sense, 2008), is "a path that is perhaps the most well
trodden. It is also the one widely admitted to be a dead end." To rid yourself this quest down the dead end
path, spend some time scaling down the evolution timeline:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

and try to pick out, in your mind's eye, the exact day, second, or year, that "life" started, in your view, and come
back and explains to us how this magical chemical reaction occurred; on how reactants went over to products,
and how in that one second (or day) the universe made the first "living molecule":

http://www.eoht.info/page/Living+molecule

In any event, start a different thread if you want to argue more about the life/non-life demarcation issue.

Returning quickly to the discussion of equilibrium, it is very easy to get lost in all the various 50+ ways that
equilibrium can be defined:

http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/equilibrium.html

Also, here's an interesting 2011 blog post about equilibrium in human thermodynamic terms by a computer
programmer thinking about his programming existence in Gibbs free energy terms:

http://cprieto.com/2011/10/thermodynamics-and-developers-lifes/

To quickly summarize, the best way to think about "equilibrium", in the human activity sphere of things, is in
terms of energy landscapes:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Energy+landscape

Valleys = equilibrium
Hills = non-equilibrium

loosely speaking. Once you make free energy graphs of states of human existence, then you can begin to get
a picture of changes in equilibrium over time.

Sadi-Carnot

41. RE: Death = Maximum entropy (history)
Jun 16 2012, 7:24 AM EDT (edit my post)
The "death = maximum entropy" motto that many hold in their mind, to give you some direction, if I have not
already mentioned it, originated largely from Schrodinger and his 1943 laymanized lecture on the physics and
chemistry of life. His point of view, however, has since been ripped apart by American chemical engineer Linus
Pauling (1989):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Note+to+Chapter+6

I'll check my email in a few days.

80.200.42.124

42. RE: Equilibrium:
Jun 16 2012, 10:24 AM EDT
well, I would say biology started when cells (having DNA) began to form. if we don't want to call it life for
religious connotations that's fine with me. just to mention there is one distinction between what is commonly
referred to as life and what is commonly referred to as not life, and that is the possession of genes. This
cannot be denied. I do not mention free will, soul, spirit anywhere.

Related Content

  (what's this?)
Maximum entropy
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D.Boss

1. RE: life
Jun 16 2012, 11:27 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 16 2012, 11:28 AM EDT
also, I don't think it to be a right aproach to answer the question what is life/biology/organisms using only
one principle. for instance, many characteristics are exclusively biological, yet they might not apply to all. for
instance, genes that code for proteins, are clearly pretty congruent with the term biology. other instance:
cells. just because there are some subdistinctions does not mean we can deny that bio/whatever- ology is
different from a rock, a table, a chair, glass...

Sadi-Carnot

2. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 8:56 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 17 2012, 8:59 AM EDT (edit my post)
Continuing from previous thread:

http://www.eoht.info/thread/4951001/maximum+entropy%2C+equilibrium+and+death?offset=40&
maxResults=20

The life principle page is here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+principle

Your argument "I would say biology started when cells (having DNA) began to form. If we don't want to call it
life for religious connotations that's fine with me." Your argument is circular, you juxtapose two synonyms
(life and bio-) to make your argument sound presentable.

Simply because a molecular structure aggregates a strand of ribonucleic acid into its composition is nothing
in itself special other than an added molecular property of structural repetition in product formation.

http://www.eoht.info/page/RNA

The reaction that brought about this structural repetition synthesis is the more important factor and one
driven by free energy, which is where you need to re-focus your investigation. Certainly, you are within the
bounds of sensible science to label yourself as a RNA-centric molecule (or off the class of RNA centric
molecules), but not a "living molecule", because in order to do so you would need to overthrow the entire
history and science of chemistry by your splendid proof that molecules are alive and that the hydrogen atom
alive. This will never be done. Hence new language is need. The old language of "life", bio-, living, etc., are
fine for the layperson, in the same sense that we speak about the sun "rising", but in the strict scientific
sense of the matter, the sun does not raise (an Egyptian mythology theory) any more so than are humans
alive (an Egyptian mythology theory).

I hope this clears things up a bit?

193.190.253.150

3. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 11:49 AM EDT
well, life sounds a bit more religious than does bio, no circular reasoning need to be involved.
'Simply because a molecular structure aggregates a strand of ribonucleic acid into its composition is nothing
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in itself special other than an added molecular property of structural repetition in product formation.'
do I say that then? I'm saying that what is defined as biology these days perfectly corresponds with
organisms that have cells and dna. if you look at things that do not correspond to what is called biology
such as a chair, a lamp, you will find that they do not containt dna or cells (both cells and dna are very
strictly defined).

193.190.253.150

4. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 11:53 AM EDT
"overthrow the entire history and science of chemistry by your splendid proof that molecules are alive and
that the hydrogen atom alive. This will never be done"

you're not applying my definition of life then are you? do dna-molecules have dna to make their proteins? do
atoms have dna to make their proteins? no.

D.Boss

5. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 11:55 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 17 2012, 2:43 PM EDT
and why I say life sounds a bit religious is because it recalls of soul (and thus free will, a 'life force' if you
will), and if for one way or another bio would recall of the same, then we should leave that term as well. But
since biology is a science by now, that has a good definition not relating to free will, it would be somewhat
unnecessary to change the definition of a clearly defined subject. life on the other hand is a broader term
that specifies much more such as all things, daily life, biology, and connotates with a 'life force'.

D.Boss

6. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 12:31 PM EDT
"overthrow the entire history and science of chemistry by your splendid proof that molecules are alive and
that the hydrogen atom alive. This will never be done"

let me expand the latter:
you're not applying my definition of life then are you? do dna-molecules have dna to make their proteins,
and do they consist of one or more cell? do atoms have dna to make their proteins, and do they consist of
one or more cell? no.

D.Boss

7. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 12:42 PM EDT | Post edited: Jun 17 2012, 1:03 PM EDT
if I say my feet contain a property, should that property also extend to my toes? following your reasoning,
one could say: if my foot has toes, then so should my toes have toes. Analogously, if my body contains DNA
and cells, then should my atoms contain DNA and cells?

jtuhtan

8. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 3:26 PM EDT
A human being is an entity with a brain.

This statement is correct.

What does this tell us about a brain, its functions, complexity, history, and in my opinion, beauty?

Instead of squabbling about definitions, we should come up with a research program where each, with their
own interests and abilities can offer something new and valid. Hmolpedia can then take the load from one,
expand, and thrive.

193.190.253.150

9. RE: life
Jun 17 2012, 11:57 PM EDT
Having a sound definition is very important to make a concept defunct or not. I'm pro defunct life theory in
the sense that there is no 'life force' that seperates biology from non-biology. However, if we adhere to a
philosophy where we cannot make distinct categories, just because they are all comprised of a smaller
category of atoms, then we have no categories at all, except for atoms. One would end up only recognizing
that the only category left is strings, or even further down the scale. Saying life is defunct only is useful in
the sense that it emphasises that we are determined by chemical forces. Even if we look at chemical
structures, we would find patterns in biological organisms not present in non-biological 'things', for instance
phospholipid membrane, ATP, DNA are chemical patterns very common in biology. Does that mean they are
not subject to the laws of chemistry? Does that mean they have a soul?

about the research program, well we can always work on papers for JHT or make some new pages. I
haven't contributed much to pages - except for the one about myself. Perhaps I can add my stance to one of
the 'defunct theory of life' pages, if deemed appropriate by Libb.

10. RE: life
Jun 18 2012, 2:15 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 18 2012, 2:21 AM EDT
Yes, I agree completely with your point of view. This is why I prefer to think of myself as a collection of
mutually dependent, chemically determined systems, not a huge evolving macromolecule. The issue of
catagorization is not in my opinion, a trival one, especially if anyone ever wishes to actually try and merge
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jtuhtan

the theory with any type of practical mathematical formulation.

In my own current research, I am investigating the use of hierarchy theory (the study of partially ordered
sets) and thermodynamics in a conjugate manner. The phenomena of study is "Ostwald ripening." This is
much more modest than studying human-human interactions, but involves, I think, many of the trickier
aspects of developing a mathematical treatment of more complex interations between cells in a petri dish.

This will take me quite some time (years to a decade or more), and may in the end be a dead end. In any
case, I am learning much in the process and learning itself is what makes me happy.

193.190.253.150

11. RE: life
Jun 18 2012, 3:23 AM EDT
"In any case, I am learning much in the process and learning itself is what makes me happy."
I think the same way: the process of attaining knowledge - not the knowledge ad se- is to me what makes
life wonderful.

jtuhtan

13. RE: life
Jun 18 2012, 3:56 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 18 2012, 4:09 AM EDT
The source of the "class problem" can be introduced by citing Gibbs in his "Discussion of Thermodynamic
Analogies":

"If we wish to find in rational mechanics an a priori foundation for the principles of thermodynamics, we must
seek mechanical definitions of temperature and entropy."

This point, well-known to Gibbs serves as the major difficulty in understanding why the 'human molecule'
perspective is taken as sheer lunacy by some. They visualize people as monatomic gas particles, and box
themselves in a mental viewing which can only lead to analagous ways to express temperature and entropy.
But "analagous" is not at all what Gibbs was talking about. Gibbs was creating a powerful theory, general
enough to be applied to all chemical processes, and which could be expressed both graphically and
mathematically.

I once read that for many, thermodynamics is the first introduction to non-trivial mathematics. But I would
also state the case that the symbolic treatment of thermodynamics is perhaps the most beautiful, creative,
and evolved form of mathematics we currently possess.

Temperature and entropy are much more fundamental concepts then most people realize, and I believe it
should be possible to apply Gibbs' rational mechanics to animate systems.

Sadi-Carnot

14. RE: add your stance
Jun 18 2012, 5:58 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 18 2012, 6:09 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “Perhaps I can add my stance to one of the 'defunct theory of life' pages, if deemed appropriate by
Libb”, be sure to read the Hmolpedia editing rules page:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hmolpedia%3A+Editing+rules

We are essentially the same as Wikipedia, albeit topic specific. Hence, just as you can’t go into a Wikipedia
page and “add your stance” so to does the same rule apply here.

If you first, however, type up your “stance” externally, say at WordPress, or somewhere, then we can let
your view filter for some number of days, and then discuss your stance, in the defunct theory of life article,
such as was done with Sekhar and Stamatopoulos, in a neutral manner, via citation to the external
reference.

Sadi-Carnot

15. Chemical dance & CHNOPS
Jun 18 2012, 6:00 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 18 2012, 6:03 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “[we] can[’t] deny that bio/whatever- ology is different from a rock, a table, a chair, glass...”, watch the
following chemical party video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBCmt_pJTRA&feature=player_embedded

The carbon atom is the central entity of your “whatever-ology” subject, i.e. “carbon-ology”, being that carbon
is a light-sensitive molecule, meaning that it has the property of flexibility and hence animation and as such
is very “reactive” or the “life of the part” as the video shows. The argon (Ar) is like the “rock, table, chair,
glass”, notice how she is very non-reactive (although, technically, glass is silicon-based; rock can be seen
has having a certain amount of reactivity, in the big history geochemical view of earth structure change.

More correctly, however, I would say that “CHNOPS-ology” (chnops-ology or chnopsology), is the namesake
you are looking for; e.g. Erik Andrulis’ 2012 abstract:
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“This theory is based upon a straightforward and non-mathematical core model and proposes unique yet
empirically consistent explanations for major phenomena including, but not limited to, why living systems
[animate systems] are predominantly CHNOPS (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and
sulfur).”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Panbioism

Notice how the questionable term "living system" easily drops out of the definition, and can easily be
rewritten using the updated substitution of "animate systems", a term we all agree upon.

I’ve used the CHNOPS mnemonic as well before, back in circa 2003, when I wrote out a memory crick to
help memorize the human molecular formula. I’ll start an Hmolpedia CHNOPS article soon, to help with the
matter (being that there are numerous CHNOPS articles around:

https://www.google.com/search?q=CHNOPS&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&
client=firefox-a

Sadi-Carnot

16. "bio-" is like the old "aether" theory
Jun 18 2012, 6:20 AM EDT (edit my post)
To quickly give one last comment, to help see the situation from another point of view, the "bio-" prefix is just
like the fall of the old "aether" theory, in the sense that just as "special relativity showed that Maxwell's
equations do not require the aether [theory]" so to does "chemical thermodynamics show that Goethe's
affinity equations do not require the life [theory]".

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aether_%28classical_element%29

That chemical thermodynamics shows that human chemical reaction theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+chemical+reaction+theory

does not require the "life theory", however, is not something easily to get into one's head, but once in, it is
very pleasing, to say the least.

193.190.253.150

17. RE: "bio-" is like the old "aether" theory
Jun 18 2012, 7:02 AM EDT
einstein later said he did think there was an aether. it can be found on wikipedia.

193.190.253.150

18. RE: "bio-" is like the old "aether" theory
Jun 18 2012, 7:13 AM EDT
I'm not necessarily presenting a 'life theory', I'm predominantly saying that the term biology is a well-defined
concept if we use the two criteria presented, and thus is useful, even if it has no laws that can be described
without chemistry.
perhaps, can you tell me your definition of 'life' and 'biology', because I think we are still using different
definitions.

193.190.253.150

19. RE: add your stance
Jun 18 2012, 7:17 AM EDT
I had already typed my stance in the defunct theory of life page, but I already knew the editing rules (+-).
However, I'm not sure how to reference. Just add http://www.eoht.info/thread/4952664/life ?

Sadi-Carnot

20. RE: add your stance
Jun 18 2012, 9:14 PM EDT (edit my post)
I reverted your add. Please don't add your personal theories to articles.

Your:

Life = Cell + DNA

model is easily shown to be defunct according to the cell as molecule model:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Cell-as-molecule

At what point (second), for example, in the cell molecule formation reaction

A + B --> Cell

did did the entity become "alive"? The hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, etc., atom reactants certainly are not
alive. But according to you, at some point along the line, this DNA-containing molecular cell-shaped
geometry became "alive".
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193.190.253.150

21. RE: add your stance
Jun 19 2012, 3:41 AM EDT
you're obviously confusing life and free will. I don't say there is a fundamnetal distinction between a
molecule inside a biological organism and other molecules. if we define biology as 1. having a cell as its
smallest unit 2. having dna to code for proteins, then clearly if you say I should prove hydrogen is alive, then
you are not applying the definition of biology are you? should I prove that hydrogen contains one or more
cells? should I prove that hydrogen has Dna coding for its proteins?

193.190.253.150

22. RE: add your stance
Jun 19 2012, 3:43 AM EDT
well, about the add: there are other personal theories there? If I use third person and reference to its source
it should be ok normally?

Sadi-Carnot

23. RE: Life = Cell + DNA
Jun 19 2012, 7:08 AM EDT (edit my post)
The life equals cell or structure with boundary (Margulis, 1995) + DNA (Crick, 1953) models of life are listed
here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life

There's dozens if not hundreds of "life equals" theories. The new hmolscience view is as follows (Carolyn
Porco, 2006):

“Our reconstruction of the history of the early solar system and the events that led to the origin of the earth
informs us that around 3.5 billion years ago or earlier a complicated chain of chemical events occurred to
evolve animated molecular structures from inanimate atoms.”

All there is are atoms and movement; there is no "life". To repeat, in the famous 1925 words of Tesla “there
is no thing endowed with life.”

This view solves many hindering issues, such as the debate as to when "life" was thought to start in regards
to reproduction and abortion issues. Just as you can't find or pinpoint a so-called start second to life in the
evolution point of view so to can't you find a start second to life in the conception process, which technically
is a double displacement reaction:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Human+reproduction+reaction

Try to let all of this soak into your head for some time.

Sadi-Carnot

24. RE: Life = Cell + DNA
Jun 19 2012, 7:29 AM EDT (edit my post)
RE: "well, about the add: there are other personal theories there? If I use third person and reference to its
source it should be ok normally?", typing up some random objection comment in the threads and then citing
the thread as a reference is only rarely done here. The main focus of Hmolpedia is to read books and
articles, related to the hmolsciences, and then write up the important terms, theories, equations, and
people, of those books and articles so that we can collectively study the various historical paths at
attempted solution to the big problems of the universe.

193.190.253.150

25. RE: Life = Cell + DNA
Jun 19 2012, 8:15 AM EDT
"Try to let all of this soak into your head for some time."
I believe I already did, but I will ponder further on the question. However, I still see no reason why one
cannot categorize a chemically determined thing as 'biological' using my definition- it is in my opinion quite
similar to categorizing a quantummechanically determined molecule correctly as a molecule- as I also don't
see anywhere in the defunct table, that this definition has been proven false - for instance even with DNA
alone as a criterium there is no comment.

193.190.253.150

26. RE: is Love a defunct term?
Jun 19 2012, 8:21 AM EDT
I ask this question, because, similarly to your argument that, if something cannot be extremely precisely be
defined, then the concept is useless, has no function. And even if you ask something to be precisely defined
I have done that, and if there are 2 counterexamples in a billion, then we can easily say that those things
are NOT biological. the term biology would still remain useful
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Sadi-Carnot

27. RE:
Jun 19 2012, 9:14 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 19 2012, 9:16 AM EDT (edit my post)
The issue is not with the superficial term "biology" but with its root "life". Long ago, Schrodinger famously
attempted to define life in chemical and physics terms; concluding in the end, following attack from his
physics colleagues, that the discussion must be turned to free energy. When you do in fact turn the
discussion to free energy, which amounts to the reading of every page of Hmolpedia (or in my case the
writing of ever page of Hmolpedia), the definition of life falls apart and it takes some years to see this, hence
the suggestion "let it soak for some time". If it is something that cannot be defined by physics and chemistry
it does not exist. Life is one of these somethings; a model passed on to us from ancient times that each day
the sun is "born" (given life) each day and "dies" (life taken away) each night. This model, however, does
not corroborate with the periodic table and the reality of chemical reactions.

193.190.253.150

28. RE: RE:
Jun 19 2012, 9:36 AM EDT
with this I agree. but then life is defined as the magical life force that has not been found, and will never be
found. I'm only arguing that biology, as the category of organisms that comprise 1 or more molecules and
have dna coding for its proteins, is a term still very usable, and still very practical, and pretty exact. So, if we
would define life as a force - present in animals, but not in things, then the term should be abandoned - but
again, biology should be there to stay. Man, I should be studying :D. perhaps I can some time on squidoo
post my stance, if it is somehow relevant for a page. I will let you know when I have done this, then you can
still choose whether it adds to one of the pages.

Sadi-Carnot

29. RE: Squidoo
Jun 19 2012, 9:47 AM EDT (edit my post)
Yes, posting your stance on Squidoo is the right idea. Here's a relevant quote, for you to think about in the
mean time:

“How, therefore, we must ask, is it possible for us to distinguish the living from the lifeless if we can describe
both conceptually by the motion of inorganic corpuscles?”

—Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science (1900)

193.190.253.150

30. RE: Squidoo
Jun 19 2012, 11:29 AM EDT
the link is http://www.squidoo.com/life-a-defunct-concept.

Sadi-Carnot

31. RE: Squidoo
Jun 20 2012, 1:14 AM EDT (edit my post)
Good, now your getting the hang of things. You stated your position "externally" (outside of Hmolpedia) and
I have now summarized your position. Readers can now come into the article and view things neutrally and
read the different points of view. Your objections on the matter have now been summarized. Let us now take
a hiatus on the issue for the time being.
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193.190.253.150

misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 6:40 AM EDT
"Secondly, an easy disproof his his life definition is the example of a resin fossilized coccoid cyanobacteria
from 3.5 billion years ago, such as depicted on the evolution timeline, which clearly (a) has one or more
cells and (b) had DNA, but does not, however, in the colloquial sense, seem to be "alive", as Bossens'
definition would entail"
you have apparently not read my definition of 'life' is, and what my definition of 'biology' is. you're
misrepresenting what I said in many ways.
"Firstly, Bossens' definition is recursive amounting to "life is a force that moves life", in short, which is
meaningless"
again, misrepresentation. not only have you agreed that the term biology and life are different, in your last
post , but also I have not said 'life is a force that moves life'; i have said that the 'life force' (defined as 'life' )
which will never be found, would entail a force that there is a force present in biological organisms but not in
non-biological organisms- however, I resent this life force. that does not mean that biology cannot be
categorized as different from non-biology, if we use the definition given.
Yes.” This amounts to Bossens’ new 2012 definition of “biology” as “the study of a defunct term”.
Not really, since I have clearly made the point that if we use the term life, that biology is not the study of
'life', but the study of organisms that have 1. and 2. (you know by now what 1 and 2 are).
it seems you point to my 'logical errors', which are rather a result of you not applying the definitions I have
given for the two terms. And even if you say that one of those definitions is not according to what you or
someone else believes, see them as a way of letting you know my exact stance. if you specify definitions
before you talk, then you can talk.

Keyword tags: defunct theory defunct theory of life life (edit keyword tags)

193.190.253.150

1. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 6:41 AM EDT
you have also not even mentioned my definition of life, and thereby you let the reader believe I make errors
by simply not using my definitions - as we see in your sentence 'life is a force that moves life' something I
never said, and nothing what I said implied.

193.190.253.150

2. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 6:43 AM EDT
also, I don't know if it is ok in this wiki, but you keep adding your own opinion of the matter without
referencing to any external document, nor referring to that it is your stance.

193.190.253.150

3. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 6:56 AM EDT
the only error in reasoning lies in your shifting from my definition towards the definition of others - by
assuming life and biology are defined as the same- so that you can justify saying I reason circularly.

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 8:46 AM EDT (edit my post)
This is your definition:

"Life is a force that moves biological organisms."

which amounts to:

"Life is a force that move life organisms."

which in shortened form is:

"Life is a force that moves life."
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Spend some time reading about circular definitions:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_definition

Also instead of arguing with me spend some time trying to disprove Tesla: “There is no thing endowed with
life.”

193.190.253.150

5. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 9:11 AM EDT
maybe you should read what I added at squidoo at the bottom, so that perhaps, you can understand what I
am saying.
Life is clearly defined as different from biology in my definitions.

193.190.253.150

6. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:00 AM EDT
I have added yet another nuance to my stance - after 3 updates or so - but you may actually like this one.

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:11 AM EDT (edit my post)
The following page has some 1936/2002 comparison images to help you to see that your "cell-centric view"
of things is the old 1936 method:

http://www.eoht.info/page/CHNOPS

Correctly, you need to catch up the new 2002 model.

193.190.253.150

8. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:28 AM EDT
this illustrates that biology can be explained in terms of chemistry. so the biological method may be defunct
- or still under slow degradation - but the term biology itself refers to a well-defined class, you know the two
criteria.

Sadi-Carnot

9. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:34 AM EDT (edit my post)
Your posting on this issue is becoming tiresome.

Biology = the study of life.
Life = something that does not exist (Tesla, 1925)

Hence:

Biology = the study of nothing.

Thus, biology is not well-defined, as you seem to think it is, but has no definition, because we cannot define
something that does not exist.

193.190.253.150

10. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:41 AM EDT
if you do not want to actually acknowledge my stance, that's fine too. I have clearly defined the two as
seperate and said which one 'exists' and which one does not. 'life' does not exist, 'biology' does not.
Goodbye

193.190.253.150

11. RE: misrepresentation
Jun 20 2012, 10:41 AM EDT
biology does
of course :p
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Location: Lloyd Morgan

Discussion: Biocule and other's comments

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 3 posts

jtuhtan

Biocule and other's comments
Jun 26 2012, 4:40 AM EDT
Reading again the above passage, it struck me that Morgan introduces both yours and the others arguments.
At first he admits there were only atoms, then from them molecules (in going with your POV), and then he
jumps to the 'biochemical fellowship' which he considers life to be. This sounds very similar to Gladyshev's
take on the disccusion.

The following statement on chemically 'emergent evolution' I believe refers to the huge number of degrees of
freedom required to study a human as a 'human molecule.' This issue is still not resolved.

Keyword tags: C. Lloyd Morgan Conway Lloyd Morgan Lloyd Morgan (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: emergence
Jun 26 2012, 7:37 AM EDT (edit my post)
As far as I am concerned "emergent", to me is a loaded word just as is "holism".

While, on one hand, in the latter parts of the book (pgs. 254-55) he speaks about "emergent evolution", while
alluding to "purpose" of human movement, he in the very same book, in the stronger first pages of the book
(pg. 6) states very clearly "none the less one can on the basis of our present knowledge predict what the
properties of the compound and components will be as disclosed at any given instance of the formation."

As far as I see things, people tend to use the word "emergence" as a way to circumvent the governing rule of
the first law and second law and as such to insert biased agenda into the argument. To exemplify, when, in the
past history of the solar system, the first "retinal molecule" formed, with the property of light induced bend-and-
straighten animation:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Retinal+molecule

the chemist doesn't describe this as an "emergent" phenomenon, but rather only as a new property of the
molecule.

Related, do you have time to track down what publication of Whitehead that Morgan is referring to, as I now
have him mentioned in your article and on the Morgan article?

Sadi-Carnot

2. RE: related reading
Jun 26 2012, 9:40 AM EDT (edit my post)
Also, germane to your search for the modern day biocule model, I would strongly suggest Pearson's Grammar
of Science (2nd edition) and Jacques Monod's 1970 Chance and Necessity:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Karl+Pearson

http://www.eoht.info/page/Jacques+Monod

I recently ordered both books myself.
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Location: Biology

Discussion: Animateology

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 7 posts

jtuhtan

Animateology
Jul 11 2012, 9:26 PM EDT
Not sure if you are aware, but the Greek term to describe animate systems is actually "psychology" and Jung
used the concept of anima, albeit differently than your suggestion of "animateology" in his work. Here is a
good example, from Andrew Morrow's YouTube selection:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGqwIyGpGCs&list=PL238F0E22B162BA7A&index=47&
feature=plpp_video

Keyword tags: biology (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: Animateology
Jul 12 2012, 8:59 AM EDT (edit my post)
I can’t find the term “animateology” (or animatology) from the book the kid is reading from. But it does defined
biology as the study of the ‘being’ of animate nature:

http://books.google.com/books?ei=wQb_T5m0Mqer2AWUoKDOBA&id=4vTXAAAAMAAJ&
dq=cabbage%2C+%22atomist%27s+account+of+the+world
%22%2C+%22History+of+Western+Philosophy%22&q=animate#search_anchor

In any event, I’m not really that keen on animateology/animatology, as there are ambivalence issues with the
term as you note and as the above page notes. The etymology of animate is outlined on this page, showing
that the term traces back to Greek/Sanskrit word for wind or breath:

http://www.eoht.info/page/animate+thermodynamics

This comes from the Heliopolis creation myth (3,100BC):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Nun

according to which out of the self-engendered “Nun” arose the primeval land mound out of which “Atum”, in
the form of fire, the first god, came forth, who created the first to offspring, Shu (air) and Tefnut (moisture), by
the power of breath and spit, respectively.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Creation+by+breath

In any event, “chnopsology” seems to function well, and it has a good sound etymology, tracking back to Hill
order (1900).

jtuhtan

2. RE: Animateology
Jul 12 2012, 11:10 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 12 2012, 11:28 AM EDT
It was most interesting how the definition of psychology was presented in the video, I found the following (pg.
94) insightful:

"The only ontological difference between men and say, billiard balls is the degree of complexity in the groups
of atoms involved." This seems to fix well with Gladyshev's 'complexity order' of the evolution of chemical
structures, and also lends credence to the human molecular hypothesis at the same time.

"Chnopsology" is an interesting alternative, only time will tell which term takes hold.

"Psyche" also means "I breathe" in Greek which to me, could indicate a deeper connection to the
thermodynamic concept of internal forcing, as an entity acting on its surroundings. The external aspect of
interaction being "ecology" which is the study of the interaction on an entity within the greater confines of its
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surroundings.

Some of this is already in the "animate thermodynamics page."

The simultaneous, cumulative study of the interaction of the entity on its surroundings, and the surroundings
on an entity is what Gibbs and perhaps Helmholtz were working on. Probably the closest thing we have today
in modern physics is mean field theory.

jtuhtan

3. RE: Animateology
Jul 12 2012, 11:18 AM EDT
Gibbs was investigating multiple interactions via his "rational mechanics" which goes far beyond Boltzman's
statistical mechanics and is, at least to some extent tied to a system of phenomenological study. If ever I state
that I have fully understood a single chapter of Gibb's work, I would expect to be considered dishonest.

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: William Jones
Jul 13 2012, 7:35 AM EDT (edit my post)
I ordered his volume one and started a stub on him here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/William+Jones

71.178.68.46

5. RE: Animateology
Nov 29 2013, 5:03 AM EST
Be honest I am creating a science called Animatology, and it lands on a fine line between environmental
science and evolutionary biology. When does inorganic chemistry become organic chemistry. In other words,
"What is Life?" I know this is a bit late, but I was just checking the use of the term at this moment, and let me
tell you...it's diddly. No justification, yet.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: Animateology
Nov 30 2013, 1:31 AM EST (edit my post)
Life is a defunct theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life

The alternative, non-defunct terminologies are found here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades

Re: “when does inorganic become organic”, if you mean when does non-carbon based chemistry become
carbon based chemistry, it doesn’t. Possibly the hmolscience periodic table will give you some direction:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hmolscience+periodic+table

The general problem with using "animateology" as a replacement for "biology" is that there are many things
that are animate, e.g. a windmill, or robot, that we would not, historically, classify as biology.
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Location: Defunct theory of life

Discussion: life revisited

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 10 posts

D.Boss

life revisited
Aug 6 2012, 11:24 AM EDT | Post edited: Aug 6 2012, 12:19 PM EDT
if one was to look at alien civilizations, one would probably conclude that they have no DNA - am not sure of
course. In that light, 'DNA-centric molecule' becomes a more useful categorization than 'biological'.
Nevertheless, life apparently indicates 'intelligence', since when we find something intelligent, we will probably
call it 'life-form', regardless of having cells or DNA - is my guess of course, I don't know for sure that aliens do
not have DNA or cells. So my main question, how would you define intelligence? do you think intelligence is in
atoms? or does intelligence relate to the possibility of sensoric input? can this intelligence perhaps be a
marker for 'life', why not? also, how would you view anti-aging models such as the one of Gladyshev in this
context?

Keyword tags: defunct theory defunct theory of life life (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: life revisited
Aug 6 2012, 12:35 PM EDT (edit my post)
Here's a picture of a simple example of an intelligent hydrocarbon "brain" in an animate molecule (ABC model
section):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Free+will

The human brain is similar to this, comprised mostly of hydrocarbon atoms (EPA and DHA); certainly more
complex, but nevertheless a hydrocarbon brain.

80.200.36.214

2. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 2:46 AM EDT
thanks. very interesting. If aging is able to be anchored in thermodynamics, doesn’t that mean that ‘life’ vs
‘death’ can be anchored in thermodynamics?

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 7:20 AM EDT | Post edited: Aug 7 2012, 7:26 AM EDT (edit my post)
You're trying to anthropomorphize everything. This is what's called the top down approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/extrapolate+down+approach

A biased way of doing things. The correct unbiased method is called the extrapolate up approach:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+up+approach

To exemplify, we know the “half-life”, a term coined by English physicist Ernest Rutherford in 1890 to describe
the radioactive decay of radium (1620 years), of carbon-14 is 5730±40 years. Carbon-14 decays into
nitrogen-14 through beta decay, releasing an electron and an electron antineutrino in the process:

C14 → N14 + e + ν

in which a “stable” (non-radioactive) isotope (N14) results. This is no different, scaling issues aside, then when
un unstable marriage MF decays or has a “break up” (divorce) into single “stable” products:

MF → M + F

The “half-life” for marriages being about 16 years.

Rutherford, here, did not think of this 5,000-year C14 decay reaction process in terms of life, death, and aging,
as you seem to be doing. Yes the carbon-14 decay process is governed by the first and second law of
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thermodynamics, i.e. energy conservation and entropy increase; but from this fact we do not conclude that the
“aging”, “life”, and “death” of the carbon atom can be “anchored in thermodynamics”. Again, what you are
attempting to do is force mythology into chemistry and physics, which only leads to absurdities, e.g. Christian
de Quincey, speaking about "miracles", such as on the extrapolate down page.

80.200.36.214

4. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 8:52 AM EDT
nevertheless, 'half-life' is only one word away from 'life', so at least Rutherford was slightly thinking about the
word 'life'.

in the 'life' vs 'death' debate - or how would you call both respective terms - personally I think in terms of
biological degradation caused by the end of cell division because telomeres stop functioning, or of course
insufficient blood flow, or cancer, which causes some vital functions to stop - a process of starting to decohere
and consequently biological degradation (getting eaten by worms and such).

'Aging' is an anthropocentric term of course, but maybe, and this was my question to you, there is some
thermodynamic process behind it (yes, Gladyshev and you should know about this, since you have found anti-
aging benefits by means of a thermodynamical equation), which would entail being able to give a scientific
definition of 'aging', which would consequently allow a less anthropocentric term for 'aging' - the transition from
'life' to 'death' : yes those concepts 'life' and 'death' may then also be redefined in a scientific definition.As said,
telomeres are a good marker for human aging. Yes, even anthropocentric concepts can be studied - if not,
why do you and Gladyshev find methods to counter aging? It is because these anthropocentric terms should
be more scientifically defined that I ask this question. we may replace or equate anthropocentric terms then
with more correct terms, to gain better understanding what it is that we want to avoid.
Or was it a suggestion that the human molecule, similar to C-14, is subject to radio-active decay, which would
equate with 'aging'?

80.200.36.214

5. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 8:53 AM EDT
'that we want to avoid', I'm referring to 'aging', 'death'.

80.200.36.214

6. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 9:11 AM EDT
one such possibility of "life anchored in thermondynamics" is the reversal of the second law
“Reversals of the second law are a regular phenomenon, and [they are identified] with what is generally known
as life.”

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: life revisited
Aug 7 2012, 9:26 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: #4: "why do you and Gladyshev find methods to counter aging", "we" didn't find anything. Gladyshev has
an anti-aging formula, not me. The aging page is here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/aging

That is what I do here at Hmolpedia, find thermodynamics-related human theories collect that theories and
points of view in form of some 2,600+ articles. The entropy "reversal/reduction" articles are here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Entropy+reversal
http://www.eoht.info/page/Entropy+reduction
http://www.eoht.info/page/Local+entropy+decrease

You're barking up the wrong tree, if you are attempting to preach a "life theory" to me. The three things JHT
will no longer publish are (a) god theories, (b) information theory, and (c) life theories. This is similar to patent
offices who since circa 1900 no longer accept perpetual motion theories, of which (c) is an example.

Re: "Or was it a suggestion that the human molecule, similar to C-14, is subject to radio-active decay, which
would equate with 'aging'?", you need to stick with neutral terminology, e.g. synthesis/analysis:

http://www.eoht.info/page/synthesis

What were aiming to do here, as stated on the main page, is to explain human movement quantified by: heat,
work, energy, entropy, Gibbs free energy, activation energy, coupling, irreversibility, extent of reaction, bond
energy, spin, and other factors, tending to be quantified as conjugate variable pairs.

When you or a rock move through a distance by the action of a force, we say that work is done; we do not,
however, say that either is alive.

The same is the case with reaction rate and time of existence. We can speed up or slow down a reaction by
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adding heat, adding catalyst, or via modifying the substrate, i.e. add time (age) to the molecular synthesis
(putting together) or analysis (taking apart).

80.200.36.214

8. RE: life revisited
Aug 8 2012, 2:33 AM EDT
I will delete my content on the life debate then in my article.

clearly it makes sense to research things from a top-down approach since we are all interested in living long
and healthy - as is also the case with you, cooperating in marketing the anti-aging thing (and I'm glad you did
or are, or whatever). it is interesting to start from a antropocentric goal - for instance creating a device for
seeing (light bulb), or transporting (a car), or against 'heart attacks' (pace maker). I hope you agree that all
science come from anthropocentric goals - preservation of human race, 'fun', 'anti-aging'. Is 'aging' another
term that does not exist? sure, we can find neutral terms for it, if we can reveal all the factors in 'aging'- a goal
of research done by many, for which I am very glad. in that case, aging would have a definition related to all
those factors. enumerating all these factors then is simply too convolusive and unnecessary since we know
what we are talking about. without top-down approach, we wouldn't be studying how to live long. your
objection to 'aging' is that it stems from a top-down method. however, studying from a bottom-up approach will
never lead to a cure for aging - if one can't acknowledge that the term aging exists and hence one may not try
to define it, one cannot research it.
things top-down approaches can predict with absolute certainty for instance: remove the heart and blood flow
will be disturbed, resulting in not supplying oxygen and such to the cells. not recognizing things like 'heart',
'blood' and 'cells', because they are not defined in terms of thermodynamics is retarding any medical
conversation.
One can define them in chemical terms of course, and in some cases this is useful or more predictive.

80.200.36.214

10. RE: life revisited
Aug 8 2012, 2:39 AM EDT
I understand that you as well take a top-down approach sometimes - how else could one achieve their goals-
by trying to 'give a definition of love', or by attempting 'a scientific description of death'.
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Location: Defunct theory of life

Discussion: morality

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 9 posts

D.Boss

morality
Oct 7 2012, 12:08 PM EDT
I've heard you connect the life debate, soul, etc to morality. what does this morality entail?

Keyword tags: defunct theory defunct theory of life life (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: morality
Oct 9 2012, 4:14 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 9 2012, 4:16 AM EDT (edit my post)
The morality page is here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Morality

The gist of all morality theories have to do with differentiating the sum total of human movement into two
types: good and bad. The dominant morality theory, which three fourths of the world adheres to, derive from
the negative confession theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Negative+confessions

namely that each "confession", e.g. "I have not stolen" (#3), has a certain measurable mass associated with it,
the sum of which determines one's fate in the afterlife.

Most of all of this we can jettison, except for the reality that we do "move" and that we know that
thermodynamics differentiates two types of movement: natural and unnatural:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Natural

http://www.eoht.info/page/Unnatural

and that we know that these movements are "coupled" together:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Coupling

This is where the upgrade needs to occur. This is what Goethe was pointing towards, 200-years ago, when he
said that the "moral symbols" in nature are found in the physical chemistry textbook. This is what Victoria
Woodhull meant when in her 1871 summary of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, she said “A great revolutionary
doctrine pervades the whole.” Overthrowing all the world’s religions, however, is no simple matter.

D.Boss

2. RE: morality
Oct 12 2012, 5:14 PM EDT
For clarity, is your proposal that we should not care about rules such as 'don't steal', 'don't murder', 'don't etc' ;
and that we instead should look at in what cases dG > 0 and avoid this? How can we avoid this? (If we can't
avoid this, then this approach is of course tautological)

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: morality
Oct 15 2012, 2:16 PM EDT (edit my post)
To give you a short answer, yes instead of turning to the Bible (or Koran, etc.) for guidance and understanding
in times of difficulty or moral confusion, we should be turning to the physical sciences, chemical
thermodynamics in particular; and yes free energy differentials are where the solution lies. You can glean a bit
of this wisdom in the mind of Frederick Rossini:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Rossini+debate

What we are doing here, at Hmolpedia, is working on the problem, rather than preaching proscriptions, as you
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seem to be intuiting. In the famous 1971 words of Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen: “manifold avenues open up
almost as soon as one begins to tackle the problem.” Notice that we are up to nearly 3,000 Hmolpedia articles
alone in researching these different avenues. Take a look at Mark Janes’s video on morality and
thermodynamics to give you an idea:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Mark+Janes

So, in regards to your query “is your proposal that we should not care about rules such as 'don't steal', 'don't
murder', 'don't etc' ; and that we instead should look at in what cases dG > 0 and avoid this?”, correctly, what
we are doing here is upgrading everything, especially our belief systems and points of view in regards to right
and wrong or natural and unnatural as thermodynamics sees things.

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: morality
Oct 15 2012, 2:26 PM EDT (edit my post)
Belief systems are what determines one’s actions. Take for example Australian moral philosopher professor
Peter Singer, professor of “bioethics” at Princeton, the so-called godfather of the animal rights movement, who
objects to humans eating animals, but not to humans having sex with them, a logic based on his speciesism
views. He’s what’s classified as an intellectual moron:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Intellectual+moron

Hence, to your comment “How can we avoid this? (If we can't avoid this, then this approach is of course
tautological)”, here we are working out the correct belief systems, based on thermodynamics, and putting them
down on paper, hence, by natural reaction, there will be fewer Peter Singer type belief systems in the future
and more belief systems based on the moral symbols of physical chemistry as Goethe so wisely prophesied
200-years ago.

At the moment, coupling theory is the biggest hindrance to clearer understanding.

D.Boss

5. RE: morality
Oct 15 2012, 3:31 PM EDT
It sure is an interesting thing to think about. Perhaps you can clarify why dG<0 would mean 'good'. Is this
because there is no extra energy needed that these are considered more 'natural'?
It's a mind-bending thought of course - that we should change our morality system. Personally, I think it's all
about reducing suffering of beings that can feel suffering. Maybe this is automatically implied by this particular
reasoning? That's a long leap of course. I think we can all agree that murdering causes suffering, or that
wounding does the same, that stealing causes suffering and that raping causes suffering. Perhaps these
classes of acting are unnatural. If they are found to be natural, I would suppose that 'natural' does not at all
mean avoiding suffering. In that case, I would not subscribe to this morality.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: morality (1)
Oct 16 2012, 12:16 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 16 2012, 12:21 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “Perhaps you can clarify why dG<0 would mean 'good' ”, the terms ‘good’ and ‘evil’ are anthropomorphic
labels, that are not terms found in chemistry textbooks, but are ones based purely on point of view (e.g.
Muslims thinking Christians are evil / Christians thinking Muslims are evil) . There are many instances were
previously conceived notions of right and wrong become flipped, when new circumstances arise, e.g. viewing
steeling as good when destitute, but evil when affluent. In any event, here’s a similar response I posted last
year to similar ‘what is evil’ question from my YouTube channel:

http://www.youtube.com/user/HumanChemistry101/feed?filter=1

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: morality (2)
Oct 16 2012, 12:17 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 16 2012, 12:26 AM EDT (edit my post)
continued …

“To understand good (natural) and evil (unnatural), you first have to view all individual human movements as
chemical reactions. Some reactions we call "good", such as love at first sight: Man + Woman → Man≡Woman.
These are quantified by negative Gibbs free energy changes. Some reactions we call "bad", such as an
unwanted arraigned marriage, or "evil", such as reproduction from farther-daughter incest: Father + Daughter
→ Baby. These are quantified by positive Gibbs free energy changes. Both reactions, good and evil, occur in
society because of what's called thermodynamic coupling.

A simple example of what we might call an "evil" process or reaction would a hydrogen molecule H2 naturally
or spontaneously splitting apart in the atmosphere to form two hydrogen atoms: H2 → H + H. This reaction,
which never occurs on its own, has a free energy change measure of +157 kilojoules per mol. This is called an
unnatural reaction, from the earth-surface system point of view. This reaction can be made to occur, however,
if it is coupled energetically to another stronger reacting system (such as a strong battery) or if the system is
heated (such as the early universe is hypothesized to have been). In the case of thermodynamics coupling, we
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say that unnatural reactions can be made to go if they are coupled to natural reactions, as long as the later are
more powerful than the former. Hence the motto: ‘good always triumphs over evil’.”

Generally, to find an objective position on questions such as this, what is need is deanthropomorphism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Deanthropomorphize

D.Boss

8. RE: morality
Oct 18 2012, 3:20 PM EDT
The thoughts on coupling are very interesting. However, there are several pieces which I find problematic: the
incest thing for example. Have we validated experimentally that father+daughter-> baby reactions are
quantified by positive Gibbs free energy changes? Or that love at first sight by negative ones? How would one
go about to measure such a thing? I have the feeling that you have just used the method we all use for
determining morality – see what would be harmful, or ‘unnatural’ in the popular opinion- and consequently
assign the labels (un)natural and its dG equation.

Related Content
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Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 1 post

Sadi-Carnot

"Bio" terminology note
Oct 20 2012, 8:09 AM EDT | Post edited: Oct 20 2012, 8:21 AM EDT (edit my post)
Kalyan, I see that you have edited-homogenized your article from this version:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Kalyan+Annamalai/revision/6

To this version:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Kalyan+Annamalai/revision/7

removing the upgrade terminology “chnopsological system” from the article.

I have re-edited the article adding in the terms: “chnopsological system” and “animate system”, in
terminological place of “biological system”, which is a defunct term: in the 1938 words of Charles Sherrington:
"the science of energy [thermodynamics] does not recognize the prefix term “bio”." If you know of a better
upgrade term, as compared to animate systems or chnopsological systems, feel free to suggest an
alternative?

An equivalent title chapter, to give you some comparison, would be someone in the 21st century writing a
chapter entitled “Thermodynamics of Caloric Systems”. Yet we know that caloric theory was thrown out by
Clausius in 1850. The same is true here with life theory, hence the need to be specific and clear with
terminology.

In post 2010 Hmolpedia articles, now aware of the Tesla-Sherrington defunct theory of life position (1915-40),
we no longer use the terms: life, bio, living, etc., or its antonyms, i.e. death, dead, non-living system, etc.,
without bracketed clarification, being that as Sherrington so boldly pointed out over seven decades ago:
chemistry and physics do not recognize these terms:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Charles+Sherrington

hence, in Sherrington's own words, "they are deleted as scientific categories".

Keyword tags: Kalyan Annamalai (edit keyword tags)

Be the first to reply.
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ds1088

Hello
Jul 14 2013, 4:13 AM EDT
First off I don't know if this is the correct place to post this introduction....

Something tells me, no the website tells me, that I have finally arrived to the place I have been drifting
toward for about 5 years now. My name is Drew Sowersby , and I am a transdisciplinarian with extensive
laboratory training in the Biological Sciences, Organic Chemistry, and Materials Science. I originally found
this website as I searched for support for my independently derived ideas of "Molecular Human
Networking," but I only now revisited to find that it is a breathing social network. In short, I don't view the
human so much as molecule as I do it's capacity to network like one via sharing Time, Talents, Trades,
Thoughts, and Treasure. Of course the quantum material for this to happen IMO is Trust. These are the
6Ts that guide me thinking. I won't burden this post with extra details as there is probably a much better
place for it elsewhere in the Wiki. I will admit straight out of the gate that I am not interested in debate and
conjecture, I am interested in modeling human networks using inspiration from the networking capacity of
atoms to create molecules, supramolecules, and macromolecules which can emerge into massively
complex systems that defy human description...especially via language.

Quickly reading some of the information within this wiki, I am confident that I am not shooting blank
thoughts, and I still have a lot to learn and perhaps contribute. One cool thing I learned so far is that most
of the early thinkers on the subject of human chemistry where of the highest intellectual order. I am
certainly not. Even though I have only ~130 IQ (+/- 15), I easily register these ideas which tells me that the
digital age is passing on information such that the individual IQ may well of less importance than ever
before.

I look forward to seeing what happens here!

Drew

Keyword tags: Encyclopedia EoHT EoHT wiki EoHT.info Hmolpedia home page Human chemistry
Human physics human thermodynamics wiki (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: JHT suggestion
Jul 14 2013, 7:03 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 14 2013, 7:05 AM EDT (edit my post)
Glad to have you join the site.

I would suggest that you collect your ideas into the form of an article. If you want, I will slate you for a 2014
JHT article submission "Molecular Human Networking":

http://www.eoht.info/page/JHT+slated

Once you get a draft submission going, send it to me via attachment (libbthims@gmail.com) and then we'll
go from there. Ask questions in the threads as you go along, so that when peer review comes it isn't so
traumatic for you:

http://www.eoht.info/page/JHT+submissions

The first thing you will have to come to grips with, in your mention of "Biological Sciences", is the fact that
"chemistry does not know the word life" (Charles Sherrington, 1938), hence in JHT articles all "bio-"
prefixes are editorially redacted:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades
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See the following page for more on this:

http://www.eoht.info/page/defunct+theory+of+life

Once you get past this hurdle you should be OK, as your mindset seems to be in the correct direction.

Later,
Libb

Sadi-Carnot

2. RE: Molecular human networking
Jul 14 2013, 9:31 AM EDT (edit my post)
FYI, here's a pretty decent poster board presentation of a type of adoption "molecular human networking"
made by a 17-year old Romanian girl named Christine Kamla that I just wrote up today:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Christine+Kamla

Pretty cool I think. We hardly find anything like this here in America, high school up to the highest university
levels. How ironic?

ds1088

3. RE: JHT suggestion
Jul 14 2013, 4:26 PM EDT
I will definitely consider such a challenge, although it may take years to produce, unless I can find a
crowdsourcing mechanism where I play a key part. I have published before, but I fall a little more in the
applied science venue, so I will be interested in capturing elements of molecular based networking in
action...which could produce some very interesting things to talk about.

And what do you call a person who studies life if not a biologist..a logist? ^^

ds1088

4. RE: Molecular human networking
Jul 14 2013, 4:27 PM EDT
Nice little anecdote...I didn't quite follow everything she was trying to convey though.

Sadi-Carnot

5. RE: Molecular human networking
Jul 15 2013, 8:50 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 15 2013, 9:09 AM EDT (edit my post)
Assuming you can give me a truncated version synopsis of your multi-year project you have in mind, I have
you slated here for a 3-5 page overview article of your "Molecular Human Networking" model/theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/JHT+slated

Please send me preprint draft before end of year.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: "Biologist" (1)
Jul 15 2013, 8:52 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 15 2013, 9:16 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “biologist”, the terminology upgrading for of the numerous “life” centric terms is an ongoing process.

To exemplify the issue at hand, there’s over 157+ biologists in Hmolpedia alone:

http://www.eoht.info/search/everything/Biologist?contains=Biologist

This is akin to the issue of having to refer to Antoine Lavoisier as a "caloricist", whereas in modern upgrade
terms we refer to someone like Gilbert Lewis as a chemical thermodynamicist. Just as we now know that
Lavoisier’s hypothetical caloric particle does not exist, so to do we now know that the hypothetical concept
of life does not exist.

For lack of a better work, what in olden days we would call someone who studies life a "biologist" we now
refer to the same person as a “chnopsologist” and biology as chnopsology:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Chnopsology

This, however, is still a testing stage patch term. More accurately, Henry Swan’s 1974 definition of
biochemistry (or biology) as the study of ‘powered CHNOPS systems’, seems more apt:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Henry+Swan
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Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: "Biologist" (2)
Jul 15 2013, 8:52 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 15 2013, 9:17 AM EDT (edit my post)
Though, to note, there does not yet exist a NEW WORD to embody what Swan refers to as someone who
studies “medium powered CHNOPS+ regions, systems, or matrices.” In other words, “chnopsology”
doesn’t seem to fully capture the essence of the olden term biology, or the “doctrine of the study of life
force” (Theodore Roose, 1797) in its original definition:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Biology

In other words, you list yourself online as a biochemist and or biological scientist:

http://www.mendeley.com/profiles/drew-sowersby/

Does that mean you are a practitioner of the art of the life force in chemistry? Certainly not. Correctly we
would say that you study “powered CHNOPS+ systems”, which is correct, but at the moment I do not have
a truncated new word coining for "[medium powered CHNOPS+ regions, systems, or matrices]-ist" . So
we’ll just leave it at that for today. You can see how I have you defined on the Rossini debate here, to get
an Idea of how the terminology upgrade process has been implemented recently:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Rossini+debate

Alternatively, some use the term “animate” as in “animate systems” instead of “biological systems”, which
has a long precedent:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+thermodynamics

For example, read Jeff Tuhtan’s 2011 PhD to see how he implemented terminology upgrade:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Jeff+Tuhtan

Talk later,
Libb

Sadi-Carnot

8. RE: "Biologist" (3)
Jul 15 2013, 6:13 PM EDT (edit my post)
Just to give some retrospect to the above, take a look at the circa 1860s quote by Henry Adams (no use of
"bio" prefix to be found):

http://image.wetpaint.com/image/1/TjbTmvK25OpRK7Fdsr9BWQ97972

The above screen shot is found on page 21 of my recent physical socioeconomics talk in Romania:

http://www.academia.edu/3985809/Econoengineering_and_Economic_Behavior

Henry Adams penned out 12 volumes just to prove this quote to himself, one of the reasons why he
currently has an hmolscience ranking position of #14:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hmolscience+citation+ranking

No doubt his ranking will climb (eventually he will surpass Prigogine, currently #10).

70.113.198.235

9. RE: "Biologist" (3)
Jul 16 2013, 2:16 AM EDT
Your mind seems to have a life of its own. Who are the people today that adhere to the CHNOPS
nomenclature? It doesn't seem all that relatable to the general population.

Sadi-Carnot

10. RE: "Biologist" upgrade terminology
Jul 16 2013, 6:32 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 16 2013, 9:28 AM EDT (edit my post)
You seem to be seeing only the trees but not the forest? I’ll try to explain another way:

You want to write about “molecular based human networking”, correct? If so, the first thing you have to
come to grips with is the fact that “molecules” are neither alive nor dead. Life and death are mythological
terms, or as Gilbert Lewis classified them, one of the major branches of metaphysics:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Metaphysics
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Here, conversely, we are dealing with reality, namely only things that exist—Tesla explicitly stated in 1915
that "life" is something that does not exist—and can be quantified via SI units:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Quantity

Hence, when you begin to employ molecular models to understand human networks, you will come to the
conclusion that we must “abandon the word alive”, as Francis Crick (Of Molecules and Men, 1966)
concluded. This is the correct point of view.

In this end, you are more than welcome to suggest alternative nomenclature.

For the moment, until the time comes when we arrive at nomenclature “relatable to the general population”,
I think we can agree that we both are made of, at a minimum, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,
phosphorus, and sulfur, and that our reactionary behavior is governed by the dictates of energy and
entropy, as is the case for everything else is the universe.

If, conversely, you don’t agree with this, and wish to continue to employ the prefix "bio" in your descriptions,
a Greek term that supposedly traces to the tragedy and drama works of Euripides:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Aristotle%27s+citation+rankings

then your alternative is but to overthrow both thermodynamics and the periodic table.

HappinessForYou

11. RE: "Biologist" upgrade terminology
Oct 24 2013, 4:52 AM EDT
Hi Pleasure have you here on this website.I am new here.

HappinessForYou

12. RE: "Biologist" upgrade terminology
Oct 30 2013, 1:55 AM EDT
Thank you so much.
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Location: Hmolpedia Discussion Forum

Discussion: "Inevitable Life?", lecture on the physics of emergence

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 7 posts

foivos94

"Inevitable Life?", lecture on the physics of emergence
Sep 3 2016, 5:01 PM EDT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElMqwgkXguw

This is an interesting talk by D. Eric Smith in the Santa Fe Institute supporting a take of the idea that life has
emerged by necassity from the geo-atmospheric conditions of our planet.

Keyword tags: Emergence (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: "Inevitable Life?", lecture on the physics of emergence
Sep 4 2016, 7:45 AM EDT (edit my post)
I’ve already posted on that video (see: HumanChemistry101 post under the video) a year ago.

The Eric Smith is here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Eric+Smith

Re: “life has emerged by necessity from the geo-atmospheric conditions of our planet”, the problem with what
you just said is that life is a thing that does NOT exist:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+does+not+exist

Therefore, some “thing” that does not exist, can NOT emerge.

The solution, so to not sound dumb, to your own mind, is to use “life terminology upgrades”, whenever you
want to discuss things you previously deemed as alive:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades

foivos94

2. RE: "Inevitable Life?", lecture on the physics of emergence
Sep 10 2016, 9:16 AM EDT
While I look up to a big part of your ideas I do not agree with the change of terms mainly because a change of
name is not essential in this case, just an affirmative move not in the least necessery. Think about the changes
of the meaning of the word 'universe' or 'cosmos'.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: "We should abandon the word alive" (Crick, 1966)
Sep 11 2016, 8:36 AM EDT (edit my post)
You won’t be able to fully understand what I’m talking about here until you engage in vitalism or neo-vitalism
debates with someone:

http://www.eoht.info/page/neo-vitalism

which is why the 1842 Reymond-Brucke oath was signed in blood, and is why Francis Crick, the co-discoverer
of DNA, famously dubbed by him in 1953 the “secret of life”, said in 1966, after engaging in vitalism debates
three years prior (1963), that: “we should abandon the world alive”.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Secret+of+life
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Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: "We should abandon the word alive" (Crick, 1966)
Sep 11 2016, 8:38 AM EDT (edit my post)
Have you not already seen my Jun 2016 University of District of Columbia lecture on this?

https://youtu.be/ahpY-HUNegg

foivos94

5. RE: "We should abandon the word alive" (Crick, 1966)
Sep 18 2016, 5:31 PM EDT
I have seen your video. I admit I appriciate the idea somewhat but there is a point I want to raise that came to
me when I wanter to translate 'animate' in Greek. The word (έμψυχ-ος, -ή) clearly entails as a part the word
'soul' (ψυχή) and with an etymological approach you find the same for English.

<Animate: ORIGIN late Middle English: from Latin animat- ‘instilled with life’, from the verb animare, from
anima ‘life, soul’.>

while with life we get

<Life: ORIGIN Old English līf, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch lijf,German Leib ‘body’, also to 'Live'.
Live: ORIGIN Old English libban, lifian, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch leven and German leben, also to
'Life' and 'Leave'.
Leave: ORIGIN Old English lǣfan‘bequeath’, also ‘allow to remain, leave in place’ of Germanic origin; related
to German bleiben Remain’.>

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: "We should abandon the word alive" (Crick, 1966)
Sep 19 2016, 8:25 AM EDT | Post edited: Sep 19 2016, 8:30 AM EDT (edit my post)
The term “animate” derives from PIE root ane- ‘to blow, breath’, from Greek anemos ‘wind’ or Snskrit aniti ‘he
breaths’:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate

The term soul derives from the Egyptian term "ba", one of the seven parts of a human, according to the
Egyptian model of a human. The Greeks absorbed the Egyptian model of the soul, after Thales initiated the
study abroad method to Egypt:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Egypt

To do to figure out that life does not exist, all you need to do is to study the following table and try to figure out,
in your mind, which row is the “come alive” or “first life” row:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Molecular+evolution+table

The following article will help you as well:

http://www.eoht.info/page/human
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Discussion: Panbioism
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Showing 9 posts

87.9.234.4

Panbioism
Apr 21 2018, 10:32 AM EDT
We don't have to explain how matter originate simple experiences; but we have to *start* with simple
experiences, consciousness, life, etcetera. In fact, all our knowledge starts with a subjective point of view:
without the subject, so without me, my knowledge would be impossibile (how could I know something without
my consciouseness, without simple experiences, etc?!). Regressing from me to my atoms and quarks, I'll not
encounter any dividing wall between me and my atoms, between a man and a stone. But exactly for this we
should speculate that consciousness, simple experiences, life, etc., are qualities of a foundamental
substance.What i mean is that neutral monism is surely more logical than both materialism and idealism: we
know what matter is; we also know that we have simple experiences, and we know that matter as we
understand it today don't imply the existence of simple experiences (of course matter is necessary to give
contenent to consciousness, without eyes - or without brain - I can't think and perceive; but matter explain only
why simple experiences are "coupled" with a stimulus, it don't explain wy simple experiences are what they
are, neither why they are at all). So, we should argue that both the "features" of matter and the features of
mind/consciousness/life/etc that matter don't entails are feature of a single other substance. I can also say this
in another way: if we want to reduce, we can reduce in both the directions. In fact, for every osservation there
are infinite possibile explanation: we choose thanks to some euristics, but heuristics still arbitrary and theories
in themselves. So you can reduce mind to matter, but also matter to mind; you can't reduce brownian motion
to diffusion, because diffusion is objectively a more complex phonomenon; but simple experiences are...
simple, they really are atomic concepts, you can't think anything simpler.

Keyword tags: everything is alive panbioism theory (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: Panbioism
Apr 21 2018, 11:56 AM EDT | Post edited: Apr 21 2018, 11:57 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “we have to *start* with simple experiences, consciousness, life, etcetera”, one does not start with “life”,
because this does not exist; this is where one’s former belief in panbioism turns into belief in abioism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/abioism

Re: “Regressing from me to my atoms and quarks, I'll not encounter any dividing wall between me and my
atoms, between a man and a stone”, not exactly, humans derived from a breed of atomic aggregates wherein
induced movement animation occurs, e.g. bending in the case of retinal:

http://www.eoht.info/page/ABC+model

Hence, once can divide chemical species into animate things and inanimate things:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Animate+thing

http://www.eoht.info/page/Inanimate+thing

This isn’t necessarily a wall, but it is were we can begin to study what we colloquially refer to as
consciousness, among other anthropocentric beliefs.

Re: “if we want to reduce, we can reduce in both the directions”, not exactly. The extrapolate up method tends
to lead to fruitfully analysis:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+up+approach

Whereas, the extrapolate down method tends to lead to nonsense:
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http://www.eoht.info/page/Extrapolate+down+approach

87.9.234.4

2. RE: Panbioism
Apr 21 2018, 1:03 PM EDT
You says that il lead tononsense only because you don't think with sufficient freedom from prejudice. You have
to unlearn what you think to know, in order to know something true. There is no distinction between animate
and inanimate. In fact, there is not "emergence"; but if I have some "special" properties, and the atoms that
make me haven't this properties, as emergence doesn't exist, well, indeed atoms must have these properties.
We agree on this fact: that what is simple - i mean elementary - don't need to be explained by something else
(for exemple, elementary particles are elementary beacuse can't be reduced to more simple particles)- But
simple experiences are the simplest thing, they are atomic concepts that made up all the other concepts,
including our concept of atoms and quarks. That's why you can't explain simple experiences by material
relations: because you can't explain a simple thing with a more complex one, exactly like you can't explain
brownian motion with diffusion.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: Panbioism
Apr 21 2018, 1:15 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “special non-emergent properties”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Emergent+property

sound’s like hidden agenda to me? You must be trying to sell god, free will, spirituality, soul, teleology or some
other thing without saying so directly. You need to state your denials and beliefs openly:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+types+by+denial+and+belief

so that we don’t have to waste time playing hide and seek.

Re: “special non-emergent properties”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Emergent+property

Sound’s like hidden agenda to me? You must be trying to sell god, free will, spirituality, soul, teleology, afterlife,
or some other thing without saying so directly. You need to state your denials and beliefs openly:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+types+by+denial+and+belief

so that we don’t have to waste time playing hide and seek.

I don’t know why you are talking about Brownian motion?

http://www.eoht.info/page/Brownian+motion

Here at Hmolpedia we can explain pretty much everything, give or take current unexplained phenomena, e.g.
the accelerating satellites problem, dark matter, etc.

Sadi-Carnot

4. RE: Unlearn objectionable nonsense
Apr 21 2018, 1:24 PM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “unlearn”, it is you that has to unlearn

http://www.eoht.info/page/unlearn

that “extrapolate down” leads not only to nonsense, but “objectional nonsense” as Einstein famously retorted:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Einstein-Murphy+dialogue

I would suggest you pause, and think things over, so that you don’t spew any more objectionable nonsense.

87.9.234.4

5. let's talk sincerely, please
Apr 21 2018, 5:28 PM EDT
No hide and seek: I don't want to bring God to you, it's God that want to come to you. Just kidding, ok?
But, see, the fact is that you are not explaining anything. I've read almost all your articles with a certein
passion, but I have found nothing more than philosophical strammer, there is no science.
You haven't do any real experiment to prove your interpretations (the "experiments (libb thims)" page is at first-
grade level...). You don't even do any prediction: if for you society works in the simple chemico-physical why
you describe, why I don't find on your website illuminating political-military forecasts?
You say to have solved a lot of questions, but you only say that, I don't see proofs or validations by famous
scientists. You say that you have solved the mind-body problem, but you can't explain why there are simple
experience, you can't explain why red is in the way it is and not in another, in your arguments you can't even
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distinguish simple experiences in themselves from the specific *content* of experience. You don't even notice
that if your intellect isn't free than your sentences don't have any truth-value.
You are simply wasting all your energies. If you can't do real science, ok, but you should at least do real
philosophy; if you can't, became an artist (you should really practice, all these illustrative images are terrible),
because your talent really isn't in what you are trying to do now. you really really really have to be more
sincere with yourself. I really pity you.

Sadi-Carnot

6. RE: let's talk sincerely, please
Apr 25 2018, 1:09 PM EDT (edit my post)
I’ll just nickname you the “Italian moron”.

Re: “I've read almost all your articles with a certain passion”, when you get to the 5,000th article, let me know
so I laugh at your vacuous claim.

Re: “You don't even do any prediction: if for you society works in the simple chemico-physical why you
describe, why I don't find on your website illuminating political-military forecasts?”, prediction is already built
into physical chemistry:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Prediction

Hence, when you scale it up, you can predict whatever you want, socially, economically, or militarily. To give
you one quick example, because I don’t like wasting space-time with morons, in 2013, at my University of
Pitesti econophysics and sociophysics lecture, I “predicted”, based on the Aristotle-Mpemba effect, that a hot
war will bring about social order faster than a cold war:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Social+Mpemba+effect

But, as you’ve said, you’ve already read this? Not. War thermodynamics, itself, is an entire field:

http://www.eoht.info/page/War+thermodynamics

as is economic thermodynamics and social thermodynamics.

Re: “If you can't do real science”, real science, to quote da Vinci, is “that which can be demonstrated
mathematically”, the leading 40+ mathematically demonstrated humanities scholars are listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/human+free+energy

If you know of someone who can explain human existence better, free “free” to point them out? You, however,
will not be able to point out anyone, because you are ignorant, which is why you are posting here in the first
place.

87.9.234.4

7. RE: let's talk sincerely, please
Apr 25 2018, 3:11 PM EDT

"You, however, will not be able to point out anyone, because you are ignorant, which is why you
are posting here in the first place.
"

That's probably true. If I were and intelligent, well-educated man, I would never have written here. I would be
busy looking for cancer treatment, I suppose; because I know perfectly that I'm wasting my time here, trying to
change your mind. Maybe you shuld visit a serious psychologist, trying to understand why you believe strange
things... You have to believe it: we're just trying to help you get out of a tunnel of circular thoughts. I'll not
bother you anymore, but think about it, instead of post and re-post all the day the same articles that I've
already read.

Sadi-Carnot

8. RE: Good idea
Apr 26 2018, 1:57 AM EDT (edit my post)
Re: “I'll not bother you anymore”, that’s a good idea.

That the energy conservation (first law) and entropy increase (second law) apply to EVERY system in the
universe, including the social system of Italy, is THE established bedrock fact of modern science. It is not a
matter of IF these laws apply to humans socially, it is a matter of HOW. Now go shew away and let us thinks
concerned with this problem work uninterrupted from inanity.
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Joshua_RI

I would look to Descartes' "Meditations on First Philosophy"
Dec 24 2017, 11:22 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 24 2017, 11:38 PM EST
I made a reference to the "Principle of Sufficiemt Reason" of Leibniz. I think Descartes helps to clear up many
confusions of thought. I respect Cicero. I think many of the ancient gods mentioned in Cicero's "On the Nature
of the Gods" are aspects of the human psyche of which may lead to a holistic perspective of human
understanding. Gestalt influences may be important with elasticity and cholinergic development.

I think the Vedas and rationalists such as Descartes have robust lines of reason in relation to the negation of
atheism.

Keyword tags: atheism atheist history new atheism (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. Holism is nuttiness; Vedas are mythology; Spinoza usurped Descartes
Dec 25 2017, 10:37 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 25 2017, 11:02 AM EST (edit my post)
Correct me if I am wrong, but you, and your holism graspings, according to Steven Weinberg (1992), are in
the nuttiest extreme range:

“At its nuttiest extreme are those with holistics in their heads, those whose reaction to reductionism takes the
form of a belief in psychic energies, life forces that cannot be described in terms of the ordinary laws of
inanimate nature.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Steven+Weinberg

Re: “Vedas”, these, just as is the Bible, is an Egyptian mythology rescript:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hinduism

Compare the Egyptian creation of Ra out of the stem of Nu with the Hindu creation of B-Ra-hma out of the
navel of Vish-Nu, and tell me that the latter is not a rescript of the former? Ra, Brahma, and Abraham are
mythological descriptions of heat. Thermodynamics is the new physico-chemical description of heat, in which
god is obviated. You are wasting your time trying to sell mythology based arguments.

Spinoza's monism usurped Descartes dualism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Monism

Joshua_RI

2. Fundamentals
Dec 25 2017, 1:58 PM EST
I think your analysis is continuing with some confusion of thought. As a technical writer, one might note the
careful lines of reason in relation to the negation of atheism. No point was made about dualism vs. monism by
me within this thread to some extent. Why does the "principle of sufficient reason" not coexist with atheism? A
large majority of the geniuses relevant to the topics of relevance are providing well reasoned arguments
negating atheism without negating things like thermodynamics and scientific exploration. My role is not to
persuade you to affirm a belief in God as much as I am demonstrating my perception of well reasoned
arguments that negate atheism.

The Vedas include some powerful science that may be significant for contemporary pursuits in science such
as the review of quantum physics.

Note: I believe that Marx and Nietzsche may have provided some interesting works, however, Marx was
mostly obese and unfit with a likelihood of not being a Marxist and Nietzsche had some fitness problems as
well. Both of these authors seemed to have provided works that were more for their audiences and were not
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actual representations of their private and conclusive judgments about the topics of relevance. Typically, a
former Soviet would be so pressed to advocate for atheism with propaganda against well reasoned arguments
of geniuses.

The fifth meditation of Descartes provides a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis about God with a
conclusion about God and pure mathematics. This is not "opium" and neither is the Church.

Sincerely,
Joshua, LL.D., R.I.

Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: Fundamentals
Dec 25 2017, 5:07 PM EST (edit my post)
Instead of just posting "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) or “Meditations on First Philosophy”
(Descartes) proves god and makes atheism retarded, why don’t post actual summaries of your argument? Try
to engage your audience. Check out my video “8 Questions Atheists Can’t Answer” from four months ago:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESZ4vZ15TlI&t=2897s

which is pulling views and debate at a growing rate. All of you posts are intentionally vague and dodge
statements. If you are agnostic then say so. If you are theist than state your creeds out in the open ("I believe
...." [x5]); as the atheists have done:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheist%E2%80%99s+creed

Joshua_RI

4. RE: Fundamentals
Dec 25 2017, 5:47 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 25 2017, 5:48 PM EST
My statement set in this thread affirms that the “Meditations on First Philosophy” (Descartes) and the
"Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) negate atheism with no sound and valid arguments opposing the
negation of atheism. I will now elucidate my claim carefully.

If the “Meditations on First Philosophy” (Descartes) and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)
successfully negate atheism with no sound and valid arguments opposing the negation of atheism, then
cognitive support for atheism would seem to be irrational, retarded, or partially unlawful. The “Meditations on
First Philosophy” (Descartes) and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) succesfully negate atheism
with no sound and valid arguments opposing the negation of atheism. Therefore, cognitive support for atheism
seems to be irrational, retarded, or unlawful.

I may affirm that I am not atheist. I may affirm that I am not agnostic at the moment.

Sincerely,
Joshua, LL.D., R.I.

Sadi-Carnot

5. RE: Fundamentals
Dec 25 2017, 7:47 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 25 2017, 7:48 PM EST (edit my post)
I just ranked Petrarch (Cattell 1000:52) [RGM:150|1,310+] at IQ:175|#240 in the top 1000 genius rankings:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Petrarch

Note how he signed off his letters:

“Written in the land of the living; on the right bank of the Adige, in Verona, in the year of that god whom you
never knew the 1345th.”
— Petrarch (1345), signoff to a letter

I think this applies to you? You don’t know what god you are talking about (or attempting to prove exists). I
would suggest you study the supreme god timeline:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Supreme+god+timeline

Re: “The “Meditations on First Philosophy” (Descartes) and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)
successfully negate atheism with no sound and valid arguments opposing the negation of atheism.” Again,
stop posting up babble. Give us specific quotes (or a link) by Descartes or Leibnitz that substantiate your
argument. I would also suggest you consult the geniuses on page:

http://www.eoht.info/page/geniuses+on

Here you will see, e.g., how Goethe subsumed Aristotle + Leibnitz:
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http://www.eoht.info/page/Goethe+on+the+soul

Joshua_RI

6. Godhead and fundamentals
Dec 25 2017, 10:17 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 25 2017, 10:44 PM EST
I have affirmed my belief in the Godhead a while back in Hmolpedia and just recently in this forum. The proofs
for the Godhead's essence or existence have been acknowledged by me. I have no further need to provide
proof of the Godhead as a result of faith. My experience with natural philosophy has verified my belief in the
Godhead. I acknowledge demigods, however, these are different aspects and effulgences of the Godhead.
See Einstein.

A plethora of quotes of Descartes and Leibniz await one for savorings. As I have mentioned in this thread, the
fifth meditation of "Meditations on First Philosophy" by Descartes is cited for a direct explanation of a proper
starting point for my position on the Godhead.

Cordialement,
Joshua, LL.D., R.I.

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: Gibbs Head and fundamentals
Dec 26 2017, 12:48 AM EST (edit my post)
I would look to Baron d’Holbach’s System of Nature: Laws of the Physical and Moral World (1770) and Ludwig
Buchner’s Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality Based
Thereon (1855) as a disproof of godhead, his fundamentals, and demigods. A plethora of quotes of d’Holbach
and Buchner await one for savorings. Do you not see a lack of dialogue? Your posts are but filling up the
forum with empty stuffing. If you want to talk about god, speak passionately (and from the heart) about your
deepest beliefs and confusions; use, e.g., the Cicero-Goethe method. Pick three fictional characters and talk
about three different points of view (and their shortcomings, in your view). You boast about having an IQ of
252 and you can’t even make a decent forum post?

Joshua_RI

8. RE: Gibbs Head and fundamentals
Dec 26 2017, 2:27 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 26 2017, 2:31 AM EST
I acknowledge polemics. I am secure in my property. There is no disproof of the Godhead. The dialogue is fine
and is going as expected. I think the cases will be reviewed in relation to equity. I may question the decency of
your forum posts. To what extent does your rhetoric go against the public? To what extent are you a public
enemy? No Godly vagina with free energy is equal to common property. This is law two of the "Laws of
Elective Affinities." (Sydes von Nesselroth) This law protects the public and may lead to the prosecution of any
public enemy that goes against this law in our universal community.

A pedagogical point with three fictional characters holding diverse opinions may or may not be of convenience
and necessity. Shanaynay negates the essence or existence of Godhead while asserting thermodynamics of
which is a form of logos within the Godhead. Lawshawnda, the atheist, does not think she is going to die and
lacks a form of logos within Godhead while appearing to be beast-like. Latisha, the polemicist, attacks anyone
that disagrees with her like a savage and believes there is no Godhead of which implies that there is no
thermodynamics as reasoned about via logos. Mary affirms the Godhead and loves thermodynamics,
especially when she consents to the warmth of her partner.

Copyright 2017 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Sadi-Carnot

9. RE: there are NO godheads
Dec 26 2017, 11:18 PM EST | Post edited: Dec 26 2017, 11:20 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “there are no disproofs of the godhead”, there are 20+ disproofs:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Disproofs+of+the+existence+of+god

I’ll try to put things another way to you. You state that you took some chemistry class somewhere. Maybe you
took a physics class too? Do you ever remember your professors teaching any god-based theories of
chemistry or physics? Answer: no. The same is the case when we teach socio-chemistry or econo-physics.
There are no god-based theories of socio-chemistry, econophysics, or human chemical thermodynamics. Do
you not see the underlying issue here? You are NEVER going to be able to go back and teach god theory to
chemistry students, physics students, and thermodynamics students. The same is the case for human
chemistry, human physics, and human thermodynamics students. If you want to talk about morality, purpose,
meaning, etc., these are different questions, but god will NOT be involved. Power WILL be involved, but god is
not power.
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Joshua_RI

10. Logos
Dec 27 2017, 1:46 AM EST
Where is the disproof of logos? Each time logos or reason is used, there is a direct or indirect affirmation of
the Godhead. Each time there is a moment of consciousness, there is a direct or indirect affirmation of the
Godhead. To say there is no Godhead is like saying there is no cogitation, logos, or reason. I do not believe it
is my task to teach some chemistry or physics students about the Godhead exclusively. Curriculum varies per
topic of study, so to speak. No standard curriculum of chemistry or physics requires the instruction of atheism
or any type of theology unless it is a private school originally associated with divinity. Power is not the problem
for me and neither is the idea of an engine. I am incredibly more selected than a majority of the population.
What if a person stated that there is no chaos and no symbols? This statement is very much like the statement
that there is no Godhead. It is neither my responsibility to diagnose you nor to treat you in a situation that you
are ill with a lack of reality and psychosis.

Sadi-Carnot

11. RE: Logos
Dec 27 2017, 7:44 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 27 2017, 7:45 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Each time there is a moment of consciousness, there is a direct or indirect affirmation of the godhead”, do
you not believe in evolution? If you do, then you need to trace our origins backwards in time:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Molecular+evolution+table

http://www.eoht.info/page/Great+chain+of+being

http://www.eoht.info/page/Evolution+timeline

http://www.eoht.info/page/Hydrogen+to+human

After which, you will come to small animate molecules such as retinal, with a rudimentary form of what you call
“consciousness”:

http://www.eoht.info/page/ABC+model

Now, is there any godhead involved in the movement of this C20H20O molecule? Answer: No. The same is
the case with you and I, which are but more complex forms of molecular animation. Do you plan on teaching a
godhead based chemistry class? You might well do so on the street corner, but you will never do it in a
modern university.

Sadi-Carnot

12. RE: Vedas
Dec 27 2017, 7:48 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Vedas”, the Charvaka debunked Hinduism in 600BC:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Charvaka

Joshua_RI

13. RE: Logos
Dec 27 2017, 8:12 AM EST
When reasoning about consciousness and evolution one is directly or indirectly engaged in the Godhead. I
see that you have not thoroughly studied the Bhagavad-Gita. This is understandable given the rarity of the
population's exposure to the Bhagavad-Gita. See Einstein.

Teaching chemistry at a university or on the street is not a priority for me, however, the "Laws of Elective
Affinities" (Sydes von Nesselroth) will be instructed to our universal community.

Quantum biology and Leibniz's contributions to psychology address the topic of consciousness carefully.

Joshua_RI

14. RE: Vedas
Dec 27 2017, 8:16 AM EST
Amit Goswami, Ph.D, is a theoretical nuclear physicist that writes about physics and the Vedas successfully in
his "The Visionary Window: A Quantum Physicists Guide to Enlightenment".

Goswami, A. (2006). The visionary window: a quantum physicists guide to enlightenment. Wheaton, IL: Quest
Books.
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Sadi-Carnot

15. RE: Vedas
Dec 27 2017, 8:42 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 27 2017, 8:43 AM EST (edit my post)
Just to post a curious note, arisen while doing some genius ranking, is that in 1600 the theists burned
Giordano Bruno for believing in atoms and atheism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Giordano+Bruno

In 1894, in the Cattell 1000 rankings, he placed just above William Paley, the famous god as watchmaker
theorist:

655. Giordano Bruno
656. William Paley

In 2017, in the Ranker Greatest 1300 Minds rankings, the placements are as follows:

86. Giordano Bruno
#. William Paley (NOT listed)

Atheistic thinking, in short, is going up in the genius rankings, and theistic thinking is going down.

Re: “Bhagavad-Gita”, the religious books I’ve read are listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Thims+religio-mythology+and+atheism+book+collection

where you will see that I’ve read the Rig Veda. Now, if you compare Bhagavad Gita with ALL religions and
mythologies, as you clearly have not, you will find that the Bhagavad Gita is a rescript of the Egyptian Book of
the Dead, where Ra becomes Brahma, Nu becomes VishNu, Horus becomes Krishan, and Egyptian soul
theory becomes a transmigration version of samsara:

http://www.eoht.info/page/God+character+equivalents

Re: “Vedas and quantum theory”, that’s just dumb. That’s the new age Hindu version of What the Bleep Do
We Know? If you really want to become enlightened, you need to become an atheist. It has been said that the
re-discovery of the lost works of Cicero, in the 14th century, e.g., ignited the Italian renaissance
(enlightenment).

Also, the fact that you’re citing people as “PhD so-and-so”, indicates that you are insecure in your argument.

Joshua_RI

16. RE: Vedas
Dec 27 2017, 9:05 AM EST
I recommend transcendental meditation for cognitive enhancement and equilibrium. No scientist is willing to
go against the benefits of transcendental meditation as studied by cognitive neuroscientists. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging has shown the benefits of transcendental meditation. The Gayatri Mantra and the Maha
Mantra are powerful mantras for transcendental meditation.

Sadi-Carnot

17. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 9:29 AM EST (edit my post)
I recommend that you let the following words of wisdom transcendentally meditate into your subconscious:

“The value of a man does not depend on the truth he possesses or believes he possesses, but on the sincere
labor he has bestowed upon getting at the truth; for it is not the possession of, but the search for truth, that
increases his strength and thereby makes him more perfect.”
— Gotthold Lessing (c.1770), quoted by Ludwig Buchner, Force and Matter (pg. xiii)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Gotthold+Lessing

As long as you put "god" above "truth", your search for reality, you will always be lost.

18. RE: Vedas
Dec 27 2017, 9:39 AM EST
The Bhagavad Gita is not Egyptian mythology. See Narayana and Vyasa. The Bhagavad Gita is an epic of
amazing proportions. I recommend reading a copy of the Bhagavad Gita. I would not engage in unlawful libel
here.

Newton and I have supported a belief in the Godhead like nearly all of the great geniuses.
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Joshua_RI

I think acknowledging a Ph.D. or other letters and titles is respectful and not a demonstration of a lack of
security in argumentation.

Bohr, Descartes, Einstein, Goethe, Heisenberg, Leibniz, Mill, Newton, Oppenheimer, Schopenhauer,
Schrödinger, Spinoza,Tesla, Thoreau, Voltaire, numerous mathematicians, et cetera were affected by
Vedanta. I think my point in this thread is a mathematical one.

Pointing to carbon and stating that it is a not jump or a not Godhead as its name in Greek is not going to be
effective and efficient in the current development of natural philosophy. How can you jump a not jump? How
can you Godhead a not Godhead?

Copyright 2017 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

I now have some copyrighted notes on atoms and molecules in Microsoft Word that are worthy of a
renaissance, so to speak.

Joshua_RI

19. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 9:46 AM EST
This comment seems to be more neutral or positive. Veritas is of interest to me as a priority.

Sadi-Carnot

20. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 10:27 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “I think acknowledging a Ph.D. or other letters and titles is respectful and not a demonstration of a lack of
security in argumentation”, that’s because you are ignorant. I used to use the polemic in argument of using the
fact that someone one a Nobel Prize to bolster my argument, e.g. instead of saying Prigogine said this or
Pauling said that, I would say, according to Nobel Prize winner Linus Pauling …, or Nobel Laureate Prigogine
defines thing as such, etc., before I realized how stupid I was being; take a look at pg. xviii of my Human
Chemistry, Volume One:

“Belgian Nobel Prize winning chemist Ilya Prigogine, for instance, tells us …”

https://books.google.com/books?id=05E2V-LM-c8C&dq=Human+Chemistry+volume+one&
q=Nobel+laureate#v=onepage&q=Nobel&f=false

This was back when I was enamored by his Benard cell model described socially; after I realized he was trying
to sell god via far-from-equilibrium bifurcation theory, he fell off the pedestal. Never put anyone on a pedestal.
Their argument should speak for itself, PhD, Nobel Laureate, or street preacher Graduate of School of Hard
Knocks.

Sadi-Carnot

21. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 10:28 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Hinduism”, Hinduism is all Egyptian mythology; this has been known since at least 1552, and it was
Volney (1791) who first outlined the basic connections in a clarified manner:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Abraham+and+Brahma

Do you not read these links I am giving you?

Re: “Bohr, Descartes, Einstein, Goethe, Heisenberg, Leibniz, Mill, Newton, Oppenheimer, Schopenhauer,
Schrödinger, Spinoza, Tesla, Thoreau, Voltaire, numerous mathematicians, et cetera were affected by
Vedanta”, after the translation of the Rosetta Stone (1821) you can no longer hide in denialism. We may well
excuse Schopenhauer for dabbling in the Vedas, because in his day hieroglyphics were only slowing being
disseminated as a new language. Into about the 1880s, we began to see that all religions, Chinese religions
aside, derive from Egypt.

Re: “veritas”, good. Now go study the works of following scholars (bolded names are the deepest thinkers)
and search for truth:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Religio-mythology+scholars
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At the end of the rainbow, you will not find any god or godhead, you will find atoms and forces.

Joshua_RI

22. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 11:02 AM EST
“The ingenious method of expressing every possible number using a set of ten symbols (each symbol having
a place value and an absolute value) emerged in India. The idea seems so simple nowadays that its
significance and profound importance is no longer appreciated. Its simplicity lies in the way it facilitated
calculation and placed arithmetic foremost amongst useful inventions. The importance of this invention is more
readily appreciated when one considers that it was beyond the two greatest men of antiquity, Archimedes and
Apollonius.” (Laplace)

Joshua_RI

23. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 11:06 AM EST
I have Human Chemistry Volume One. There is no need to market your books to me. I may purchase Human
Chemistry Volume Two at some moment.

Joshua_RI

24. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 11:16 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 9:01 AM EST
I have either read the content in the links before or I read some of the links as I go, so to speak.

"We often think of Egyptians and Babylonians as being the height of civilisation and of mathematical skills
around the period of the Indus civilisation, yet V G Childe in New Light on the Most Ancient East (1952) wrote:

India confronts Egypt and Babylonia by the 3rd millennium with a thoroughly individual and independent
civilisation of her own, technically the peer of the rest. And plainly it is deeply rooted in Indian soil. The Indus
civilisation represents a very perfect adjustment of human life to a specific environment. And it has endured; it
is already specifically Indian and forms the basis of modern Indian culture."

“An overview of Indian mathematics.” Indian mathematics, www-history.mcs.st-and.ac.uk/HistTopics
/Indian_mathematics.html.

Joshua_RI

25. RE: Truth
Dec 27 2017, 12:57 PM EST
"Max Muller had also observed that the mythology of Egyptians (and also that of the Greeks and Assyrians) is
wholly founded on Vedic traditions. Eusebius, a Greek writer, has also recorded that the early Ethiopians
emigrated from the river Indus and first settled in the vicinity of Egypt.

In an essay entitled On Egypt from the Ancient Book of the Hindus (Asiatic Researchers Vol. III, 1792), British
Lt. Colonel Wilford gave abundant evidence proving that ancient Indians colonized and settled in Egypt. The
British explorer John Hanning Speke, who in 1862 discovered the source of the Nile in Lake Victoria,
acknowledged that the Egyptians themselves didn't have the slightest knowledge of where the Nile's source
was. However, Lt. Colonel Wilford's description of the Hindus' intimate acquaintance with ancient Egypt led
Speke to Ripon Falls, at the edge of Lake Victoria."

“India’s cultural links with Africa since Ancient times by Medha Vishwas Gadre .” Hindu Wisdom - India and
Egypt, www.hinduwisdom.info/India_and_Egypt.htm.

Sadi-Carnot

26. RE: Truth
Dec 29 2017, 11:29 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 29 2017, 11:36 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “marketing book”, I’m citing an example of my own mistakes. No one cites “Albert Einstein, PhD, proved in
1920 that time is relative.” I'm giving you pearls of wisdom here. When I see something as dumb, I call it out
as such.

Re: “Indian basis of Egyptian mythology”, look at the arrows on the following map:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Civilization

The arrows are pointing OUT of Egypt to India, not the other way around. Granted, I will give you, that prior to
the translation of the Rosetta Stone (c.1820), people were confused about the similarities between Indian
mythology, Jewish mythology, and Egyptian mythology (because people could not read hieroglyphics then); for
example:

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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“‘Abraham’ and his wife ‘Sarah’ are derived from ‘Brahma’ and his wife ‘Saraswati’.”
— Constantin Volney (1791), The Ruins (pg. #); Nigel Leask (2004) truncated (pg. 105) version

Correctly, Abraham and his wife Sarah, in Canaan (300BC), and Brahma and his wife Saraswati, in India
(900BC), are both derived, independently, from the Egyptian myth (3100BC) of Ra (sun) who is rekindled by
the helical rising of Isis (Sirius).

The Vedas were written in 900-1600BC the Pyramid texts were written in 2600BC. The Vedas are rescripts of
the Pyramid texts.

The simple way to get the confusion out of your head is to know that Egypt is the only place on earth that has
a 30-foot flood each year, that lasts for 150 days. Egyptian cosmology was built on this phenomenon. There
are no three story high foods in India. Hence, Manu’s flood (India) is a rescript of Nu’s flood (Egypt).

Sadi-Carnot

27. RE: Truth
Dec 29 2017, 11:31 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 29 2017, 11:44 AM EST (edit my post)
“The striking similarity between the almost every part of the Heathen and Hindu mythologies, will scarcely
leave room to doubt that the origin of both was derived from the same source.”
— Charles Coleman (1832), The Mythology of the Hindus (§: Egyptian Mythology, pgs. 255-)

Read Coleman's section to get a grasp of the overlap:

https://books.google.com/books?id=LsJBAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA255&dq=Hinduism,+Egyptian+mythology&hl=en&
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiP6LqK0K_YAhWvk-AKHR2wCNMQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=Hinduism
%2C%20Egyptian%20mythology&f=false

Also watch this video, where I explain how Hinduism comes from Egyptian mythology:

https://youtu.be/ESZ4vZ15TlI

Sadi-Carnot

28. RE: Truth
Dec 29 2017, 11:58 AM EST (edit my post)
Also spend some time studying the histomap:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Histomap

When the size gets big, that's when the gods get big.

Joshua_RI

29. RE: Truth
Dec 29 2017, 2:06 PM EST
Hinduism is different from the word 'Vedanta'. I am willing to doubt or negate that Vedanta derived from
Egyptian Mythology. If there is a pressing need for cryptography to secure communications, then I am likely to
be more flexible with understanding than what I am with your writing style and claims. I suppose you are not
opposed to peer review. Robust proofs are necessary and sufficient for my administration. I am open minded
about the advancement of learning.

The derivation of Vedanta is similar to Egyptian Mythology and thermodynamics of which is lux(light) as stated
in the book of "Genesis" and the theory of the "Inflationary Universe".

Copyright 2017 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Einstein's references to relativity were associated with the movement of light during events like eclipses as the
origins of the development of his contributions to General and Special Relativity. Once again, I have security
with my statements and property.

Sadi-Carnot

30. RE: Truth & Light (aka Horus' eyes)
Dec 31 2017, 10:06 AM EST | Post edited: Dec 31 2017, 10:35 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “The derivation of Vedanta is similar to Egyptian Mythology and thermodynamics of which is lux(light) as
stated in the book of "Genesis" and the theory of the "Inflationary Universe"”, your attempt to READ god into
certain words, e.g. light described in the Vedas, thermodynamics, Genesis, quantum mechanics, etc., as proof
of the existence god, e.g. as light or logos, in your mind, is called the “reading backwards technique”, for lack
of a better name, and was famously ridiculed by Richard Carrier (2004) and his parody finding of 22 scientific
predictions in Lucretius’ 55BC poem On the Nature of Things, e.g. quantum indeterminism, magnetism, law of
inertia, etc., as listed below:

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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http://www.eoht.info/page/Lucretius

Muslim apologeticists do this all the time with the Quran, i.e. try to equate modern scientific principles, e.g.
evolution, or thermodynamics, etc., as being found in fragmentary sentences in the text of the Quran.

The creation of “light”, or lux, as you so obfuscationatally like to talk about, is but a Jewish recension rescript
of Thebian creation myth:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Thebian+creation+myth

It has nothing to do with quantum mechanics. I would suggest you watch Seth Andrews (2017) speech
“Christianity Made Me Talk Like an Idiot”:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URr0O9aHW38

Those who talk about relativistic quantum Vedic theology, or similar variants, tend to get ranked here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Creationism+scientists+ranked+by+idiocy

Joshua_RI

31. RE: Truth & Light
Dec 31 2017, 10:51 AM EST
Lenin was not a professional philosopher. Do not worry about the Espionage Act of 1917.

Joshua_RI

32. RE: Truth & Light
Dec 31 2017, 11:00 AM EST
As a European monarch, I say no to atheism, communism and socialism. I suppose Hmolpedia is more about
barbarism and vandalism rather than science.

Sadi-Carnot

33. RE: Truth is that Light is a godless electromagnetic wave
Jan 1 2018, 3:22 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 1 2018, 3:24 PM EST (edit my post)
Hmolpedia is about one simple four symbol equation:

ΔG < 0

If you want to read “barbarism and vandalism rather than science” into this equation, that is your business.

If you believe in atoms, you are by default an atheist, like it or not.

Re: " I say no to atheism, communism and socialism", you seem to have an atheism atrocities fallacy view?

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+atrocities+fallacy

The “Lenin branch” of the tree of atheism, is but one dried and withered branch (freezing in Russia); the
Madison, Jefferson, Adams branch, conversely, is a budding green branch (growing in America):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+genealogy

Joshua_RI

34. RE: Thoughts
Jan 1 2018, 7:22 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 1 2018, 7:24 PM EST
I have my copyrighted thoughts about atoms. I do not believe a simple four symbol equation as provided
necessitates Atheism. I have no Atheism atrocity fallacy view. Those gentlemen of the United States of
America as mentioned were or were not associated with the Episcopal Church at some moment.

I recommend focusing on arithmetic in relation to the analysis of atoms. Once again, I have copyrighted notes
on some infrastructure of science in relation to the renovation of some perception of atoms.

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Sadi-Carnot

35. RE: Thoughts
Jan 1 2018, 8:22 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “I do not believe a simple four symbol equation as provided necessitates atheism”, neither does Mirza
Beg:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Beg-Thims+dialogue

or did Frederick Rossini:

“The point of all of this is that our creator has fashioned laws that are deep seated and broadly applicable, that
science is heavily intertwined in our everyday life, frequently without our realization, that we need to break
down the compartmentalization of knowledge, that we need to work for a unification of learning, and that we
need to understand better the meaning and purpose of life.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Frederick+Rossini

They, however, are both incorrect. The correct views of why the equation necessitates atheism, in an explicit
atheism presentation, is given by Harold Blum (1934) and Norman Dolloff (1975):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Harold+Blum

http://www.eoht.info/page/Norman+Dolloff

The first and foremost reason is that atomic theory is atheistic at its basis:

“Nay, even that school which is most accused of atheism doth most demonstrate religion; that is, the [atomic
theory] school of Leucippus and Democritus and Epicurus. For it is a thousand times more credible, that four
mutable elements, and one immutable fifth essence, duly and eternally placed, need no god, than that an
army of infinite small portions, or seeds unplaced, should have produced this order and beauty, without a
divine marshal.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1601), “Of Atheism”

Sadi-Carnot

36. RE: Thoughts
Jan 1 2018, 8:22 PM EST (edit my post)
When you get into why, from a chemical thermodynamic point of view, the four symbol equation necessitates
atheism, this was addressed by Goethe in his Elective Affinities.

To elaborate, you being English-American, I presume, means that you believe in the Christian theism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Religion+as+a+function+of+birthplace

per reason that you were predisposed to this belief as a child. Now, this theism presupposes that the
rightfulness or wrongfulness of your actions correlates to a lightening or heavening of the weight of your moral
mass, which you believe is your “soul” and exists somewhere in your mind (or body). The so-called chemical
thermodynamic lens:

http://www.eoht.info/page/thermodynamic+lens

Throws all of this logic out the window, along with belief in god. This is what Goethe meant, when, on 29 Jan
1830, he said that his Elective Affinities was a frontal assault on the sixth commandment:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Goethe+timeline

Joshua_RI

37. RE: Thoughts
Jan 1 2018, 8:52 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 1 2018, 8:53 PM EST
I am British, French, and German. Goethe confirmed that he was not an atheist in his autobiography as
mentioned before. I am not worried about the review of morals, canon law, and civil law. I am aware of what I
have studied and acknowledge some of the view points of atheists. A friend of mine in my youth was an
atheist of which introduced me to a side of discourse integrated with a full assessment of philosophy and
theology. Is there a lion? Is there not a lion? Is there an affirmation and negation of a lion? These questions
are fine for the implementation of the Baconian hypothesis system with a null and a separate hypothesis. The
null hypothesis relevant to this thread is not holding statistical consistency in relation to many proofs affirming
the alternative hypothesis.

Once again, the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) may need to be reviewed as Euler has suggested.
Atheists have not successfully addressed this crucial idea set.

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Sincerely,
Joshua, LL.D., R.I.

Sadi-Carnot

38. RE: 5 missing candidates?
Jan 1 2018, 10:19 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 1 2018, 10:23 PM EST (edit my post)
A retreat back into inexplicatives I see.

As I just finished semi-ordering the top 1000 geniuses (all entries with full names and dates) list up to #577
today:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Top+1000+geniuses%3A+501-600

possibly, to commemorate the occasion (a clean up task I have been aiming to do since the genius IQs list
was started 24 Oct 2011), your royal holiness would like to bless us with 5 geniuses (with guesstimated IQs)
that you see are missing from the list, being that with your superior IQ of 252 you seasoned mental age of 63,
you must be able to see farther than us mortals and therein be able to specify the obviously missing
candidates?

Sadi-Carnot

39. Proof: elective affinities or ΔG < 0 necessitates atheism
Jan 2 2018, 12:04 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “I do not believe a simple four symbol equation as provided necessitates atheism”, to clarify by example,
the equation (ΔG < 0) did not look like this in Goethe’s day, but rather was embodied in the affinity equations
of Bergman’s 1775 textbook:

http://www.eoht.info/page/A+Dissertation+on+Elective+Attractions

Nevertheless, the atheistic ramifications of this are evidenced by the fact that Goethe began training
Schopenhauer in the art of elective affinities at the age of 19. Schopenhauer went on to become “Germany’s
first atheist”, according to Nietzsche.

Percy Shelley, likewise, began learning the art of elective affinities at the age of 11, under Adam Walker, and
by age 19 got kicked out of Oxford for his pamphlet “The Necessity of Atheism” (note here the implication that
elective affinities (or the four symbol equation) NECESSITATES atheism), and went onto become now-ranked
as the “most famous of all British atheists” (Palmer, 2013).

Therefore, elective affinities or ΔG < 0 (modern version) necessitates atheism.

Sadi-Carnot

40. RE: Goethe and atheism
Jan 2 2018, 2:31 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 2 2018, 2:33 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Goethe confirmed that he was not an atheist in his autobiography as mentioned before”, try wrapping this
one around your mind:

“All unsuccessful attempts at conversion leave him who has been selected for a proselyte stubborn and
obdurate; and this was especially the case with me when Lavater (Ѻ) at last came out with the hard dilemma
—'Either Christian or atheist!' Upon this I declared that if he would not leave me my own Christianity as I had
hitherto cherished it I could readily decide for atheism, particularly as I saw that nobody knew precisely what
either meant.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1790), Truth and Fiction (Book XIV)

Goethe was a Spinoza's god type agnostic who if pressed would gladly lean towards atheism, in his own auto-
existographical words; and this was in his early years, when in 1785, with the publication of his Promethus
Ode he began to be labeled an atheist, publicly. His atheism only grew stronger with age and learning.

Joshua_RI

41. RE: Goethe and thoughts
Jan 2 2018, 5:45 AM EST
I have noticed some "tongue and cheek" comments from you in Hmolpedia. I hope you support my cause and
efforts as demonstrated in Hmolpedia.

Goethe's autobiography suggests that he sided with the views of rationalists philosophers in relation to God.
Also, his court experience would have nudged him to accept a more Catholic perspective as indicated
throughout his autobiography and specifically at the end of his autobiography.

It is fine to "come out of a closet" with your mathematical support for the belief in God at whatever age, so to
speak. Mathematical salvation resonates in the gaseous clouds of air and redemption. All hearts were
lightened with a removal of a falling away.

Copyright 2017 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.
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Sadi-Carnot

42. RE: Goethe and thoughts
Jan 2 2018, 9:41 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 2 2018, 9:43 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “I hope you support my cause and efforts as demonstrated in Hmolpedia”, I support a genuine search for
truth, particularly in respect to the bigger questions of the secrets of the universe. God was kicked out of the
universe in 1802:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Napoleon+Laplace+anecdote

The fact that you want to bring him, her, or it, back into the picture is your business, and a waste of time. If,
conversely, it is a “god void” query you are concerned about:

http://www.eoht.info/page/God+void

Then I am all ears, and will gladly give you the standing opinion on any such matter, as they have progressed
to this point, as far as I am aware.

Re: “Goethe's autobiography suggests”, let us first start with semantics. Compare how Hmolpedian
Philoepisteme has learned on his own how to properly communicated in Hmolpedia, specifically in respect to
what he refers to as the “auto-existographic” material on John Nash:

http://www.eoht.info/thread/5363601/Existographic+data+on+Nash

Sadi-Carnot

43. RE: Goethe and thoughts
Jan 2 2018, 9:41 AM EST (edit my post)
In other words, he understands, unlike you, that you cannot intelligently speak about auto-BIO-graphical works
of Goethe, but rather only the auto-EXISTO-graphical works of Goethe, per reason that, as Goethe pointed
out in his Elective Affinities, “life” is a thing that does NOT exist as modern physical chemistry sees things, in
the humans evolved from chemical sense of the matter:

http://www.eoht.info/page/defunct+theory+of+life

I asked him yesterday, his inside the mind take on how he has been able to assimilate this terminology reform,
and he explains cogently in post #4 (previous link). You, on the other hand keep babbling about god this and
god that, when you can’t even grasp that one of the main tenets of “god theory”, namely that “god created life”,
has been scientifically disproven:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+does+not+exist

http://www.eoht.info/page/Abioism

Hence, terminology reform is in order:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades

Sadi-Carnot

44. RE: Goethe and thoughts
Jan 2 2018, 9:42 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 2 2018, 9:44 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Goethe's autobiography suggests that he sided”, Goethe in his own words above stated that he sided
with the atheistic philosophical views, Spinoza and Shakespeare in particular:

“Spinoza does not prove the existence of god. Being is god. If others denounce him as an atheist for this, I
wish to exalt him.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810), response to a book that labeled Spinoza as an atheist

Moreover, since at least 1996, he has been ranked as one of the top 64 disbelievers of history:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Haught+disbeliever

Now, if you want to pretend that Goethe was a theist, on the scale of theism to atheism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Dawkins+scale

Because you find comfort in that, that is your prerogative, but it won’t sell to other realists, like me.

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Sadi-Carnot

45. RE: Souls?
Jan 2 2018, 10:21 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 2 2018, 10:37 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Goethe, atheism, and soul”, do you believe you have a soul?

This is the second biggest aspect of “god theory”. The soul theory derives from Egypt. Goethe, e.g., in Elective
Affinities, played out the Plato version of soul mate theory, by discussion of how Edward and Ottilie had
headaches on the opposite sides of their brain:

http://www.eoht.info/page/soul+mate

The supreme god of the version that Plato learned in Egypt, as Goethe professed in Elective Affinities, as you
scrape at here in this forum, is Zeus-Amen-Ra (as discussed in the above link). Do you believe in Zeus-Amen-
Ra? Cicero laughs about this in his On the Nature of the Gods:

“I express my surprise at the slow-wittedness of those who would have it that a living creature endowed with
both immortality and blessedness is ‘spherical’ in shape, merely because Plato maintains that no shape is
more beautiful than the sphere. In my view, the cylinder, the cube, the cone, the pyramid are more beautiful.
And what sort of life is assigned to this rotund god?”

Do you not see how sill this gets? I laugh at you like Cicero laughs at Plato.

Joshua_RI

46. RE: Thoughts
Jan 2 2018, 11:51 AM EST
I do not believe there is a set rule suggesting that one's fiction novel must reveal one's authoritative and final
opinion on the affirmation or negation of God like an autobiography might reveal.

I have no innovations suggesting that biology is not a valuable topic of study as a result of a null hypothesis
about life.

I do not believe one can kick one's consciousness out of the universe along with infinity.

I do not have any innovations of libel or propaganda or false quotes about people such as Goethe.

I acknowledge that I am not desperately searching for ways to affirm my bias about a null or alternative
hypothesis. I am not making up fiction story lines about how believers in God were Atheists. I do not
understand the importance of propaganda on a website that is supposed to be affiliated with science aside
from a fulfillment of a totalitarian goal or similar goal.

Advocacy for Atheism is not a part of a standard form of curriculum in a research institution or university.

Joshua_RI

47. RE: Souls?
Jan 2 2018, 12:06 PM EST
I acknowledge prior reviews about a soul.

I think mythology is interesting. I think I have successfully negated Atheism with the views of rationalist
philosophers and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz).

Atman and Brahman have not been successfully negated in this thread in relation to the affirmation of a self. I
do not think Cicero laughs at the idea of the existence of a self.

I think a belief in analysis and infinite series amongst forms is a direct belief in God, for example.

Without some perception of Atheism or an atom there are no Atheists and atoms.

Copyright 2017 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Sadi-Carnot

48. RE: Souls?
Jan 2 2018, 8:58 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Advocacy for Atheism is not a part of a standard form of curriculum in a research institution or university”,
Empedocles taught atheism in Greece. The world’s first chair of atheism is launching this year at the
University of Miami:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Appignani+Chair+of+Atheism

I taught atheism to a group of 6-11 year old kids:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Zerotheism+for+Kids

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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When you teach thermodynamics based humanities in university, as I have now six times (at for different
universities), god, soul, and morality are the first topics that bubble to the fore in the unspoken minds of
students immediately; you can read hand written student reaction notes here to my 2010 UIC
biothermodynamics engineering lecture:

http://www.eoht.info/page/HCT+%7C+P2%3A+Student+reactions+%282010-2012%29

You can talk all you want about how god is in the “infinities” (Mirza Beg did the same thing, talking about how
Allah is infinite energy). This is all nonsense talk. God is not real. If you want to teach students about reality,
then it has to start with open and honest atheism. There is no god in chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics.
There is no god in chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics. Try to let this soak into your head. Atheism is very
beautiful, once you understand it, because it explains beauty (something god theory fails to do).

Re: “I think mythology is interesting”, yes but you deny that the god you believe in is based on mythology. You
are denialist.

Joshua_RI

49. Cogitation
Jan 3 2018, 4:42 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 3 2018, 4:43 AM EST
There is no life according to you and yet you taught biothermodynamics (life thermodynamics)?

You have not properly read the relevant documents of natural philosophers. I have thoroughly read many of
the documents associated with philosophy. Atoms are not real. How long can you and other less sophisticated
folks go about identifying an object as a "not jump" in Greek such as calling a piece of chocolate a "not jump"
in Greek? I might indicate that a piece of chocolate does not jump, however, chocolate is simply a perceived
idea that is not called a "not jump" in Greek.

Copyright 2017, 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

I have a chemical engineering student trying to authoritatively write about philosophy and mathematical
physics. This is an expert throwing a flag on the play repeatedly, so to speak.

Your reasoning is making little to no mathematical sense. I am Academically and Intellectually Gifted in
mathematics according to North Carolina. Where do you see the word 'God' in this response? I am not
babbling here. You are babbling about your delusions in relation to "thisism and thatism" without astounding
mathematical and verbal reasoning.

Am I supposed to accept the whims of junk genetics because the junk genetics said so? No. You started out
by improperly going against my property about inflation without having a full clear and distinct perception of
who I am. You are acting as a bipolar or schizophrenic white collar criminal within Hmolpedia that expects
others to accept misinformation or disinformation. This is trash to me. You are not demonstrating social
intelligence of which is indicative that breeding has been tabled for discussion.

Where are your proofs against the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)? Do you not support benevolence
and grace?

1 2 3 4 | Next
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Joshua_RI

50. Cogitation
Jan 3 2018, 4:59 AM EST
Where is your mental maturity? Is your mental maturity somewhere in an "indivisible" or a "not slice" set that is
apparently divisible via mathematical reasoning?

Copyright 2017, 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
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Sadi-Carnot

51. RE: Life does not exist, therefore god does not exist
Jan 3 2018, 3:43 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Your reasoning is making little to no mathematical sense. I am Academically and Intellectually Gifted in
mathematics according to North Carolina. Where do you see the word 'God' in this response? I am not
babbling here”, heed the words of Cicero on thinking about god as infinity:

“Xenophanes argued that the whole world had a ‘mind’ attached to it, and was god because it was
‘unbounded’. On this concept of mind as god, he will be subject to the same censure as his predecessors; on
god’s infinity, the criticism will be even more severe, for what is infinite can have neither sensation nor connect
with anything outside itself.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Xenophanes

Re: “There is no life according to you and yet you taught biothermodynamics (life thermodynamics)?”, I guest
lectured 2008 to 2010 at UIC to teach the human thermodynamics portion of their bioengineering
thermodynamics class. In 2007-2008, I did not know that life does not exist, but only knew that there were
insurmountable problems with trying to pinpoint the origin of life thermodynamically in the great chain of
molecular being, hydrogen to human. In 2009, I came to the conclusion that life does not exist:

http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/Life_-_a_Defunct_Scientific_Theory.pdf

I will freely admit that I was ignorant before this, and enlightened afterwards.

This view has been, independently, arrived at now by multiple people, including, recently, Ferris Jabir (2013):

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/brainwaves/why-life-does-not-really-exist/

“Let us abandon the word ‘alive’.”
— Francis Crick (1966), Of Molecules and Men (pg. 5)

Sadi-Carnot

52. RE: Life does not exist, therefore god does not exist
Jan 3 2018, 3:44 PM EST (edit my post)
If you want to argue against this view, now expressed firmly by those including: Ferris Jabir (2013), Alfred
Rogers (c.1995), Jonathan Dowling (1998), Francis Crick (1996), Charles Sherrington (1938), and Alfred Lotka
(1925), and myself (2009), that is your god-fearing prerogative.

http://www.eoht.info/page/abioism

Re: “Where are your proofs against the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)?”, as I have repeatedly said,
state Leibniz’ principle of sufficient reason in your OWN words. Then I will be able to object.

Re: “I am Academically and Intellectually Gifted in mathematics according to North Carolina”, your insecurity

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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shines like a broken lightbulb.

Joshua_RI

53. Biology
Jan 3 2018, 5:08 PM EST
If one is to doubt or negate biology ("the study of life") for the sake of doubt or negation, then one might also
doubt or negate hydrogen, et cetera. This is more of a postmodern perspective or one lacking some
geometrical demonstration for the doubted or negated idea. Obviously, these ideas exist or no discourse
would be had about these ideas. Whether these ideas are real or not for application or reflection is to be
examined as Socrates mentions: "The unexamined life is not worth living." (Socrates)

Colder temperatures may have driven animals to adapt to form perceptions and language in relation to the
affirmation and preservation of life.

I think a consideration of God as an infinite mind may be more appropriate for an agnostic person, rationalist
or theist to have. Perception and language must be developed before carbon is implemented as a real or
unreal idea for practical application. Unfortunately, carbon came after the perception of it and the word
creation of it and this is "acid" upon many scientists that proclaim carbon predates perception, so to speak.

I think the "Principle of Sufficien Reason" (Leibniz) needs no direct transposition via the use of my words to
some extent.

Additionally, an inanimate sack of chemicals would have no reason to write about any of these ideas. 'Reason'
or logos is the word of importance here.

Copyright 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Philoepisteme

54. RE: Biology, abioism, being, monism, philosophy, science
Jan 4 2018, 1:51 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 4 2018, 2:12 AM EST
As soon as one accepts a thorough-going monism of any sort then the notion of life (and death) is undermined
— whether that sort is conscious, unconscious, matter, energy, spirit, fire, water, etc. etc.

The nature of all things under monism is ontologically reduced and comprehensively expanded. Without
mysterious dualism, reality (and knowledge) is atoned.

Continuity brings us to ask when and where something begins or ends. Monism tells us that this question is
misleading, due to its implicit bias towards limitation. Pluralism disallows a truly universal and comprehensive
first principles explanation of things.

Science rejects the distinction between life and death, because the idea of 'life and death' is philosophically
incoherent. Any science must naturally lead to the rejection of this distinction as it unfolds a coherent
worldview.

Sadi-Carnot

55. RE: Biology, abioism, being, monism, philosophy, science
Jan 4 2018, 3:27 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Philoepisteme”, I’m glad you contributed to this tread and, possibly, have worked to vent some pennies
worth of sense into the mind of Joshua RI? Probably, however, your words will have pinged off his mind? His
mention of “sack of chemicals”:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Bag+of+chemicals

Is a signal that he is siding with god, and doesn’t understand the beauty of chemistry, love and emotions, e.g.,
the way Balzac atheistically did two centuries ago:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Balzac+feelings+and+affinity+dialogue

Joshua_RI

56. RE: Philoepisteme
Jan 4 2018, 5:41 AM EST
Thank you for joining our discussion.

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Joshua_RI

57. Proof of Life
Jan 4 2018, 5:49 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 4 2018, 6:22 AM EST
I now have a copyrighted and published proof of life of which consists of mathematical physics and chemistry.
This formula makes comprehensible the production of a blade of grass without a designer being directly noted
in the formula, so to speak. This formula is truly beautiful and is a great foundation to proving an essential
definition of life.

Philoepisteme

58. RE: Proof of Life
Jan 4 2018, 7:56 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 4 2018, 8:41 AM EST
Negentropy whether soft or hard does not prove 'life' in any fundamental sense.

“Truth is ever to be found in the simplicity, and not in the multiplicity and confusion of things.” — Newton

68.118.1.241

59. RE: Philoepisteme
Jan 4 2018, 12:06 PM EST
Thank you, once again.

In relation to the negation of cognitive support for Atheism, do you have any thoughts on the "Meditations on
First Philosophy" (Descartes) and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)?

Joshua_RI

60. RE: Philoepisteme
Jan 4 2018, 12:09 PM EST
The prior anonymous comment to Philoepisteme was made by me.

Joshua_RI

61. RE: Life
Jan 4 2018, 3:46 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 4 2018, 3:47 PM EST
In John S. Mill's Chapter III: That the Idealy Best Form of Government is Representative Government of
"Representative Government" he states the following:

"The character which improves human life is that which struggles with natural powers and tendencies, not that
which gives way to them. The self-benefiting qualities are all on the side of the active and energetic character:
and the habits and conduct which promote the advantage of each individual member of the community must
be at least a part of those which conduct most in the end to the advancement of the community as a whole."
(Mill)

Philoepisteme

62. RE: Life, Descartes, Leibniz, Poetry, Philosophy
Jan 5 2018, 9:24 AM EST
Re: “Meditations on First Philosophy”, Descartes' offers an 'ontological argument'. An 'ontological argument'
indeed only demonstrates a system of concepts, much as a sentence implies a system of language. It
therefore does not automatically establish a veridical ontology.

Re: “Principle of Sufficient Reason”, I have not yet deeply studied Leibniz' philosophy, but there appear to be
competing interpretations about the meaning of a 'sufficient reason'. However, I may state that truth is
discoverable and hence reasonable — whatever reality, and hence the truth, is. The question therefore
becomes, is theism true? What are your reasons?

Re: “Life”, poetic and metaphorical uses are readily distinguishable from a physical or metaphysical meaning.
And as understanding grows, one expects literature to evolve in dialogue.

Sadi-Carnot

63. RE: Thimsian atheism
Jan 5 2018, 12:13 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 5 2018, 12:15 PM EST (edit my post)
Short on time today, but I would like to interject that today I discovered that user elenovski:

http://www.eoht.info/account/elenovski

Lists their first main ideologies as “Thimsian atheist”!

http://www.eoht.info/page/Thimsian+atheism

It might have something to do with this video:

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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https://youtu.be/ESZ4vZ15TlI

which is growing with a current view rate of 5K/month increase.

We would all be wise to study the following:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+types+by+denial+and+belief

Because each of our creeds consists of not only what we believe, but more importantly what we deny.

Joshua_RI

64. "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz)
Jan 5 2018, 12:27 PM EST
"Among the alleged consequences of the Principle are: the Identity of Indiscernibles, necessitarianism, the
relativity of space and time, the existence of a self-necessitated Being (i.e., God), and the Principle of
Plenitude."1

A consideration of contingency is of value to this discussion.

"Suppose that God does not exist. If God does not exist, then the only things that exist are contingent beings.
Would the entire series of contingent things have an explanation? The explanation of the entire series cannot
be a member of the series since then it would explain itself and no contingent thing is self-explanatory. But the
explanation cannot be outside of the series because we have assumed that there is no non-contingent being,
i.e., God. Thus if God did not exist, there would be something unexplained: the series of contingent beings.
Everything has an explanation. Therefore God exists."2

1 Melamed, Yitzhak Y., and Martin Lin. “Principle of Sufficient Reason.” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
Stanford University, 7 Sept. 2016, plato.stanford.edu/entries/sufficient-reason/.
2 Ibid.

Philoepisteme

65. RE: Principle of Sufficient Reason, Thimsian atheism, morality, life
Jan 6 2018, 1:39 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 2:27 AM EST
Re: “Thimsian Atheism”, Thims, I suspect that you are being diplomatic when you assert morality, rather than
denying it? The suggested etymology gives it away. Once we deny the important concept of 'life', 'morality'
must go with it. Nietzsche emphatically comprehended this, notwithstanding the perplexity of 'what comes
next'. It would be better to speak of values rather than morals, which like 'existence', hold an ambiguous half-
way point.

Re: “Principle of Sufficient Reason, contingency.” Reality is self-explanatory.

Joshua_RI

66. Morality as an aspect of value theory
Jan 6 2018, 2:32 AM EST
Morality is an aspect of value theory. Nietzsche had a particular level of fitness with a specific audience. I
perceive his German and Christian influences and tendencies throughout his works.

'Existence' and 'essence' are concepts that are of value to the affirmation or negation of Atheism.

The "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) reigns with science and Atheism is contrary to scientific
reasoning.

Joshua_RI

67. RE: Value theory
Jan 6 2018, 2:40 AM EST
Any further contributions to Atheism as an end in and of itself would generate "sunk costs" in relation to
scientific reasoning.

Philoepisteme

68. RE: essence, existence, spinoza, atheism
Jan 6 2018, 3:24 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 3:25 AM EST
There is no real distinction between essence and existence, although explanations are more or less
comprehensive or incisive.

An affirmation of reality is called atheism: http://www.eoht.info/page/Spinoza%E2%80%99s+god

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Sadi-Carnot

69. RE: multiple responses 1
Jan 6 2018, 3:59 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#53): “If one is to doubt or negate biology ("the study of life") for the sake of doubt or negation, then one
might also doubt or negate hydrogen, et cetera”, NO:

“Aristotle noted of life that its lower limit defies demarcation. The living and non-living, he thought, merge one
in the other gradually. Today the very distinction between them is convention. That deletes ‘life’ as a scientific
category; or, if you will, carries it down to embrace the atom. The vanishing point of life is lost.”
— Charles Sherrington (1938), Man on His Nature

http://www.eoht.info/page/Charles+Sherrington

If you believe you are alive, you also have to believe the hydrogen atom is alive, which is only believed by the
new age crowds.

http://www.eoht.info/page/hydrogen+to+human

You cannot take a chemistry class and tell your professor that hydrogen reacts with oxygen because they want
to become more “alive”. This is backwards thinking that people used to sell in the 19th century.

In any event, this is a subject that has absorbed lengthy threads in Hmolpedia; I would suggest you start with
this thread:

http://www.eoht.info/thread/4456714/defunct+theory+of+life

and Alfred Lotka’s Regarding Definitions chapter:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Regarding+Definitions

so that you don’t ask questions that have already been addressed, multiple times elsewhere.

Sadi-Carnot

70. RE: multiple responses 2
Jan 6 2018, 4:00 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:07 AM EST (edit my post)
The concluding point, is that here at Hmolpedia, we are an intellectually modern encyclopedia; and when it
comes to bio-related terms, we only use life terminology upgrade accepted terms:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades

The thing we call “life” does not exist; moreover, it is a term clogged up with god theory:

“In now come, Balbus, to the philosophers of your school. Zeno proposes that the ‘law of nature’ is divine, with
the power of enjoining what is right and of forbidding the opposite. How he lends life to this law—and we
certainly require a god to be a living creature—we fail to understand.”
— Cicero (45BC), On the Nature of the Gods

http://www.eoht.info/page/Zeno+of+Citium

Herein, we are not concerned with defunct terms such as god and life, or life is a thing made by god, etc., but
rather with quantities, the 10 main quantities are listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/quantity

Sadi-Carnot

71. RE: multiple responses 3
Jan 6 2018, 4:00 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#54): “The nature of all things under monism is ontologically reduced and comprehensively expanded.
Without mysterious dualism, reality (and knowledge) is atoned”, you’re a very clever person. Have you ever
published anything before, or is this just seasoned armchair philosophy that you’ve been collecting?

Re (#57): “I now have a copyrighted and published proof of life of which consists of mathematical physics and
chemistry”, oh boy! I can’t wait till this one makes the New York Times front page.

“It should be observed that nothing has been said of life in describing the system. The system may or may not
comprise living organisms, the argument remains the same. This suggests that a term, such as life, so vague
that it defies definition, is perhaps not likely to play an important part in any exact argument; we may, indeed,
find it wholly unnecessary. It may, in time, in the literature of exact science, meet with the fate of the word
cause: a term of rare and at best incidental occurrence in records of exact investigations.”
—Alfred Lotka (1925), “Regarding Definitions”

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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If you want to believe you are alive, and that god made you, that is great. Here at Hmolpedia, however, we
circumvent the entire problem by using physio-chemically neutral terminology; to exemplify:

Joshua RI: “I am a LIVING biological being created by the infinite mind of god.”

Libb Thims: “I am a powered CHNOPS+20 thing synthesized by the universe.”

My statement is measurably coherent as we now understand reality, in a monistic view of all things. Your
statement is a myth-based meaningless collection of letters.

Sadi-Carnot

72. RE: multiple responses 4
Jan 6 2018, 4:00 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:09 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#58): “Negentropy whether soft or hard does not prove 'life' in any fundamental sense.” Sharp statement
again. Brings to mind Linus Pauling’s famous 1989 article “Schrodinger’s Contribution to Chemistry and
Biology”, wherein he expands on the following:

“In his discussion of ‘negative entropy’ in relation to life, Schrodinger made a negative contribution.”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Note+to+Chapter+6

Pauling’s straight-from-the-shoulder severe criticism of Schrodinger’s What is Life has been one of my favorite
reads. I love when people rip through nonsense for what it is.

Re: (#64): Joshua RI, FINALLY, after 100+ thread posts, you have learned how to engage in dialogue! You’ve
posted your view in coherent words. Now we will correct you.

Re: “Suppose that God does not exist. If God does not exist, then the only things that exist are contingent
beings”, this is incorrect from the get-go. The only things that exist are fermions, bosons, and spacetime. As
for the rest, such as summarized here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_argument

all of this goes back to the Parmenides vs Heraclitus debate:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Parmenides+vs+Heraclitus

The Parmenides school, in their effort to argue that “being cannot go into non-being”, in the end, resultantly
made a lot of stupid arguments, e.g. that voids cannot exist, that movement does not exist:

“The disciples of Parmenides and Melissus [e.g. Zeno of Elea] have rejected the existence of movement.
Aristotle labeled them immobilists and antiphysicists: immobilists because of paralysis, and antiphysicists
because movement is the very essence of nature, and to pretend, as they did, that nothing moves is
tantamount to abolishing nature.”
— Sextus Empiricus (c.200AD)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Zeno+of+Elea

Sadi-Carnot

73. RE: multiple responses 5
Jan 6 2018, 4:01 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:11 AM EST (edit my post)
As for the rest, i.e. arguing that god has to exist per causality reasonings, we now have upgraded the cause
and effect analysis model with the changes of states model; which Henderson explains here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Sociology+23

Here, god is booted out twice-right, because the changes of states model is “theologically free” as Harold
Blum (1934) has pointed out.

http://www.eoht.info/page/chemical+peneplanation

Sadi-Carnot

74. RE: multiple responses 6
Jan 6 2018, 4:01 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#65): “Thims, I suspect that you are being diplomatic when you assert morality, rather than denying it?
The suggested etymology gives it away. Once we deny the important concept of 'life', 'morality' must go with it.
Nietzsche emphatically comprehended this, notwithstanding the perplexity of 'what comes next'.” Here we are
getting into semantic reform problems. Let us first start with Weininger, a Faustian-to-be, who boasted
famously in 1903 that he was proud to be the first to pick up where Goethe left off in his Elective Affinities:

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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“If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together, the SO4 ions leave the iron to unite with the
potassium. When in nature an adjustment of such differences of potential is about to take place, he who would
approve or disapprove of the process from the moral point of view would appear to most to play a ridiculous
part.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character

http://www.eoht.info/page/Otto+Weininger

Now, it is of course ridiculous to refer to the reaction of iron sulphate (FeSO4) and caustic potash (KOH) as
being “immoral”. We can, however, differentiate between whether this reaction is “natural’ or “unnatural”, from
a thermodynamic point of view, specifically by measuring the Gibbs energy change of the reaction:

http://www.eoht.info/page/natural

http://www.eoht.info/page/unnatural

Sadi-Carnot

75. RE: multiple responses 7
Jan 6 2018, 4:02 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:19 AM EST (edit my post)
The reaction will be the following:

FeSO4 [-825 kJ] + 2KOH [-379 kJ] → Fe(OH)2 [-486 kJ] + K2SO4 [-1316 kJ]

The Gibbs energy of formation for each “contingent being”, i.e. FeSO4, KOH, Fe(OH)2, or K2SO4, as Joshua
RI likes to call molecular things, are shown in [] brackets, data from here:

http://www.conradnaleway.net/ThermoData.PDF

http://www.drjez.com/uco/ChemTools/Standard%20Thermodynamic%20Values.pdf

The free energy change for this reaction is determined by the following equation:

ΔG = [ΔG_final ] – [ΔG_initial]

Therefore:

ΔG = [-486 + (-1319)] – [(-825) + 2(-379)]

ΔG = -222 kJ / mol

This means the reaction was “natural” according to the Guggenheim-Lewis model of chemical reactions; we
can also say that the reaction was “exergonic”, i.e. free energy releasing:

www.eoht.info/page/exergonic

Now, as Weininger points out, it would be “ridiculous” for us to call this reaction a “moral” chemical reaction;
this is anthropomorphizing. Mor, etymologically, refers to the Greco-Roman god of death (as opposed to Vita,
the Greco-Roman goddess of life). In short, we have to de-anthropomorphize our thinking and preconceived
mindsets about descriptions of things.

There's no gods of life or death in these smaller test-tube reactions, just as is there NO gods (or god) of life or
death in larger You-tube human chemical reactions, such as we see around us.

Sadi-Carnot

76. RE: multiple responses 8
Jan 6 2018, 4:02 AM EST (edit my post)
Now, let us proceed up a level:

“We can, indeed, kill all organic beings and thus render them inorganic at will. But these changes are not the
same as those which we induce in a piece of chalk by pouring sulphuric acid upon it; in this case we only
change the form, and the inorganic matter remains. But when we pour sulphuric acid upon a worm, or when
we burn an oak-tree, these organisms are not changed into some other animal and tree, but they disappear
entirely as organized beings and are resolved into inorganic elements.”
— August Weismann (1889), Essay on Heredity; seeming variant of Gregory Bateson’s kick a stone or kick a
dog comparison

http://www.eoht.info/page/August+Weismann

Here, conversely, our intuition rises to the fore and we SHOUT: “yes it is immoral to pour sulphuric acid on a

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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worm.” Indeed, Jeffrey Dahmer did this as a child, and later, as an adult, did this to captured humans, by
drilling holes in their head, and pouring sulfuric acid into the head, to make human zombies, so to say.

Sadi-Carnot

77. RE: multiple responses 9
Jan 6 2018, 4:03 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:15 AM EST (edit my post)
Now, the Weininger in us will SAY: “it is ridiculous to call the “Dahmer + Men” reaction or the “sulphuric acid +
worm” reaction immoral or moral, just as is the case with the reaction of iron sulphate (FeSO4) and caustic
potash (KOH). Each of these are atoms changing places, with the Gibbs energy of reaction being the deciding
factor if each reaction goes or not; and we can indeed measure the Gibbs energy of reaction for each of the
three examples.

Now, to resolve our semantic problem, in a purely physicochemical atheistic manner, we CAN call the Dahmer
reaction and the worm reaction as being “unnatural” and or “endergonic” (Gibbs energy absorbing). Now we
can’t presently give an exact measure of the endergonic-ness of the Dahmer reaction, but we can get a feeling
of this by the “coldness” of the loss of the 17 men and boys he raped, murdered, and dismemberment
between 1978 and 1991, in the thermodynamic system of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This type of social activity
brings about a chilling effect in society, no metaphor intended, when it occurs.

Sadi-Carnot

78. RE: multiple responses 10
Jan 6 2018, 4:05 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 6 2018, 4:17 AM EST (edit my post)
Let us now turn to the wisdom of atheist Howard Lovecraft:

“Morality has nothing to do with any particular form of religion. Morality is the adjustment of matter to its
environment—the natural arrangement of molecules. More especially it may be considered as dealing with
organic molecules. Conventionally it is the science of reconciling the animal homo (more or less) sapiens to
the forces and conditions with which he is surrounded.”
— Howard Lovecraft (1918), “Letter to Maurice Moe”, May 15

http://www.eoht.info/page/Howard+Lovecraft

Here, in short, when a social group grows past the 150 person size (Dunbar number), “social” rules become
imbedded; at a certain larger level, people call these “moral” rules, basing their jurisprudence on the power of
god; when a society grows to the level we are at presently, we call these “endergonic/exergonic” activity rules
of righteousness and wrongfulness; and we also note that natural and unnatural are mixed together; as
defined by coupling theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/coupling

Hopefully, I have given you a semblance of the “perplexity of 'what comes next'” Issue.

Joshua_RI

79. RE: multiple responses 1
Jan 6 2018, 8:09 AM EST
This discussion includes the affirmation of both biology and hydrogen. A perceiver of a hydrogen monad is
likely to be alive or not. A goal might be to disprove any defunct theory of life. Life consists of variations of
definitions.

Copyright 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC

Joshua_RI

80. RE: multiple responses 3
Jan 6 2018, 8:19 AM EST
My statement is not "a myth-based meaningless collection of letters." My copyrighted proof of life affirms a
combination of analytical things to be perceived of which does not necessarily and sufficiently include the
designer in the formula.

Joshua_RI

81. RE: multiple responses 4
Jan 6 2018, 8:28 AM EST
How are bosons, fermions, and spacetime not contingent if not caused by God? The "Principle of Sufficient
Reason" (Leibniz) remains to be accurate.

Descartes negates a geometrical demonstration of voids.

I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations" - Hmolpedia http://humanthermodynamics.wikifoundry.com/thread/5365241/I+would...
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Joshua_RI

82. RE: multiple responses 5
Jan 6 2018, 8:36 AM EST
The "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) applies to states such as states of consciousness or equilibrium.

Joshua_RI

83. RE: multiple responses 6
Jan 6 2018, 8:39 AM EST
I suppose a review of Faust and Mephistopheles by Marlowe and Goethe might be of relevance and value to
this discussion.

Joshua_RI

84. RE: multiple responses 7
Jan 6 2018, 8:47 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 9:02 AM EST
An exposition of mathematical physics and chemistry is ideal for our community.

I think something similar might be indicated by social mores in relation to your consideration of etymology.

The "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) applies to perceived human chemical reactions and test-tube of
reactions.

Joshua_RI

85. Calculus and God
Jan 7 2018, 1:23 AM EST
Calculus and the developers of calculus were not Atheists. Hmolpedia people behave as if calculus was
invented for Marxist-Leninism or Soviet totalitarianism. Calculus was not invented for the advocacy of Atheism.
I believe way too much effort has been made to use libel and propaganda against various thinkers to support
the bias for Atheism in Hmolpedia. This goes against the intellectual virtue of intellectual integrity.

Hammering at the difference is not helping Atheists. You have not disproved the "Principle of Sufficient
Reason" (Leibniz). This is like the equivalent of the hammer of Thor against the Atheists. The entirety of
Hmolpedia is founded on a set of principles that are not able to compete with the "Principle of Sufficient
Reason" (Leibniz).

I see a false prophet (speaker) against the fundamentals of reason and natural light or truth. Psychologically,
this false prophet has placed so much effort into going against truth that nothing seems to convince this beast
to adapt properly.

Sadi-Carnot

86. RE: Calculus and atheism
Jan 7 2018, 6:09 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Calculus was not invented for the advocacy of atheism”, Newton was the main inventor of calculus
(1665); he denied the trinity; and was the first to state that mechanical principles of motion “might be shown”,
in opposition to spiritual principles of motion:

“God who gave animals self-motion beyond our understanding is without doubt able to implant other principles
of motion in bodies which we may understand as little. Some would readily grant this may be a spiritual one;
yet a mechanical one might be shown.”
— Isaac Newton (1674), philosophical query notes

Newton’s last and final intellectual output of, penned at the age of 76, was Query 31, wherein he showed that
there are laws of reaction at the chemical level, just as there are laws of motion at the planetary level:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Query+31

This seeded Goethe’s Elective Affinities; which in turn fueled the mind of Schopenhauer, the first German
atheist. The works of Schopenhauer, in turn, guided the mind of Nietzsche, the world’s greatest atheist.
Herein, we are picking up the torch lit by Nietzsche in his last Will to Power fragment 1067:

http://www.eoht.info/page/WP%3A1067

wherein he says that the Dionysian world, to him, is a “monster of energy”, in a “god is dead” (1882) sense of
energy. This Nietzschean torch shines via brightness of extreme atheism:
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http://www.eoht.info/page/extreme+atheism

Leibnitz was a looser, in the big picture sense of things, and Newton was a winner.

Sadi-Carnot

87. RE: Calculus, atheism, and the equation of love
Jan 7 2018, 6:54 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “I see a false prophet (speaker) against the fundamentals of reason and natural light or truth.
Psychologically, this false prophet has placed so much effort into going against truth that nothing seems to
convince this beast to adapt properly”, I’m going to try to reason with you via different manner. Have you ever
had someone, other than your immediate family, tell you they love you? By your age, this had happened to me
multiple times. The inquisitive person coming of age, accordingly, wants to know what love is? The answer to
this query is found in the equation of love, wherein god is not to be found. This is humanities most desired
topic. Of the near 5,000-articles in Hmolpedia, the “equation of love” is the most liked page:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Equation+of+love

It currently has 598 Facebook likes.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Like+rankings

The ‘god’ page, comparatively, has 2 Facebook likes:

http://www.eoht.info/page/god

Nobody, in short, likes god anymore. What part of this do you not understand?

Joshua_RI

88. RE: Review
Jan 7 2018, 12:30 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 7 2018, 6:49 PM EST
Whether or not Newton denied the trinity is not clear and distinct. Leibniz and Newton invented calculus.
Leibnizian notation is used in calculus.
Newton did not affirm Atheism.

I enjoy reading the works of Nietzsche. Nietzsche was a German Christian. Nietzsche had many Christian
influences throughout his works as he provided his interpretations to his audience. He is like a C.S. Lewis to
some extent. Jesus died as a supposed incarnate of God in Roman territory, hence the tongue and cheek
statement, "God is dead". The supposed second coming of Jesus is to be full of power and glory, hence
Nietzsche's goal to write with some apocalyptic influence. The second coming of Jesus is traditionally
supposed to be the exact opposite of his first appearance.

Leibniz, like Jesus, may be allocated credits for justice as a result of injustice in a mathematical sense as
indicated by a reference in book one of Peter. Both Leibniz and Newton are evolved animals with a powerful
natural/sexual selection regardless of their social intelligence.

Copyright 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Joshua_RI

89. "Elective Affinities" (Goethe)
Jan 7 2018, 12:58 PM EST
The "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) applies to human chemical reactions, love and passions.

Leipzig seems to be of relevance to this discussion.

Leibniz is a champion of reason against any false prophet (speaker) against natural light or truth. Who cares
about popularity contests now in eternity?

Sadi-Carnot

90. RE: Leibnitz = Real person; Jesus = mythical figure
Jan 8 2018, 1:08 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 8 2018, 1:09 AM EST (edit my post)
You are a very brain-washed Christian, to say the least:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Death+and+resurrection+of+Jesus

http://www.eoht.info/page/Death+and+resurrection+of+Osiris

http://www.eoht.info/page/Raising+of+Lazarus

You need to come to grips with your own FALSE beliefs, before you attempt to label anything else false.
Absorb some advice.
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Joshua_RI

91. Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 2:05 AM EST
Iησoυ Χριστoυ was documented by Tacitus, a Roman historian. Iησoυ (Joshua or Jesus) is not precisely a
mythical figure. I have a geometrical demonstration. False beliefs are not presented by me as my beliefs.

Advice is appropriate when I request advice.

Are beasts able to realize the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) or are they Atheists?

An ad hominem fallacy would be inappropriate here.

Sadi-Carnot

92. RE: Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 11:33 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Tacitus”, yes Tacitus is one of the 120+ real historians who are “silent” about Jesus, because he never
existed:

“In the entire Christian century [0-100AD], Jesus is not mentioned by a single Greek or Roman historian,
religious scholar, politician, philosopher or poet. His name never occurs in a single inscription, and it is never
found in a single piece of private correspondence. Zero! Zip references!”
— Bart Ehrman (c.2012)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Silent+historians+problem

Joshua_RI

93. RE: Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 1:27 PM EST
"Christ" was mentioned by Tacitus. I have a geometrical demonstration of a difference as anointed and royal
Joshua, son of David, with the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz).

I am not a mythological figure. I am quite concerned about the energy expended to generate "sunk costs" via
articles suggesting a beast's religion, namely, Atheism. Militant Atheism has caused a severe assassination.
Why Jihad or Kamikaze were ideas to be mimicked by a militant Atheist, I do not know. The "Principle of
Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) stopped the Jihad-like or Kamikaze-like ideas mimicked by a militant Atheist and
assassinated a militant Atheist by the power of the Crown and reason.

Sadi-Carnot

94. RE: Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 9:28 PM EST (edit my post)
Justin Martyr (c.150AD), his heretical “Acts of John”, described Christ as encountering his followers in “many
different guises, not especially a human one”, i.e. a human with a falcon head, i.e. god Horus:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Horus

In 350AD, the author of Pistis Sophia, describes how the Virgin Mary asked Jesus to tell her how many places
of punishment there are in the “outer darkness”, to which Jesus replies:

“The outer darkness is a great serpent, the tail of which is in its mouth, and it is outside the whole world, and
surroundeth the whole world; in it there are many places of punishment, and it containeth twelve halls wherein
severe punishment is inflicted. In each hall is a governor, but the face of each governor differeth from that of
his neighbour. The governor of the first hall hath the face of a crocodile, with its tail in its mouth [description
continues with Jesus describing all 12 halls].”

This serpent is the Egyptian Ouroboros:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Ouroboros

Sadi-Carnot

95. RE: Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 9:28 PM EST (edit my post)
Budge comments on this:

“It is quite clear that in the above extract from the famous Gnostic work we have a series of chambers in the
outer darkness which has been borrowed from the twelve divisions of the Egyptian Tuat already described,
and the reader has only to compare the vignettes to Chapters cxliv. and cxlv. of the Book of the Dead with the
extract from "Pistis Sophia" to see how close the borrowing has been. An examination of another great
Gnostic work, generally known as the "Book of leu," proves that the Underworld of the Gnostics was nothing
but a modified form of the Amentet or Amenti of the Egyptians, to which were added characteristics derived
from the religious systems of the Hebrews and Greeks.”

In short, between 100AD and 600AD, Egyptian polytheism was reformulated into Roman monotheism. The
Osiris-Horus “Christ” story kept getting watered down, until just a divine human remained.
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You are wasting your time thinking about “energy” (which has no god), until you get this Jesus myth stuff out of
your head. I would suggest you read Gary Greenberg’s 101 Myths of the Bible:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Gary+Greenberg

Then come back to Hmolpedia, with a more sober mindset.

Joshua_RI

96. RE: Leibniz, Jesus and Tacitus
Jan 8 2018, 11:26 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 12:27 AM EST
Bavaria is relevant to both my heritage via my linguistic primogenitures and this discussion with Magus ideas
of illumination, so to speak.

"Christ" simply means 'the anointed one'. Vedanta is not necessarily and sufficiently derived from Egyptian
mythology. I think the Egyptian "Book of the Dead" is neat amongst other plates. I am hoping hearts are
lighter.

Who stated that Dionysius or Dionysus needed to be excluded from this celebration of an affirmation of a
mindset?

Sadi-Carnot

97. RE: Osiris' Last Supper & Jesus' Last Supper
Jan 9 2018, 12:19 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 12:20 AM EST (edit my post)
As you “linguistically” can’t seem to understand things, with your purported IQ of 252, how about we explain
how the 2800BC “Last Supper of Osiris”, wherein Osiris was betrayed after dinner by his brother Set, after
which he is crucified and resurrected, became, some 3,000-years later, the “Last Supper of Jesus”, wherein
Jesus is betrayed by Judas, after which he is crucified and resurrected. I made a nice comparison picture for
you:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Osiris-Horus

Either you admit that “yes, Jesus is a rescript of Osiris”, and we can progress with discussion of energy, or you
remain a denialist, after which discussion with you becomes more of a waste of time.

Joshua_RI

98. RE: Osiris' Last Supper & Jesus' Last Supper
Jan 9 2018, 12:38 AM EST
Egyptian priesthood is not a problem here. 'Joshua' remains as something that is not necessarily and
sufficiently a rescript of Osiris or Egyptian mythology. A linguistic understanding of things is presently
perceived.

Let us have a wave of energy of mathematics.

Sadi-Carnot

99. RE: Osiris' Last Supper & Jesus' Last Supper
Jan 9 2018, 2:22 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “'Joshua' remains as something that is not necessarily and sufficiently a rescript of Osiris or Egyptian
mythology”, OK god Shu, you keep believing whatever makes you happy.

Whatever the case, here’s a video I made just now on the Osiris Jesus Last Supper:

https://youtu.be/kBdJFpiQN1s

Maybe this video will help you to see that efforts to try to mythically reformulated thermodynamics is a waste of
time.
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Joshua_RI

100. RE: Osiris' Last Supper & Jesus' Last Supper
Jan 9 2018, 8:01 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 8:03 AM EST
'Joshua' will probably have supper again, so to speak. I recommend reading "Aeneid" by Virgil. This is great
Roman literature.

I do not perceive a need to reformulate thermodynamics with or without mythology at the moment. From a
perspective of quantum mechanics, the observer is needed to communicate ideas of relevance. Heat alone is
not perception, however, one must perceive heat for heat to be an applicable idea to communicate about.

Your affirmations of a belief in the ideas of Egyptian gods and "On the Nature of Gods" (Cicero) indicate that
you are not an Atheist or you are forming a contradiction or you are presenting a null hypothesis with
numerous alternatives or something else. Επιγνoσις directly nullifies Atheism.

Joshua_RI

101. Review
Jan 9 2018, 11:14 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 10:12 PM EST
After reviewing the assessment of activity on Hmolpedia, there are significant differences in the expression of
one's intraparietal sulcus. You might have done well in school with rote memorization as a chemical
engineering student, however, our interactions indicate that very little emphasis is made with your intraparietal
sulcus and numerical or spatial reasoning.

It seems to be the case that your state did not assess your performance of selection with a similar diagnostics
set used in the state of North Carolina to assess giftedness via the Academically and Intellectualy Gifted
program.

Our intraparietal sulci are different. I think your approach in Hmolpedia has more to do with rote memorization
of reductionism relevant to a chemical engineering student as it may have been reinforced in your
development and studies. I do not believe you are demonstrating a similar capacity of an intraparietal sulcus
for numerical and spatial reasoning.

I would reflect on how my contributions to Hmolpedia are mostly affected by my intraparietal sulcus and
numerical or spatial reasoning with patterns.

Joshua_RI

102. RE: Review
Jan 9 2018, 11:27 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 11:31 AM EST
The "Meditations on First Philosophy" (Descartes) and the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" (Leibniz) are
foundational for logical, numerical and spatial reasoning in relation to a development of ideas relevant to
natural philosophy or philosophy in general.

You attempt to reason by suggesting something like, "Books are not in physico-chemical equations, therefore
books do not exist and obviate the existence of books by rote memorization" while communicating about the
existing idea of books. If books did not exist, then there would be no word 'books' in a discourse.

Philoepisteme

103. RE: multiple responses, Russell, Metaethics, Morality, Thermodynamics
Jan 9 2018, 11:49 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 9 2018, 8:34 PM EST
Re: “Have you ever published anything before, or is this just seasoned armchair philosophy that you’ve been
collecting?” The latter so far; there is much to both comprehensively study and formulate with profound clarity,
and it is better not to be dissatisfied with one's offering.

Re: “In his discussion of ‘negative entropy’ in relation to life, Schrodinger made a negative contribution.” Good
line.

Re: “Hopefully, I have given you a semblance of the “perplexity of 'what comes next'” Issue.” A semblance, I
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will grant. A calculus of moral values poses a tantalising problem, touching neatly upon Russell's
dissatisfaction with metaethics. If moral values can be soundly reduced to the sure basis of thermodynamics,
then an otherwise insurmountable barrier to the monistic ontology on offer is broken – and exceeded.

Joshua_RI

104. RE: "Fake News"
Jan 9 2018, 4:04 PM EST
Is Hmolpedia a "Fake News" website? It could be.

Finley, Allysia. “Scholars Get The Real Scoop on 'Fake News'.” The Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones &
Company, 7 Jan. 2018, www.wsj.com/articles/scholars-get-the-real-scoop-on-fake-
news-1515360315?mod=e2fb.

Joshua_RI

105. Phaedo
Jan 9 2018, 10:16 PM EST
Let there be a review of "Phaedo" by Plato. A review of "Phaedo" by Plato began. God revealed that a review
of "Phaedo" (Plato) was good, therefore it was good.

Sadi-Carnot

106. RE: Russell?
Jan 9 2018, 10:18 PM EST (edit my post)
Re (#103): where did Russell say he was dissatisfied with metaethics?

Philoepisteme

107. RE: Russell?
Jan 9 2018, 10:24 PM EST
Re (#103): “where did Russell say he was dissatisfied with metaethics?” The quote beginning “I am not,
myself, satisfied with what I have read or said on the philosophical basis of ethics.” The 'philosophical basis of
ethics' is metaethics.

Sadi-Carnot

108. RE: Russell?
Jan 9 2018, 11:24 PM EST (edit my post)
Oh yes, I see. Russell's problem was that he was weak in thermodynamics. The following quote comes to
mind:

“He was a practical electrician fond of whiskey, a heavy, red-haired brute with irregular teeth. He doubted the
existence of a Deity but accepted Carnot’s cycle, and he had read Shakespeare and found him weak in
chemistry.”
— H.G. Wells (1906), The Door in the Wall, and Other Stories, Lord of the Dynamos

Russell's weak views are as follows:

“The second law of thermodynamics makes it scarcely possible to doubt that the universe is running down,
and that ultimately nothing of the slightest interest will be possible anywhere. So far as scientific evidence
goes, the universe has crawled by slow stages to a somewhat pitiful result on this earth and is going to crawl
by still more pitiful stages to a condition of universal death. If this is to be taken as evidence of purpose, I can
only say that the purpose is one that does not appeal to me. I see no reason, therefore, to believe in any sort
of god, however vague and however attenuated.”
— Bertrand Russell (1923), “Why I Am Not a Christian”

Here, he's teetering on the second law based purposeless universe hypothesis:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Purposeless+universe+hypothesis
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Sadi-Carnot

109. RE: Leachman
Jan 9 2018, 11:24 PM EST (edit my post)
Of note, regarding ethics and thermodynamics, this week I have been talking to Jacob Leachman who teaches
engineering ethics:

https://hub.wsu.edu/sdex/author/jacob-leachman/

and is getting near to publishing a book on social thermodynamics:

https://hydrogen.wsu.edu/2017/05/30/social-thermodynamics-the-mathematics-of-creativity/

He states in this article:

“Creativity, going back to the original definition, is when we have an idea that expands our view of what is
possible. When we have this moment of insight things change. Remember our equation for predicting social
phase change:

g = u + Pv – Ts

where u is the internal energy or values you’re bringing to the problem, P is pressure or stress, v is the inverse
of density, T is temperature or resources, and s is entropy or empathy. If the change (g2-g1) in Gibb’s energy
is negative (the value for g is less after something happens then before) phase change will spontaneously
occur. In other words, if g2 is less than g1 we’re going to have a breakthrough!”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Jacob+Leachman

We should be seeing some good things from him in the future.

Joshua_RI

110. Electric potential
Jan 10 2018, 4:21 PM EST
There is no field without God and a perceiver, however, is there an electric field with an observer or is there a
negation with God?

Joshua_RI

111. RE: Electric potential
Jan 10 2018, 5:47 PM EST
As I read in Greek the book one of John (1 John) with the essence or existence of God in front of me, does my
neuroelectric potential collide with the book in front of me in an electric field with entropy? How is this electric
field with entropy observed?

Copyright 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Joshua_RI

112. RE: Thims
Jan 10 2018, 11:42 PM EST
Do you understand that people that feign their IQs do not demonstrate what I have demonstrated in
Hmolpedia and outside of Hmolpedia? My mental age and electric potential activity seem to have been
superior throughout my interactions with Hmolpedia. Do you not understand that I am your superior?

Sadi-Carnot

113. RE: Thims
Jan 11 2018, 2:11 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#112): "Do you understand that people that feign their IQs do not demonstrate what I have demonstrated
in Hmolpedia and outside of Hmolpedia? My mental age and electric potential activity seem to have been
superior throughout my interactions with Hmolpedia. Do you not understand that I am your superior?", you are
starting to turn into a little child.
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Joshua_RI

114. RE: Thims
Jan 11 2018, 2:54 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 11 2018, 3:35 AM EST
You seem to have difficulties with security projections with my resilience and self-efficacy. Problems with
proofs against Atheism and Marxist-Leninism are also present.

I saw the demand for a future genius and supplied a solution to the problem set in relation to the "Future
Genius (IQ: 235)" section via the "Laws of Elective Affinities" that has been copyrighted by me and published
by Lux and Community, LLC.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Genius+IQs

I presented some numbers in relation to Terman IQ (IQT) and not child ratio (IQR) as you have listed.

I now have a robust proof of life that is copyrighted and published.

I am now a top contributor to Hmolpedia discussions and probably the highest ranking "client or customer"
interacting with the "Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics" website.

My résumé is outstanding. I am a Doctor of Laws and I am writing my Artium Magister thesis. The Assisstant
District Attorney that allowed me to serve and shadow as a prosecutor of my local Office of the District
Attorney did not behave as immaturely as you have towards me. This is game theory with equilibrium in mind.
You have mentioned Pareto and you are not preserving Pareto Optimality towards my property.

My goal here was to engage in commerce and intellectual development. I thought you were supposed to be a
scholar and not a jackass.

Philoepisteme

115. RE: Purpose, Thermodynamics, Reduction, Leachman
Jan 11 2018, 8:06 AM EST
Re: “Here, he's teetering on the second law based purposeless universe hypothesis.” Such is indeed a very
unsatisfactory hypothesis, being quite unnecessary that we abolish rather than reduce our 'highest ideals'. I
am very interested to further explore explanations regarding the 'problem of evil' from the perspective of a
purpose-reduced/explained (thermodynamic) viewpoint.

Re: “Of note, regarding ethics and thermodynamics, this week I have been talking to Jacob Leachman who
teaches engineering ethics.” Very promising, the future perhaps burns bright. Precisely this sort of model is
needed in order to wisely guide societal institutions.

Joshua_RI

116. RE: Purpose, Thermodynamics, Reduction, Leachman
Jan 11 2018, 6:34 PM EST
People with a predisposition to the expression of psychosis and a lack of impulse control do not have a
tendency to guard against entropy without an antipsychotic medication of which contributes to a 'problem of
evil'. A lack of robust mental fitness does not contribute to benevolence. Psychosis and evil do not necessarily
and sufficiently sustain genetic fitness in the population. See sanitarium to improve mental fitness, Thims.

Sadi-Carnot

117. RE: problem of evil reduced
Jan 12 2018, 8:11 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 12 2018, 8:16 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#115): “I am very interested to further explore explanations regarding the 'problem of evil' from the
perspective of a purpose-reduced/explained (thermodynamic) viewpoint”, the short answer is that what we
colloquially refer to as evil are “endergonic” acts (reactions or processes), i.e. Gibbs energy absorbing
processes, what we colloquially refer to as good are “exergonic” acts (reactions or processes), i.e. Gibbs
energy releasing processes, and in nature, as discovered in the 1930s, exergonic processes drive endergonic
processes, e.g. ATP (phosphate bond energy release) drives many cellular activities.

The basics of all this, at the cellular level, were first summarized in Fritz Lippmann’s 1941 paper:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Metabolic+Generation+and+Utilization+of+Phosphate+Bond+Energy

This is called coupling theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/coupling

Robert Kenoun (2006) has been the only person, aside from myself, to publish on a variant of coupling theory
at the social level:

http://www.eoht.info/page/coupling
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albeit he discusses things in terms of internal energy (U) coupling, which is in the neighborhood, but not
correct; it is free energy (G) coupling that is the key factor:

G = U + PV – TS

Read the following 2011 article:

http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/Thermodynamic_Proof_that_Good_Always_Triumphs_over_Evil.pdf

Watch the following 2015 lecture for details:

https://youtu.be/KThgsXPx6wo

Sadi-Carnot

118. RE: God trolling
Jan 12 2018, 8:14 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 12 2018, 8:34 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#116): god Shu, I now see that you have been god trolling around Hmolpedia since May 2016:

http://www.eoht.info/account/Sadi-Carnot/thread/5293180/Stay+Alert+%28Espionage+Act+of+1917%29

What was it that drew you to this site in the first place?

If you would post direct questions, like Plotinus does:

“What motion of atoms can one attribute to the actions and passions of the soul? . . . What movements of
atoms stir the thought of the geometer, the arithmetician, or the astronomer? What movements are the source
of wisdom?”

http://www.eoht.info/page/Plotinus

Then I can answer your questions, and we can have open and frank discussions.

Instead, you post some of the stupidest circular god-filled obfuscation posts; this is what you sound like:

∞³ / Descartes metaphysics – ∫ ½ Leibnitz (spiritual power compounded) + √ Absolute Reason = Lord god
Almighty Jesus Christ Superstar Amen VishNu^soul² + 3 Leucippus infinite element^∞ + 5 sprinkles of my IQ
pixie dust points from MyMentalAge.com genius test

Joshua_RI

119. Loop f(x)
Jan 12 2018, 3:56 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 12 2018, 4:51 PM EST
Monte-Carlo via a search engine revealed Hmolpedia when I was browsing for mathematical physics topics
and topics for my research.

I have a Plotinus text. I have made many comments in relation to the pursuit or revelation of scientific causes,
so to speak.

I now have a copyrighted and published rough draft of the "Dynamics of Elective Affinities" as inspired by
Gibbs and Goethe of which is now available with Hmolpedia. The "Laws of Elective Affinities" are implemented
in the "Dynamics of Elective Affinities".

http://www.eoht.info/page/Dynamics+of+Elective+Affinities+%C2%A9

http://www.eoht.info/page/Laws+of+Elective+Affinities+%C2%A9

I believe this copyrighted formula rough draft is a powerful foundation to a solution or an understanding of the
"Elective Affinities Problem".

http://www.eoht.info/page/Elective+affinities+problem

Joshua_RI

120. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 13 2018, 12:59 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 13 2018, 1:00 AM EST
Plotinus notes in the Fourth Ennead of the Fourth Tractate: "We have learned, further, something of our
human standing; we know that we too accomplish within the All a work not confined to the activity and
receptivity of body in relation to body; we know that we bring to it that nature of ours, linked as we are by
affinities within us towards the answering affinities outside us; becoming by our soul and the conditions of our
kind this linked—or, better, being linked by Nature—with our next highest in the celestial or demonic realm,
and thence onwards with those above the Celestials, we cannot fail to manifest our quality."1
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1 Hutchins, Robert Maynard. Great books of the Western World: Plotinus. Vol. 17, W. Benton, 1952.

Sadi-Carnot

121. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 13 2018, 9:23 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#119); see the following:

http://www.eoht.info/thread/5366960/Edit+rules+%7C+Beta+wiki

Re (#120): “Plotinus on affinities”, interesting quote; I added it to his page:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Plotinus

Joshua_RI

122. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 13 2018, 6:00 PM EST
I believe Plotinus has an abundance of great contributions relevant to philosophy.

I have decided there are very few scholars of Gibbs and Goethe that would be able to provide a strong peer
review of the "Dynamics of Elective Affinities".

http://eohtbeta.wikifoundry.com/page/Dynamics+of+Elective+Affinities+©

As of now, the "Dynamics of Elective Affinities" remains as one of the most powerful solutions to the "Elective
Affinities Problem".

Joshua_RI

123. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 13 2018, 6:42 PM EST
In the Preface to Volume II of "The Collected Works of J. Willard Gibbs" Gibbs states the following:

"In the present state of science, it seems hardly possible to frame a dynamic theory of molecular action which
shall embrace the phenomena of thermodynamics, of radiation, and of the electrical manifestations which
accompany the union of atoms. Yet any theory is obviously inadequate which does not take account of all
these phenomena." 1

"Certainly, one is building on an insecure foundation, who rests his work on hypotheses concerning the
constitution of matter." 2

Gibbs, like me, is a Doctor of Laws. Gibbs emphasizes operations of the 'canonical' throughout his works. 3

Gibbs seems to be incredibly relevant and significant to a discussion about the negation of Atheism and the
affirmation of thermodynamics. Gibbs is blatantly not for Atheism.

1 Gibbs, J. W. (1957). The collected works of J. Willard Gibbs (Vol. II). New Haven: Yale University Press.
2 Ibid.
3 “Canonical.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/canonical.

Joshua_RI

124. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 14 2018, 12:21 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 14 2018, 10:23 AM EST
In relation to the argument of atomic magnitudes, Aristotle writes the following in Book I of Chapter 2 of "De
Generatione Et Corruptione (On Generation and Corruption):

“The necessary consequence––especially of coming-to-be and passing-away are to take place by
‘association’ and ‘dissociation’ respectively––is that a body must contain atomic magnitudes which are
indivisible.” 1

"...we must now show that it conceals a faulty inference, and exactly where it conceals it.” 2

“For, since point is not ‘immediately-next’ to point, magnitudes are ‘divisible through and through’ in one sense,
and yet not in another.” 3

“Hence there are both ‘association’ and ‘dissociation’, though neither (a) into, and out of, atomic magnitudes
(for that involves many impossibilities), nor (b) so that division takes place through and through––for this would
have resulted only if point had been ‘immediately-next’ to point: but ‘dissociation’ takes place into small (i.e.
relatively small) parts, and ‘association’ takes place out of relatively small parts.” 4

1 Aristotle, and Richard McKeon. The basic works of Aristotle. W. Ross MacDonald School, Resource
Services Library, 2009.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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Joshua_RI

125. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 15 2018, 4:42 PM EST
This humorous debate reminds me of Hmolpedia and Libb Thims:

https://www.kialo.com/marxist-leninist-and-soviets-are-not-robust-reasoners-8153/8153.0=8153.1/=8153.1

A debate is available for people for and against atomism:

https://www.kialo.com/atoms-are-not-the-true-elements-of-things-8132/8132.0=8132.1/=8132.1

Joshua_RI

126. RE: Loop f(affinities)
Jan 16 2018, 12:08 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 16 2018, 12:09 AM EST
Tacitus, a Roman consul and historian, documents Christus in Book XV in AD 62-65.

"Christus, from whom the name had its origin, suffered the extreme penalty during the reign of Tiberius at the
hands of one of our procurators, Pontius Pilatus, and a most mischievous superstition, thus checked for the
moment, again broke out not only in Judaea, the first source of the evil, but even in Rome, where all things
hideous and shameful from every part of the world find their center and become popular." 1

1 Tacitus, Cornelius, et al. The annals of imperial Rome. Barnes & Noble, 2007.

Philoepisteme

127. RE: Tacitus, Chrestus, Mangasarian
Jan 16 2018, 2:12 AM EST

"Tacitus, a Roman consul and historian, documents Christus in Book XV in AD 62-65.

"Christus, from whom the name had its origin, suffered the extreme penalty during the reign of
Tiberius at the hands of one of our procurators, Pontius Pilatus, and a most mischievous
superstition, thus checked for the moment, again broke out not only in Judaea, the first source of
the evil, but even in Rome, where all things hideous and shameful from every part of the world
find their center and become popular." 1

1 Tacitus, Cornelius, et al. The annals of imperial Rome. Barnes & Noble, 2007."

From Mangasarian's “The Truth About Jesus”:

But is it conceivable that the early Christians would have ignored so valuable a testimony had they known of
its existence, and would they not have known of it had it really existed? The Christian Fathers, who not only
collected assiduously all that they could use to establish the reality of Jesus—but who did not hesitate even to
forge passages, to invent documents, and also to destroy the testimony of witnesses unfavorable to their
cause—would have certainly used the Tacitus passage had it been in existence in their day. Not one of the
Christian Fathers in his controversy with the unbelievers has quoted the passage from Tacitus, which passage
is the church's strongest proof of the historicity of Jesus, outside the gospels.

Sadi-Carnot

128. RE: Love = f(affinities)
Jan 16 2018, 2:38 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 16 2018, 2:40 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#125): “https://www.kialo.com/marxist-leninist-and-soviets-are-not-robust-reasoners-8153/8153.0=8153.1
/=8153.1”, I am not a Marx-Lenin atheist, my brand of atheism is comprised of the following:

Goetheanism
Holbachian atheism
Schopenhauerian atheism
Buchnerian atheism
Ostwaldian atheism
Nietzschean atheism

as listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+types+by+denial+and+belief

and as shown in the atheism genealogy tree here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+genealogy

Re: “https://www.kialo.com/atoms-are-not-the-true-elements-of-things-8132/8132.0=8132.1/=8132.1”, so you
do not believe in atoms? You do know that Jean Perrin won the 1926 Nobel Prize for his triple proof of the
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existence of atoms. You also know, I’m sure, than no one has ever one the Nobel Prize for a proof of the
existence of gods.

Re (#126): “Cornelius Tacitus”, yes that quote is already listed here:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Silent+historians+problem

and it was penned in 115AD, 85-years AFTER the fictionalized death of Jesus Christ. It is what is called
“invented history” or a “feigned event” (William Smith, 1910) just like your IQ.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Tacitus

If there was a real person named Jesus who rose from the dead after three days of death, and did all those
famous things the Bible says he did, then Plutarch (100AD) would have written about him. Plutarch, however,
writes prolifically about Osiris, the prototype of Jesus.

Sadi-Carnot

129. RE: Tacitus
Jan 16 2018, 2:53 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#127): good quote. I added it to the Tacitus page. There seems to be a whole cottage industry of
dissecting of the Tacitus Christ quote, going back to the German Jew and Count Volney, to name two (pg.
400):

https://books.google.com/books?id=rey19p_ycHUC&printsec=frontcover&dq=Krishna,+Christ&hl=en&sa=X&
ved=0ahUKEwj3vOnE69vYAhUhm-AKHf9OAr8Q6AEISTAG#v=onepage&q=Tacitus&f=false

The problem is that we Christian-land atheists are caught up debunking obscure 100AD "Christ" quotes, just
as Hindu-land atheists are caught up debunking obscure 800BC "Krishna" quotes, just as I'm sure ancient
Sumerian-land atheists were caught up debunking obscure 2,000BC "Nimrod Christ" quotes, etc.

Joshua_RI

130. RE: Love = f(affinities)
Jan 16 2018, 2:54 AM EST
I am aware of the word 'atom', however, I do not think the word 'atom' is descriptive of the true elements like
the word 'monad' is. Prize winning is not the end goal of research, however, prize winning might happen for
some as a result of research.

I think the quote that I provided from Tacitus is fine as it is. I think what you are doing on Hmolpedia is an
attempt to "invent history" or to "feign history". I do not think I would assert a fallacy about Plutarch.
Contemporary interpretations of Osiris as a prototype of Jesus are not entirely problematic. This type of
commerce is fine, I suppose. This idea set may resonate with a nuance of deus ex machina.

Joshua_RI

131. RE: Love = f(affinities)
Jan 16 2018, 3:20 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 16 2018, 3:22 AM EST
In the world of Vedanta, Atheists are classified as demoniac and are untouchables. Hmolpedia is considered
to be full of filth. Kalki chastises or eliminates filthy people or filth in general of which includes foulness and
ignorance. Kalki is a representative of an additional step in evolution.

Competence in accordance with the law is being assessed. Hmolpedia does not abide by Dharma and
intentionally goes against a plethora of legal systems. Advocacy for thermodynamics is not the problem. If
thermodynamics was the main focus of Hmolpedia, then writing about Atheism, geniuses, and other cultures
would seem mostly irrelevant to the discussion of "hot and cold". As a customer or client of Hmolpedia, I am
confused about the emphasis on militant Atheism and psychology without a significant emphasis on
mathematical physics only in relation to reductionism.

Sadi-Carnot

132. RE: Explicit atheism
Jan 16 2018, 3:39 AM EST (edit my post)
Re: “As a customer or client of Hmolpedia, I am confused about the emphasis on militant atheism and
psychology without there being a significant emphasis on mathematical physics only”, it’s not ‘militant
atheism’, but rather ‘explicit atheism’:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Explicit+atheism

Prior to 2014, Hmolpedia was atheistically implicit:

http://www.eoht.info/page/implicit+atheism

With the encounter of Mirza Beg, whom I consider to be my intellectual family, along with Empedocles and
Goethe, and his admittance that he believes in flying donkeys (aka Muhamad’s Buraq), I could not take implicit
atheism anymore. You have no idea how hard it was to key-word scrub every god-term in penning my 2007
Human Chemistry (the last chapter aside). Before 2014, I used to avoid atheism, now I embrace it. If my own
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brother (Beg) believes in flying horses, as I’ve asked myself many times, where does that leave the rest of
humankind? You, no doubt, believe in flying horses of your own device.

“One’s theological holdings [can be divided] into two classes: those for which a man would go to the stake,
and those for which a man would not go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870)

“For the second law [of thermodynamics], I will burn at the stake.”
— Heinz London (c.1933), comment made to H. Montgomery during his time at Harwell

One should only believe what they are willing to burn at the stake for.

Sadi-Carnot

133. RE: Explicit atheism & Veltman
Jan 16 2018, 3:48 AM EST (edit my post)
The following quote comes to mind:

“We are living in a totally ridiculous world. We have all kinds of things from horoscopes to Zen Buddhism to
faith healers to religions to what have you. The whole world around us is full of nonsense, baloney, big speak
and what have you. The fact that I'm busy in science has little or nothing to do with religion. In fact, I protect
myself, I don't want to have to do with religion. Because once I start with that, I don't know where it will end.
But probably I will be burned or shot or something in the end. I don't want anything to do with it. I talk about
things I can observe and other things I can predict and for the rest you can have it.”
— Martinus Veltman (2004) interview (Ѻ) with Harold Kroto (quote, 10:05-)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Martinus+Veltman

Most, like Veltman (and like me, before 2014), avoid the atheistic implications of their work, per reason that
they don’t want to get “burned or shot or something” in the end. That’s the cowards way out.

Joshua_RI

134. Pure consciousness and Rigveda
Jan 16 2018, 6:59 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 16 2018, 7:00 PM EST
Atheist supporters of Empedocles or thermodynamics may be flushed with the following quote of Aitareya from
the Rigveda. Empedocles suggested that the elements were gods of the God. 'Heat' is contained within pure
consciousness.

ऋ ेद Rigveda: Aitareya:

"Nay, these are but adjuncts of the Self, who is pure consciousness. And this Self, who is pure consciousness,
is Brahman. He is God, all gods; the five elements––earth, air, fire, water, ether; all beings, great or small, born
of eggs, born from the womb, born from heat, born from soil; horses, cows, men, elephants, birds; everything
that breathe, the beings that walk and the beings that walk not. The reality behind all these is Brahman, who is
pure consciousness.
All these, while they live, and after they have ceased to live, exist in him.
The sage Vamadeva, having realized Brahman as pure consciousness, departed this life, ascended into
heaven, obtained all his desires, and achieved immortality." 1

1 Prabhavananda, and Frederick Manchester. The Upanishads: breath of the eternal: the principal texts. New
American Library, 2002.

Joshua_RI

135. Pure consciousness
Jan 16 2018, 8:24 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 16 2018, 10:19 PM EST
Libb Thims,

Do you negate your consciousness for experimentation and observation purposes? Atheism is a negation of
God and therefore, Atheism is a negation of consciousness.

Sadi-Carnot

136. RE: Brahma = Ra = myth
Jan 17 2018, 2:57 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 17 2018, 3:25 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#134): “And this Self, who is pure consciousness, is Brahman”, are you dumb or something? Did I not
already tell you that Brahma is Hindu rescript of the Egyptian sun god Ra. This has been known since at least
the 19th century:

“So Ab, the original, Ram, or due east point, the orient, or origin of all light, or Braam of Sanscrit, by disguising
its true meaning and mystifying the multitude by inserting at the proper place this H converted Abraam into Ab-
ra-ham, or Ab, the first, original, Ra, the father or sun god, and Ham the Egyptian founder; or God the father of
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Ham.”
— Karl Anderson (1892), The Astrology of the Old Testament

http://www.eoht.info/page/Abraham+and+Brahma

You claim to be the “smartest person ever”, yet you can’t even grasp basic religio-mythology?

Consciousness is all explained here in terms of the Retinal molecule:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Consciousness

Whatever question you ask, you always want to ask if it can be explained, via reduced physics and chemistry,
up and down the great chain of being:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Great+chain+of+being

Try to use your brain instead of the Bible when you post.

Joshua_RI

137. Pure consciousness
Jan 17 2018, 3:22 AM EST
You seem to place more emphasis on deconstruction rather than analytical development.

Sadi-Carnot

138. RE: Consciousness 1
Jan 17 2018, 2:54 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “consciousness”, two classifications:

1. When a thing is under anesthesia, in a coma, or asleep (so to say) it is “un-conscious”, i.e. not reactive to its
surroundings.

2. When a thing is “conscious” it is reactive to its surroundings.

Barring semantical difficulties, which amount to terminology reform issues, when, speaking atomically, an
element gains enough electrons to fill its outer shell, of generally eight electrons, it therein reaches the noble
gas (or noble gas like) state configuration, and therein becomes an “inert” gas (column 18 elements), i.e. a
thing non-reactive to its surroundings, an unconscious thing, so to say. When an element begins to lose outer
shell electrons, i.e. valence electrons, it therein begins to become more reactive, i.e. more “conscious”
(column 14 elements), so to say, in uncorrected anthropomorphic speak.

Sadi-Carnot

139. RE: Consciousness 2
Jan 17 2018, 2:54 PM EST (edit my post)
Now, emissions and absorptions of light, i.e. photons, is the force carrier that mediates these changes in
valence electron configurations, i.e. changes in consciousness. Scaling things up, these same photon induced
changes in valence electron structure operate in the human mind, which is in by large a hydrocarbon
geometric structure. The simplest example being that when the sun rises, humans begin to awake and
become “conscious”, from a previously unconscious state (or sleep state).

These same changes in “consciousness” can be studied in the 3-element retinal molecule, in respect to
photon interactions in the 10-11 carbon-carbon bond region, wherein the element goes from being dormant (or
inert), in the bent configuration, akin to someone sleeping in the fetal position, to the exited state or reactive
straight configuration:

http://www.eoht.info/page/ABC+model

Once we begin to add a few elements to the picture, e.g. sulfur S, we might get a walking 3-element thing,
such as DTA:

http://www.eoht.info/page/DTA

That when it gets in to “excited state”, and becomes conscious, as you would say, it will begin to move, i.e.
walk, and therein begin to react and interact with its surroundings, in a conscious “choice” sort of way, as you
would say.
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Sadi-Carnot

140. RE: Consciousness 3
Jan 17 2018, 2:55 PM EST (edit my post)
Now, granted, my explanation is quick, off-the-cuff, and in need of deanthropomorphism:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Deanthropomorphize

But the point of this is that we don’t need gods, e.g. Ra, Brahma, Jesus, the father of Jesus, Shu, etc., to
explain what you refer to has “consciousness”.

Secondly, with resect to whether I believe I have consciousness or don’t, we should firstly note that you
(CHNOPS+20), I, and DTA (C14H10S2), are categorized as walking molecules:

http://www.eoht.info/page/walking+molecule

You and I, in turn, are subcategorized as powered CHNOPS+20 things:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Powered+CHNOPS%2B20+thing

In this respect, if you want to believe that when you walk (albeit not sleepwalking, mind you) you are
“conscious”, you also have to believe that when DTA walks, it too is “conscious”, in some form or another.
These types of paradoxes are what are called terminology reform problems:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Terminology+reform

and are solvable given time; and again, this does NOT involve the fictional higher powers of Brahma, the staff
of Ra, the divining rod of Abraham, and the magic wand that Jesus used to raise Lazarus from the dead (after
4-days), or superpowers of wonder woman, or the invisible cape of Dr. Strange.

Sadi-Carnot

141. RE: Consciousness 4
Jan 17 2018, 2:59 PM EST (edit my post)
Once, to note, you start scaling concepts such as "consciousness", "feelings", experiences, up and down the
scale of molecular beings, you enter into the field of study that some refer to as panexperientialism (wherein
you will find the faces of Leibnitz [theist] and Russell [atheist])

http://www.eoht.info/page/panexperientialism

Possibly 60% of this general field of study, to note, is in need of correction, but nevertheless it is an active field
of study in a few universities, e.g.:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Matthew+Segall

Joshua_RI

142. RE: Consciousness
Jan 18 2018, 2:37 AM EST
I think analyzing the neurobiological origins of consciousness is of interest. A mechanistic perspective might
be relevant, however, the experience of consciousness and the parts of consciousness remain to be within
one's consciousness.

Philoepisteme

143. RE: Consciousness, Monads, Leibniz
Jan 18 2018, 5:33 AM EST
Re: “Joshua,” if I have understood your position, only monads exist? Do you accept Leibniz' system in toto?
Do you see any geniuses as marking considerable advances over Leibniz?

Sadi-Carnot

144. RE: Neurobiological origins
Jan 18 2018, 6:26 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#142): “neurobiological origins of consciousness”, there is no such thing is neuro-BIO-logical origin,
because there is no “origin” of life:

“Aristotle noted of life that its lower limit defies demarcation. The living and non-living, he thought, merge one
in the other gradually. The recital trips along simple as a fairy tale. Today the very distinction between them is
convention. That deletes ‘life’ as a scientific category; or, if you will, carries it down to embrace the atom. The
vanishing point of life is lost. The categories of living and lifeless as regards science disappear.”
— Charles Sherrington (1938), Man on His Nature (pg. 210, 215, 229)
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This is one of the reasons why Sherrington is listed in the top 100 genius rankings (IQ:180|#99):

http://www.eoht.info/page/Top+1000+geniuses

and you are listed in the feigned IQ rankings:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Inflated+IQs

Sherrington is a realist; you are a slow-learning fictionalist.

“Is there an intellectually honest Christian evolutionist position? Or do we simply have to check our brains at
the church house door?”
— Anon (c.1997), query to The Scientist from a San Antonio attorney [1]

“Yes, an intellectually honest ‘Christian evolutionist’, a term which itself is an oxymoronic label, has to check
their brains at the church door.”
— William Provine (1988), “Scientists Face It! Science and Religion are Incompatible”; "oxymoronic" affixed by
Lee Strobel [5]

“A high IQ theist is an oxymoron.”
— Libb Thims (2015), thread post #6 (Ѻ); mental truncation paraphrase of Lee Strobel (2004) on William
Provine (1988) on anon (c.1997), Jul 5

http://www.eoht.info/page/Morality+Squared+%28part+three%29

Sadi-Carnot

145. RE: Post Leibniz genius
Jan 18 2018, 6:33 AM EST (edit my post)
Re (#143): “Do you see any geniuses as marking considerable advances over Leibniz?”, that would be
Goethe, and his 1813 to 1830 speculative discussions about how the “soul” in Aristotle entelechy + Leibniz
monad speak, would be defined as “the initial points from which the animation of the whole proceeds”.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Goethe+on+the+soul

Here, to clarify, Goethe is jettisoning the Platonic view of soul as origin of origin of the self; on motion, Plato,
as summarized by Cicero (45BC), argued that there were two kinds of motion:

“Here we must lend an ear to Plato, the god so to say among philosophers. His view is that motion is of two
kinds, the first self-propelled and the second directed from without; and that which is achieved spontaneously
of its own accord is more divine than that awakened by the thrust of another. Spontaneous motion he
attributes only to souls; in his view, it is from them that all motion takes its rise.”

Goethe, here, is saying that the origin of the animation of the whole of a being, derive from “initial points”
external to the being, which is consistent with the first law of motion:

http://www.eoht.info/page/laws+of+motion

Sadi-Carnot

146. RE: Post Leibniz genius
Jan 18 2018, 6:33 AM EST (edit my post)
This was summarized cogently by Hobbes as follows:

“That when a thing lies still, unless somewhat else stir it, it will lie still forever, is a truth that no man doubts of.
But that when a thing is in motion, it will eternally be in motion, unless somewhat else stay it, though the
reason be the same, namely, that nothing can change itself, is not so easily assented to. For men measure,
not only other men, but all other things, by themselves; and because they find themselves subject after motion
to pain, and lassitude, think everything else grows weary of motion, and seeks repose of its own accord; little
considering, whether it be not some other motion, wherein that desire of rest they find in themselves,
consistent.”
— Thomas Hobbes (1651), Leviathan (§2: On Imagination) (pg. 3)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Thomas+Hobbes
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Joshua_RI

147. Evaluation
Jan 26 2018, 9:01 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 27 2018, 3:47 AM EST
I am able to successfully represent the ideas of Leibniz and others. My responses here indicate no psychosis.
Mr. Thims, I think your responses or camouflage displays are demonstrative of delusions with an altered reality
with psychosis.

http://www.eoht.info/page/Crackpot

Let us hope you are working on camouflage displays.

I am one of the few living scholars with a capacity to rationally communicate about the abstract ideas of
Descartes, Goethe, Leibniz, Newton et cetera.

All of these abstract ideas are factually present in some consciousness of beings. If there is no God, then one
or Mr. Thims has no consciousness.

Joshua_RI

148. RE: Consciousness, Monads, Leibniz
Jan 26 2018, 9:21 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 26 2018, 9:23 PM EST
Hypothesis one: If there are elements of things, then the "elements of things are monads" (Leibniz).
Null hypothesis: If there are elements of things, then elements of things are not monads.

Hypothesis two: If there are things, then there are elements of things.
Null hypothesis: If there are things, then there are no elements of things.

Hypothesis three: Things exist.
Null hypothesis: Things do not exist.

"Cogito ergo sum." (Descartes)

Copyright 2018 by Sir Joshua Sydes von Nesselroth, LL.D., R.I.
Published by Lux and Community, LLC.

Joshua_RI

149. Affirmation of security
Jan 26 2018, 9:46 PM EST
I have the aggregate or global capacity to act purposefully, to think rationally, and to deal effectively with my
environment. Many of my experiences for the solution of immediate problems and the anticipation of future
ones are readily available. My ability to think in terms of abstract ideas is demonstrated regularly. I have the
ability to undertake activities that are characterized by difficulty, complexity, abstractness, economy,
adaptiveness to a goal, social value, emergence of originals, and to maintain such activities under conditions
that demand a concentration of energy and a resistance to emotional forces. I have the capacity to judge well,
to reason well, and to comprehend well.

Previous | 1 2 3 4 | Next
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Location: Atheism

Discussion: I would look to Descartes' "First Meditations"

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 151 - 153 of 153  |  Show  posts at a time
Previous | 1 2 3 4

Joshua_RI

150. Quote about genius
Jan 26 2018, 9:58 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 28 2018, 4:45 PM EST
While interacting with Mr. J. Altman on January 22, 2018, he stated the following to me about me: "You are
already a genius at the age of twenty-five." (J. Altman)

Joshua_RI

151. Address
Jan 27 2018, 9:18 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 27 2018, 9:19 PM EST
I am glad I do not have schizophrenia.

DSM-IV Criteria for Schizophrenia :: DNA Learning Center. (n.d.). Retrieved January 27, 2018, from
https://www.dnalc.org/view/899-DSM-IV-Criteria-for-Schizophrenia.html

Many Americans are boggled down with delusions. I am grateful to be without delusions.

“Delusion.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/delusion.

Atheism is a delusional idea set. Belief that there is no life is delusional without a specification of said belief as
a null hypothesis.

Please review the "Principle of Sufficient Reason" by Leibniz.

Melamed, Yitzhak Y., and Martin Lin. “Principle of Sufficient Reason.” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
Stanford University, 7 Sept. 2016, plato.stanford.edu/entries/sufficient-reason/.

Joshua_RI

152. RE: Address
Jan 28 2018, 4:25 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 28 2018, 4:43 PM EST
On January 28, 2018 Anna arrived to meet with me about Public Health affairs and stated to me about my
efforts, “You are a genius.” (Anna, M.A. Public Health)

This record keeping is for bureaucratic purposes in relation to a correction of affairs in relation to our
discussions on Hmolpedia.
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Location: Physicochemical atheism

Discussion: Heated discourse

Category: Discussion Forum / General Discussion
Showing 1 - 15 of 15  |  Show  posts at a time

107.77.90.56

Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 1:47 PM EST
Are you interested in negating your will to live and will to power with an acceptance of physico-chemical
demonstrations driven by heat?

Keyword tags: physiochemical atheism (edit keyword tags)

Sadi-Carnot

1. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 4:35 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 30 2018, 4:57 PM EST (edit my post)
You are posting from Atlanta? If this is god Shu, you have been banned from the site for your repeated
malicious activity (so stop trying to switch IP addresses):

http://www.eoht.info/thread/5366960/Edit+rules+%7C+Beta+wiki

If you are someone else, there is no "will to live", because there is no life:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+does+not+exist

Will to power is something entirely different: power exists, and "will" can be explained in the Holbach-Maxwell-
Schopenhauer sense of the matter:

“That motion which is excited in a body, that contains within itself the causes of those changes we see it
undergo, is called ‘spontaneous’. Then it is said, this body acts or moves by its own peculiar energies. Of this
kind is the motion of the man who walks, who talks, who thinks. Nevertheless, if we examine the matter a little
closer, we shall be convinced, that, strictly speaking, there is no such thing as spontaneous motion in any of
the various bodies of nature; seeing they are perpetually acting one upon the other; that all their changes are
to be attributed to the causes, either visible or concealed, by which they are moved. The will of man is secretly
moved or determined by some exterior cause that produces a change in him: we believe he moves of himself,
because we neither see the cause that determined him, the mode in which it acted, nor the organ that it put in
motion.”
— Baron d’Holbach (1770), System of Nature (pg. 17)

http://www.eoht.info/page/The+System+of+Nature

“I cannot help thinking about the immediate circumstances which have brought a thing to pass, rather than
about any ‘will’ setting them in motion. What is done by what is called myself is, I feel, done by something
greater than myself in me.”
— James Maxwell (1879), “Comment to Fenton Hort when terminally ill”

Sadi-Carnot

2. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 4:36 PM EST (edit my post)

“Murphy: I have been collaborating with our friend, Planck, on a book which deals principally with the problem
of causation and the freedom of the human will.

Einstein: Honestly, I cannot understand what people mean when they talk about the freedom of the human
will. I have a feeling, for instance, that I will do something or other; but what relation this has with freedom I
cannot understand at all. I feel that I will light up my pipe and I do it; but how can I connect this up with the
idea of freedom? What is behind the act of willing to light the pipe? Another act of willing? Schopenhauer once
said: Man can do what he wills, but cannot will what he wills."

http://www.eoht.info/page/Einstein-Murphy+dialogue
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Sadi-Carnot

3. RE: Will to live (re-defined)
Jan 30 2018, 4:55 PM EST (edit my post)
Note: to define "will to live", in the Schopenhauer sense, in neutral physico-chemical atheism terms, you have
to have to (a) life terminology upgrades:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades

and (b) define "will", not the "free will, soul, spirit" sense of things, but in the Holbach external force that gives
rise to perceived "sense to act" producing motion conception of things, i.e. in the first law of motion definition
of things:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Social+first+law+of+motion

107.77.90.56

4. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 5:13 PM EST
If a negation of a will to live is present, then what is the mode associated with an affirmation of survival to not
experience cessation during an emergency? Is this a will to avoid cessation and not to live? Should hospitals
state over the phone, "If this is a cessation avoidance emergency, then please hang up and dial nine one one."
instead of, "If this is a life threatening emergency, then please hang up and dial nine one one."?

Sadi-Carnot

5. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 5:43 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 30 2018, 5:44 PM EST (edit my post)
To be clear: you are god Shu (Joshua) or not? I could be possibly for you to have flown from North Carolina to
Atlanta?

In any event, we are not interested in what hospital operators say of the phone. The weather person says
every day that "sunrise" will be at 7:15AM, etc., even those it is NOT "technically" correct that the sun "rises".
Correct language regarding weather, however, is a trivial matter compared to correct language regarding
existence and non-existence states, especially when it comes to tensioned and legally enforced topics such as
abortion, euthanasia, stem cell research, death sentence, e.g. we will gladly put a sick dog down, but will keep
a sick human reactively existive, artificially, to the point of making a zombie.

Hence, a person can, in a physico-chemical sense of the matter, have a “will to exist” or a “will to not exist”.
Take Jefferson, an Epicurean materialist:

“Believe me, dear Sir: there is not in the British Empire a man who more cordially loves a union with Great
Britain than I do. But, by the god that made me, I will cease to exist before I yield to a connection on such
terms as the British Parliament propose; and in this, I think I speak the sentiments of America.”
— Thomas Jefferson (1775), “Letter to John Randolph”, Nov 29

Note, he does NOT say, “I will die” or “I will lay down my life”, etc., before …, but correctly says I will cease to
exist. A hydrogen atom can cease to exist. A human can cease to exist. A hydrogen, however, does NOT have
a will to live. Neither does a human, which is but a hydrogen aggregate.

“We should abandon the word ALIVE”, as Francis Crick (1966) famously said. Concordantly, we “should
abandon the phrase WILL TO LIVE”, per the same logical reasons: specifically, that the hydrogen atom is not
ALIVE and combinations of hydrogen atoms (i.e. elements) cannot BECOME alive.

107.77.90.56

6. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 5:58 PM EST
Is it not the case that there is a distinction between a 'will to cessation avoidance' and a 'will to exist'? I think
the ideas that you have reacted to or with, namely, 'god Shu (Joshua)' or 'Schopenhauer' might exist in relation
to the mode of the intellect rather than the mode of the will regardless of cessation or the 'will to cessation
avoidance'.

Sadi-Carnot

7. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 8:14 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “Is it not the case that there is a distinction between a 'will to cessation avoidance' and a 'will to exist'?”,
well, at least you are speaking correctly now.

To attempt to grapple with your query, firstly the opposite of “will to cessation avoidance”, in defunct colloquial
speak, is found, in some sense, in Freud’s death drive principle, which is based on thermodynamics,
terminology issues aside:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Death+drive

This also touches on drive theory:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Freud-Schiller+drive+theory
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Next, sticking to the query at hand, there is a spectrum of perspectives on cessation, depending on state of
existence:

“Death is a punishment to some, to some a gift, and to many a favor.”
— Seneca the Younger (55AD)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Cessation+(perspectives+on)

Sadi-Carnot

8. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 8:15 PM EST (edit my post)
To get a better handle on the question, thinking of a marriage as formed di-human-ide molecule:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Dihumanide+molecule

Each variety of which able to be quantified by a measurable bond energy:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Bond+energy

We can well differentiate between a couple who has a joint “will to avoid cessation” of marriage end, and will
go to great lengths to stabilize a failing marriage, e.g. counseling, activity changes, etc., and a couple who
merely have a joint “will for their marriage to exist”, and one that who have a joint “will for their marriage to
end” and will readily and happily sign divorce papers. We can differentiate these three types of marriage
existence into three types: spontaneous (natural), ambivalent (equilibrium), and non-spontaneous (unnatural),
which, whether hydrogen, H2, H20, human, or dihumanide molecule can be quantified by free energy change:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Spontaneity+criterion

http://www.eoht.info/page/Natural

Granted, these are off-the-cuff answers, but at least we don’t have to babble like an infant or a short-sighted
person about “wills to live”, as Empedocles so famously advised 2,500 years ago:

“There is neither birth nor death for any mortal, but only a combination and separation of that which was
combined, and this is what amongst laymen they call ‘birth’ and ‘death’. Only infants or short-sighted persons
imagine any thing is ‘born’ which did not exist before, or that any thing can ‘die’ or parish totally.”
— Empedocles (c.450BC) fragment; cited by Baron d’Holbach in The System of Nature (pg. 27); cited by cited
by Alfred Lotka (1925) in Elements of Physical Biology (pg. 185, 246)

107.77.90.56

9. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 8:49 PM EST
Re: #7

If the idea of a spectrum of perspectives on cessation depends on the state of existence, then a spectrum of
ideas of 'bond energy' and 'life' also depends on the state of existence. An idea of a spectrum of perspectives
affirming the 'will to live' or the 'will to cessation avoidance' exists.

Re: #8

What is the vow in marriage, "until death do us part." imply without death?

What is 'mortal' if their is no death?

Sadi-Carnot

10. RE: Heat exists / Life does not exist
Jan 30 2018, 9:59 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “spectrum of ideas of 'bond energy' and 'life'”, no. We modern physical chemists CAN measure bond
energies, in joules, for bound things, up and down the scale of atomic-molecular bound states of existence:

http://www.eoht.info/page/molecular+evolution+table

Life, however, is a postulate or property that does NOT scale up and down the so-called chain of being:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Great+chain+of+being

I would suggest you read Sherrington:

“When physics and chemistry have entered on their description of the perceptible, life disappears from the
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scene, and consequently death. Both are anthropisms.”
— Charles Sherrington (1938), Man on His Nature (pg. 236)

http://www.eoht.info/page/Charles+Sherrington

To think that there is a “spectrum of ideas about life”, such as Aristotle did, is a “recital that trips along simply
as a fairytale”, as Sherrington summarized things. The following detailed article should give you some
guidance:

http://www.eoht.info/page/defunct+theory+of+life

And there are MANY threads to peruse, such as:

http://www.eoht.info/thread/4456714/defunct+theory+of+life

Also watch the Alfred Rogers video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aq1yllaJtfI

Try to absorb this essential point, before asking more questions, e.g. “what is mortal”, what is “death do us
part”, etc.

107.77.90.56

11. RE: Heated discourse
Jan 30 2018, 10:13 PM EST
What is this spectrum of light doing with the existence of the letters 'life' in that combination as a word seen by
my eyes? Why is 'life' present in my memory? What happens when the count of letters totals to be four in a
being's awareness? 'Life' cannot be defunct or exist if this spectrum of light does not reveal the word 'life'.

A person may have 'life rights' to an estate legally with 'life' being a word that has legal existence.

Sadi-Carnot

12. RE: Cooled discourse
Jan 30 2018, 10:26 PM EST | Post edited: Jan 30 2018, 10:27 PM EST (edit my post)
Re: “What is this spectrum of light doing with the existence of the letters 'life' in that combination…”,

Q1. Who is the person who figured out what light is?
A1. James Maxwell

Q2. Who is the person who figured out what life is?
A2. No one.

No one has figured out what it is, because Q2 is a loaded question, like asking who is the person who has
figured out what ether is? No one, because ether does not exist.

Now, there are four independent abioists:

● Libb Thims | Idea 2007; Published 2009 | Atheist
● Alfred Rogers | Idea: 1990s; Published: 2010 | Atheist
● Jonathan Dowling | Idea: 1998-2004; Published: 2013 | Pantheist
● Ferris Jabr | Published: 2013 | Implicit atheist [?]

http://www.eoht.info/page/Abioism

Instead of asking me endless questions, spend some time studying these four different but same perspectives
on the view that life does not exist. Buy “time”, I mean at least a few days. Then come back if you have more
seasoned questions, if need be.

107.77.90.56

13. RE: Cooled discourse
Jan 30 2018, 10:46 PM EST
I also note that a person may have 'life in prison' legally with 'life' being a word that has legal existence.

The following equations are copyrighted demonstrations of 'life' as affected by algebra:

"f(x) = 'Life'

f(x) - 'Life' = 0

'Life' - f(x) = 0."
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Sadi-Carnot

14. RE: Cooled discourse
Jan 31 2018, 1:26 AM EST | Post edited: Jan 31 2018, 1:41 AM EST (edit my post)
The terms "negating" and "copyrighted" are the language of god Shu, the Hmolpedia vandal.

Note: if you really desire to come back to this site, come back in 30 days (from this post) and we will let you re-
join (as long as you follow the rules; malicious deletions of knowledge are crime against nature). Consider this
your ban period. Email me if you have further questions about your ban or unlocking your IP address blocks.

Thread locked.
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